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complete your BMW.

Wunderlich 
OffRoad Catalogue 2010/2011

We have summarised our GS competence 

in a 570 page OffRoad catalogue!

Exclusively for:  

F 650 GS/ Dakar, 

F 650/800 GS (Twin),  

R 850/1100/1150 GS/ Adventure, 

R 1200 GS/Adventure and HP2.

Language versions available: 

English, Italian, French and Spanish.

Ask your official Wunderlich dealer for a 

printed copy, or download from  

www.wunderlich.de/update

Imprint
Copyright by Wunderlich GmbH. Reproduction, printing or use of any material from this catalogue is not permitted unless authorised by the Wunderlich GmbH. Photos: Till Kohlmey, Michael Engel-
ke, Gerhard Rudolf „Buenos Dias“, Felix von Canstein „Pro-Photo“, Erich Wunderlich, Oliver Lohner. Furthermore, we would also like to thank all people who have given us permission to use their 
pictures.

Start here. All the essential information: www.wunderlich.de/update

Find an Official Wunderlich Dealer in your country

Download up-to-date and new catalogue sections, corrections and brand 
new parts that are not included in the printed catalogues!

www.wunderlich.de/manuals: Download fitting instructions in 
English/Italian/German/Spanish/French

International Internet Presence

The Wunderlich website has been recently upgraded 
and modernised. For our export customers the inter-
national section offers a lot of useful information. 

Enter the international website through   
www.wunderlich.de/update and from there it is easy 
to navigate to all the various information and download 
sections:

The Content:

•  Catalogues: Download all the current international catalogue 
sections, as well as new sections of bike models bikes not 
included in our printed catalogues. Includes all the model 
sections, accessories for all bikes, touring reports and special 
promotions. Available are English, Italian, Spanish and French 
catalogue sections.

•  Instructions / manuals: Download fitting instructions in Eng-
lish and colour. The list is constantly upgraded.

•  Press releases and news: All the latest press releases and 
product news from Wunderlich. 

•  Wunderlich Bikes: Download PDF’s of Wunderlich bikes, con-
versions and show bike specials.

•  Dealers: Find an official Wunderlich dealer in your country. 
Our dealers will provide you with parts and information, and 
will help you with inquiries and customer service in your lan-
guage.

•  New parts: Download information about new parts that are 
not included in the printed catalogues.

The international internet pages are updated on a daily 
basis. New content is added, more catalogue sections 
are translated into languages, newly developed parts 
are published and presented before they are included 
in the printed catalogues, and more instructions in 
English and other languages are added.

www.wunderlich.de/update



Editorial

Dear motorcycle fans,  

This year, an exciting anniversary awaits us. A whole 

quarter century has now passed since we at Wunder-

lich came up with our first products and ideas. This 

means that you, our customers, have since 1985 been 

turning common-or-garden two-wheelers into highly 

personalised motorcycles. With our commitment and 

enthusiasm we were then - and still remain - at the 

cutting edge of the blue-and-white brand‘s accesso-

ries market.

We have often been copied, which is something we are proud of. You know you‘ve 

got a good product when everyone else wants to cash in on it too. But we are the 

original. This applies just as much to our team, members of which are not infre-

quently courted by our competitors. Happily, however, our capable staff members, 

the nucleus of our success, have stayed loyal to the team. This includes some who 

were there right at the start, such as departmental managers Peter Hoppe, Ingrid 

Ulrich and Peter Decker. Alexander de la Motte, deputy managing director, has also 

been with us for more than 15 years. We are really proud of the stability of our team, 

of the large number of trainees who come to us, and of the fact that we can offer so 

many of them a job at the end of their training.

The On Road Catalogue that you are now holding offers you an enormous 

range of high-quality, practical and attractive accessories. You too can use 

them to turn your BMW into a perfect machine to reflect your individuality. 

 
We also owe our success to the fact that you appre-

ciate our products. Considerably more than 30,000 

participants followed the call to choose their Best 

Brand of 2010, using their votes to give Wunderlich 

first place in the Customising category. We are proud and delighted to have re-

ceived this accolade in our anniversary year: we would like to offer those who voted 

for us a resounding thank-you and to assure you that we see this vote both as a 

confirmation of what we have done so far and as encouragement to do even better 

in the future.

We have been living for motorcycles for 25 years. My team and I will be delighted if 

you, our customers, will join us in doing the same in the future.

Erich Wunderlich

Important comment: The parts sold by us are road legal and approved for use in 
Germany/Europe. Please make sure that they are road legal in your country - your 
Wunderlich dealer will be happy to provide you with information. 

Just one quick closing remark: We are of course delighted that so many of our 
customers are lady bikers. We would appeal to you particularly not to take offence at 
the fact that most of the texts in our catalogue have for the sake of simplicity been 
written from a male perspective, even though many of our products have been de-
veloped in response to wishes expressed by our female bike-riding staff members.
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jet of plastic to create three-dimensional forms). Two 
CNC machining centres are also available. The test 
sample is then given the first of its final polishes by 
being adapted to the vehicle. 

The real test, of course, takes place in practice. The 
components are tested, placed under load, checked 
and evaluated again and again until they reach their 
utmost limits of tolerance. Whether on the racetrack 
or in the course of extensive and thorough trials in all 
four corners of the world, each and every part has 
to prove its worth under extreme conditions. Some 
products may also be withdrawn and chucked away 
at this stage of the development process - which is of 
course what it is for.

Once all the hurdles mentioned so far have been 
cleared - and the bar is set very high - what follows 
is the secret fear of some bikers: the TÜV (technical 
certification) test. Thanks to our high product and 
quality standards, dialogue with the TÜV Rheinland 
organisation is no problem whatever. It‘s not for noth-
ing that Wunderlich was one of the very first firms in 
the motorcycling sector to be certified according to 
the DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2001 standard, which meets 
the standards of the German Federal Office for Motor 
Traffic (KBA). The processes that are precisely defined 
and supervised by this standard provide the guaran-
tee that all safety-relevant regulations and provisions 
are fully observed. It goes without saying, of course, 
that the testers go into the most minute detail in the 
course of their rigorous tests and checks.

Finally the product is finished and approved for road 
use. It is not unusual for this period from the very first 
idea to final approval to last five to six months; in the 
case of new technologies the wait can be as long as 
three years. It is completely in line with our intentions 
that not every product makes it into mass production. 
„We have to allocate a certain share of our budget to 
the promotion of innovative products which can then 
provide impetus or serve as prototypes in a quest to 
push the limits of the possible,“ explains company 
boss Erich Wunderlich. As an example of this he cites 
the costly and labour-intensive development of a 
road-legal natural gas conversion for motorcycles. 
Although this never made it into mass production, 
the project nonetheless generated huge amounts of 
valuable experience for the whole development team 
and was a real boost to technical progress. „One of a 
whole lot of developments that were gratefully seized 
on by the competition and passed off as their own,“ 
observes the head of R & D, Frank Tholey, with a wry 
glint in his eye.

The vast majority of the products that make it through 
to mass production is, of course, meant for the cus-
tomer. So the next step is production. At Wunderlich 
we do initial and small production runs. For large 
production runs the company works with various dif-
ferent, appropriately qualified cooperation partners. 
High quality standards are just as important here as 
they would be in house. Nothing is done on the cheap 
- there is nothing but the best of rigorously monitored 
German manufacturing. Wunderlich‘s partner firms 
are mostly located in the same region as we are. Close 
cooperation, regular consultation and regular monitor-
ing are the rule rather than the exception. This means 
security for both parties - to the ultimate benefit of 
you, the customer.

You might be forgiven for thinking that manufacture 
brings a product‘s development cycle to a close. This 
is almost the case. It would be the end of the story if 
it weren‘t for the small matter of fitting or user instruc-
tions. Thomas Schumann, workshop foreman and 
head of the test workshop: „We take great care over 
this point - after all, we know how annoying it can be 
to be confronted with inaccurate or over-complicated 
instructions. In fact, we take just as much care in the 
creation of usable and user-friendly descriptions for 
use by the layman as we do in product development. 
And if even that isn‘t good enough, our phone support 
people are on hand to give further help.“

 It must by now have become clear just how much 
effort and expenditure goes into the development 
of our products for our customers. High quality, fair 
value for money and, above all, the highest possible 
degree of safety are all values which come to the fore 
at Wunderlich.

Hundreds of the high-quality in-house products listed 

in our catalogue have been adopted as a matter of 

course by BMW riders. Just how much time and 

expense goes into the development of every indi-

vidual part is something that does not normally come 

to light.

Our technicians, engineers and developers meet at 
least once a week in a roundtable session. In these 
sessions, furious thinking takes place, and ideas 
come up. These are put through their paces on the 
metaphorical test bed - to be consigned to the bin, 
discussed, played with, or worked out in greater 
detail.  When these development meetings take place 

at Wunderlich, the creativity knows no bounds.  Erich 
Wunderlich sees his team as a forge for hammering 
out ideas. Most of the ideas on new, innovative prod-
ucts come up in-house or are developed in collabora-
tion with selected partner companies.

If the meeting approves of an idea, the following ques-
tions are asked: Does the product have any chance 
on the market? Is there already something out there 
like it? What does the marketing department think 
of it? And finally, can it even be done? If a decision 
is made to take it further, the new product makes 
the first step from theory to practice in the form of 
a preliminary drawing. If the part in question is to be 
turned, machined or made of formed sheet metal, the 
next step is to create a 3D CAD drawing which forms 
the basis of a first prototype to be made in one of 
the firm‘s two in-house machining centres or in the 
prototype workshop. Meticulous hand work leads to 
the creation of a model which is usually subjected to 
initial testing procedures.

If the idea in question is for a complex 3D product, a 
volume model made out of easily malleable material, 
such as Claytone (a kind of modelling clay), is created 
to work out aspects of design, form and function.

It is at this point that Wunderlich‘s ultra-modern 
research and development institutions get involved: 
The completed model is scanned using a modern 3-D 
laser scanner, and the surface, form and dimensions 
are imported into the CAD system with a high degree 
of precision. A so-called Rapid Prototyping printer 
is now used to create the actual prototype itself out 
of the 3-D functional model using a plastics printing 
procedure (similar to a LaserJet, this however uses a 

Research and Development
at Wunderlich

Wunderlich - machining centre with automated tool change allows for the fully automatic, round-the-
clock creation of complex forms

First concept drawings of a new hand protector On the basis of the drawing, a raw component is 
made using Claytone

The Claytone model is recorded by laser scan The scan is used to generate a 3D drawing

High-tech from start to finish: We use our 3D printer to create the first prototype out of ABS plastic 
over night

Test fitting of the printed prototype Test workshop for the test fittings, tests etc.
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25 Wunderlich Years
25 years of functional products for the perfect,  
individual motorcycle

We extend our thanks to all our customers 
and business partners. In 2010 we shall 
be celebrating our 25th anniversary. For a 
quarter of a century the name of Wunder-
lich has been inseparably connected with 
the Yamaha and BMW brands.

The story of Wunderlich GmbH began in 
Erich Wunderlich‘s parents‘ garage.

An 8-page, manually typed catalogue was 
produced presenting the first products 
such as the innovative direct lubrication 
system for the overhead camshaft.

After two years the garage became too 
small, and we moved into a warehouse 
at the station in Ahrweiler. The products 
ranged from chassis optimisation kit to 
performance enhancement, and, in 1988, 
our present-day production manager, Pe-
ter Hoppe, became our first employee.

The path we had chosen had long since 
proved to be the right one, and our sec-
ond relocation into an idyllic old vineyard 
with more than 1000 m22 of warehousing 
space became essential as early as 1989. 
The purchase of an R 100 GS marked the 
start of our love affair with BMW, and our 
first trade show appearance at the IFMA 
in Cologne in 1991 caused something of a 
splash. Just one year later, our catalogue 
was extended to a print run of 5,000, 
with 67 pages covering more than 200 

products. Four years further on, the cata-
logue‘s print run had reached 20,000, and 
Wunderlich decided to focus exclusively 
on BMW.

Things went on happening fast. The work-
force grew continuously, and another 
move - not to be our last - took place to 
our first fully-owned premises in Boden-
dorf. Since 2004 we have been in Sinzig, 
where 3 buildings provide enough space 
for all our departments, from administra-
tion to R & D and warehousing.

„25 years“ may just trip off the tongue, but 
the fact is that our youngest employees 
weren‘t even born then; a quick look back 
confirms that it has been a long time. 
1985  At 17, Boris Becker becomes the 
first German to win Wimbledon.
Erich Wunderlich sets up the company at 
the parental home in Ahrweiler. The first 
catalogue appears: 8 pages in size, typed 
on the typewriter of Alberto, Wunderlich 
senior. Focal point of the catalogue: As the 
young Wunderlich was a fan of muscular 
torque, it of course had to be the legendary 
one-lungers from Yamaha: the XT and the 
SR 500.

1986 The Soviet Union launches the core 
module of the space station „Mir“ into or-
bit.
Development of a direct lubrication system 

for the single cylinder‘s overhead cam-

shaft. The first production run exceeds the 

budget by many multiples. The first advert 

is run to great acclaim in „Tourenfahrer“ 

(German motorcycle magazine).

1987 The USA starts to create the GPS 

network.

Things get too tight in the parental home, 

and the first move becomes necessary. An 

office with attached warehouse is hired at 

Ahrweiler station at a peppercorn rent. The 

product spectrum ranges from chassis 

improvements right up to expensive and 

complex performance enhancements.

1988 George Bush senior is elected presi-

dent of the USA.

 Development, customer services and 

sales become too much for one person 

to manage. The first employee is hired. 

He is Peter Hoppe, present-day produc-

tion manager and one of the pillars of the 

company.

1989  Fall of the Berlin Wall.

The old warehouse is bursting at the 

seams. The firm moves into an idyllic old 

vineyard in Ahrweiler with more than 1000 
m2 of warehousing space. The first BMW 
appears in the company fleet. It is an R 
100 GS.

1990 The leaning tower of Pisa is closed to 
the public for safety reasons.
The youngest of Wunderlich‘s current em-
ployees is born. The break with the Yama-
ha motorcycle brand is on the horizon.

1991 „Ötzi“, a glacier mummy of more than 
5,000 years in age, is found in the border 
region between North and South Tyrol.
The first appearance at the IFMA trade 
show in Cologne. Wunderlich presents 
the first converted R 100 GS with double 
headlights, double rear lights and many 
other refinements.

1992 The XXV summer Olympic Games 
take place in Barcelona.
The first independent BMW accessories 
catalogue is published. At 67 pages in 
length, it covers a range of more than 200 
accessories and has a print run of 5,000 
copies.

1993 Boris Yeltsin wins the first democratic 
elections to be held in Russia.
The R 1100 GS is introduced: a milestone 
in the history of the BMW model and con-
firmation that the firm has placed its trust 
in the right brand.

1994 Sony introduces the first Playstation 
in Japan.
This is the year of the new R 1100 GS, 
which also finally catalyses the firm‘s com-
plete switch of focus to the BMW brand.

1995 Jacques Chirac is elected president 
of France.
The success of Munich‘s finest assures 
continuous growth at Wunderlich. On 
average, more than 50 parcels of acces-
sories leave the firm‘s premises each day.

1996 The XXVI summer Olympic Games 
take place in Atlanta/USA.
Development of the ERGO seat benches 
and touring screens.

1997 The Labour Party under Tony Blair 

wins the British General Election.
The number of employees has risen to 12. 
5 of these are responsible full-time for cus-
tomer service: in person and on the phone.

1998 A 3-0 win over Brazil wins the French 
football team the World cup in Paris.
A catalogue is now produced annually with 
a year-on-year increase in the number of 
products. In-house developments form an 
increasingly important part of the product 
range. First appearance at the INTERMOT 
trade show in Munich.

1999 Johannes Rau is elected president of 
the Federal Republic of Germany.
Insufficient warehousing space, confined 
offices and a lack of customer parking 
forces the firm to move yet again: this time 
to Bodendorf.

2000 Michael Schumacher wins the For-
mula 1 Drivers‘ Championship for Ferrari.
Wunderlich becomes one of the first of the 
few firms in the motorcycling sector to be 
certified according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001, 
allowing the company to apply for TÜV 
certificates. Wunderlich is represented for 
the first time in its own right at the INTER-
MOT with a 65 m2 stand. This is a glittering 
success: Importers from all over the world 

almost have to fight for the rights to sell 
in their own countries what has become 
a very comprehensive range of BMW ac-
cessories.

2001  The Czech Republic wins the World 
Ice Hockey Championship, beating Finland 
in the final.
 Wunderlich GmbH becomes the first firm 
in the motorcycling sector to be certified 
according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2000, 
which meets the standards of the German 
Federal Office for Motor Traffic (KBA).

2002 _Introduction of the Euro.
The first office containers are erected on 
the site at Bad Bodendorf. The premises 
are once again close to capacity. The 
Yamaha business area is wound up to al-
low a complete focus on the development 
and testing of BMW products.

2003 Concorde flies from New York to 
Paris for the very last time.
Four large, white sea containers have now 
been put up on the Wunderlich site. The 
hottest summer in a century is great for 
motorcycle users; however, temperatures 
in the office containers occa-sionally top 
40° C. The first plans are laid for a new 
building in the industrial estate at Sinzig.

2004 The Greek football team under Otto 

Rehhagel wins the European Champion-

ship.

In January 2004 the firm moves into its new 

home on the Kranzweiherweg. Wunderlich 

lays on the first Open Day, which is cel-

ebrated by more than 1000 customers.

2005 Angela Merkel is elected chancellor 

of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Wunderlich celebrates its 20th anniversary 

and looks forward to the next 20 years!

2006 The football World Cup takes place 

in Germany.

Acquisitions include a 3D printer for Rapid 

Prototyping, a 3D laser scanner and a new 

CNC milling machine.

2007 Germany beats Poland to become 

world handball champion.

The „Classic“ catalogue, the 19th edition 

of the Wunderlich catalogue, is published. 

Nine new members of staff are taken on (R 

& D, marketing, sales, purchase, dispatch, 

accounts).

2008 Barack Obama is elected president 

of the USA.

 A new high rack warehouse with a capac-

ity for 524 pallets and a floor area of some 

600 m2 is built.

2009 Pilot Chesley B. Sullenberger avoids 

a disaster by ditching his plane in the Hud-

son River in New York.

The OnRoad catalogue, which comprises 

around 700 pages, is published with a print 

run of 40,000.

2010  2010 Wunderlich celebrates its 25th 

anniversary and offers its congratulations 

to Sarah Hughes, Tianna Madison, Lily 

Allen, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lewis Hamilton, 

Michael Phelps and all others born in 1985.

 This year, as a special gift, the readers 

of „Motorrad“ magazine vote us the Best 

Brand in the customising category.

1

3

2

The headquarter in 2009 with offices, shop and dispatch 
warehouse (1), the first completed section of the high rack 
warehouse (2) and the R & D department (3). On the right can 
be seen a part of our testing area and some of the outlying 
units (white garages), such as the motor power testing station 
and the  archive etc.

Erich Wunderlich (left) and Peter Hoppe (right) in 1994 in front of the firm‘s former 
premises in Ahrweiler.

First fully-owned company premises in Bad Bodendorf 1999
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A

Air filters + filter accessories   98   231 285 381 479 545, 561 599   698-699 754-755

Air Duct Cover + PowerInlet Kit                   650, 661    

Air intake duct covers           361            

Air pumps + compressors   56                    

Aluminium covers 10     214, 221   346 - 352 452 - 458
512, 528 

- 533
587 - 590 656 - 657 690 - 691 743 - 746

Aluminium rear shock adjuster       219 252 353 460 498 + 533 592   691  

Auxiliary headlights + accessories 21-23 75-77   232-233 268-269 385-387 434-436 516 578 634-635 703 728-729

B                        

Badges + Pins   153                    

Bags + rucksacks   150-152             575      

Batteries + battery accessories       234-235   382-383 480-489 562-563 600-601   700 753

Belly pans           361   540, 544 642-643      

Bike covers   87                    

Bolt sets + fixing equipment   116    220   366-367 467-469 550-551 593 657 695 748-749

Brake + clutch reservoir covers       206-207 262, 271 345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Brake caliper covers           365 466 538 583, 586 655 694 739

Brake caliper/fluid reservoir/cylinder protection       202 261, 262 336            

Brake discs + pads   60-63                    

Brake lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 724

Brake lever lock   113                    

Brake levers  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415, 465 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Brake light switch bracket/protector             439          

Bulbs/lamps   70-73                    

C - D                        

Camshaft sprocket cover           347 455 531 591      

Camshafts           378 478 557        

Carbon + CS tank pads       217+220       544   644    

Carbon-fibre parts 10, 30, 32-38     216-217 273,276-277 325,356-363 462-464 542-549  
626-627, 
642-650

  747

Cardan shaft (final drive) covers 10         325, 359 438 543        

Care products   88-94                    

Centre stand + accessories       190 255         611    

Chain  kits + chain protectors + accessories 31     218, 237-239 265, 280-281              

“Clear-Protect” leg protectors             414          

Clothing   122-124, 126                    

Clutch   100                    

Clutch fluid reservoir cover           345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Clutch lever  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Clutch protector                   623, 626   747

Clutch reservoir protector           336            

Cockpit fairings + Cockpit + instrument surrounds       214 270 331 440, 460-461 520 585 630 687 746

Cooler protector / surround       204 264, 277 338, 358 444-445 523   624-625, 648 681 733-734

CruiseControl   128   213 253 309 423 507   615 675 725

Cylinder protectors + valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Design elements (sticker and pad sets)       215 272 305       651-653    

Diagnostic equipment + Carbtune Synchroniser   112-113                    

E - F                        

“Earless” mirror conversion               535        

Electrics + charging devices   78-86                    

Engine protector plate                   628    

Exhaust Heat Shield carbon fibre 30                      

Exhaust systems + accessories      
225, 228 

- 229
282 369 - 373 471-474 553-555 595 649, 659-660 697 751-752

Fairing extensions / deflectors / flaps 18     189   302, 328-329 407, 414, 437  496  574  611 674  718

First aid sets   127                    

Foot protectors / leg protectors           329-330 414, 437         719

Footrests + footrest lowering kits       193-194   314-316 420-421, 424
504-505, 
508-509

  616-617 679 722

Fork springs + fork oil   45                    

Fork tube covers + fork protectors       217   336, 347            

Frame protectors           339           733

Fuel hose coupling + accessories   96, 107                    

Funnel   93                    

G                        

Gaiters       260 335 438            

Gaskets + accessories   106, 108                    

Gear lever + lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 723

Generator covers (carbon/alu.) + generator plugs       221   359 462 543        

Grab rail                 575      

H - I                        

Hand protectors + accessories         260 328       637    

Handlebar bag       245   399 490         764

Handlebar end weights       213   312, 344 450 535   654 688 740

Handlebar muffs   128                    

Handlebar riser       194   310-312 416-417     613 678 721

Handlebars       196   312 420 501-502   613 677  

Headlight conversion                   652    

Headlight grill       203                

Headstock bolt cover  + thermometer cap           344-345 452-453 528     688  

Hearing protection   120                    

Heat exchanger protectors 39       265              

Heated grips   130                    

Heel guard           337 458 549   626    
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Helmet camera   179                    

Horn + horn guard           334, 395 489 569 587 669 707 765

Hub covers + hub centre caps           351+352 458+459 532   641   745

Indicator housing, carbon               542        

Indicators + accessories   78-80   235-236 280 388-389 484 564-565 603 664 701 756-757

Inner mudguard 17       267              

Inspection kits   99                    

K - L                        

Key chain + key holder   120-121                    

Lamp surround             464          

Lifting handle           318 425         723

Lighter with LED light   125                    

Luggage strapping loops + accessories   148                    

Luggage racks + accessories   137-138                   727

M - N                        

Magnetic board   125                    

Magnetic oil filter  add-on “Filter Plus”   99                    

Magnetic oil drain plugs   97                    

Manoeuvrability aids  + lifters   42-44                    

Maps + literature  
116-118, 
154-155

                   

MediaBag + accessories     174-175                  

Mirror safety wires             446   580   685 736

Mirrors + mirror extensions 12 65-69   197 253 314 422     619   717

Mudguard / mudguard rail 17     216 273 356, 357 463 547 586 643, 644    

Mudguard extensions       203 255, 267 339, 340 445 525 580 633 683 735

MultiPod + accessories     162, 168-172                  

Navigation + accessories 29   159-179       485         167

Number plate carrier 31     223 273 353  
539+540, 

546
  646, 653    

O - P                        

Oil cooler grill           338, 358 444-445 523   624   734

Oil filter tools /protection 39 98     265              

Oil plugs + oil plug conversion kit       211 266 326-327 432-433 514-515 578-579      

Öil temperature gauges       218 266           687 748

Oils, filters + accessories   94-98                    

Paintwork protection       205   341 447 522 581 636 684 737

Panniers, cases, top boxes, carriers  + accessories 39 139-147     290-91              

Paralever torque arm         317 422 506     615, 653   724 + 742

Protection bars + accessories / crash protection 21     199-202 257-259 321-324 427-429 512 577 621-623    

R                        

RapidBike   101                    

Rear carrier bags + rear seat bags   138, 149   243-245 289 395-397 489+491 569   669 709 765

Rear lights + accessories 16, 38     236 279, 280 390-391   565 601 665 702  

Rear wheel covers + huggers       216 276 358 463 548   626, 641 692  

Rim stickers   57                    

S                        

Screens and windshields       185-189 250, 277 297-304 406-413 495-497, 542 573+574 607-611 673-674 713-716

Screen adjusters                     743

Seat heating + seat cushions   130-131                    

Seats + accessories 27 108   183 249 295 403-404          

Side covers           362   545   639    

Side stand extensions       206 264 340 446 524 577 625 681 735

Spark plugs + accessories 20 104-106                    

Starter motor  + starter motor cover   112           546        

Steel braided brake lines   64                    

Steering stop + accessories           335 443 511        

Stickers   124                    

Straps   147                    

Sun visor strips + cleaners   119, 121                    

Suspension + lowering kits   46-47, 50-52                    

T - V                        

Tail conversion + fairing         276 360-363       646, 648    

Tank bags + accessories   134-135   241-243 287-288 393-395 487-488 567-568   667-668 705-706 759-761

Tank pads + filler cap pads       204, 209 260 333-334 442-443 519, 521 581 629, 631 682, 685 732

Telelever cover sets           346, 349     590      

Throttle valve housings           337, 367 439, 465 518        

Tools  
20,28,55,58, 
64,111,114-

116, 154
                   

Top yoke + yoke conversions 13     195-196   310, 319 417, 420 500-502   612 677  

Top yoke protectors       208   332 441 519   629 683, 689 727

Tuning       230-231 284 375-380 476-479 557-561 596-599 661-662    

Tyre pressure gauge   54                    

Tyre pressure monitoring systems   57                    

Tyre repair kit + accessories   55                    

Valve adjustment bolts           378 477 560 598      

Valve caps + angle valves   53                    

Valve cover bolts 25 109       343 449 527        

Valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Valve covers 19                      

W - Z                        

Wheel changing tools/fitting aids 28 55, 58                    

Wheel Bolts (theft-proof) 26 59   208   325 430 511 583 632 682 736

Wrist watches   132-133                    
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Practical	 accessories	 for	 BMW	 motor-
cycles.
Here	 you	 will	 find	 products	 from	 the	
categories	 of	 maintenance	 and	 repair,	
chassis,	 tyre	 accessories,	 brakes,	 mir-
rors,	 electrics,	 care	 and	 value	 retention,	
lubricants	 and	 filters,	 workshop	 acces-
sories	and	literature.
All	our	products	are	perfectly	selected	for	
form	and	functionality.
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EasyPark XL + XXL

Manoeuvring	assistance	for	 the	easy	manoeuvring	and	
parking	 of	 your	 motorcycle	 when	 on	 its	 stand.	 Fits	 all	
models.	Exceptional	robustness	allows	even	fully-load-
ed	machines	to	be	moved	easily.

The facts:

•		Easy	manoeuvring	of	the	motorcycle	when	on	centre	stand.
•		Complete	rotation	of	the	motorcycle	on	one	spot.
•		Can	be	moved	transversely	-	without	manoeuvring.
•		Vehicle	can	be	moved	to	any	corner	to	save	space.
•		Ideal	base	for	over-wintering	(both	wheels	can	be	kept	off	the	

ground	with	just	one	additional	support).
•		Extremely	wide	plate	with	space	for	the	main	stand	arms.
•		Two	versions	available:	“XL”	for	up	to	320	kg/~705	lb.	and	

“XXL”	for	up	to	400	kg/~880	lb.
•		9	mm	(~3/8”)	thick	galvanised	steel	material.
•		Four	ball-bearing	mounted	twin	polyamide	wheels	(protect	the	

floor	surface	and	run	extremely	easily),	can	be	rotated	through	
360°.

•		Four	wheel	brakes.
•		Slip-resistant	sponge	rubber	supports	for	the	main	stands.
•		Ground	clearance	of	the	base	plate	can	be	adjusted.
•		Made	in	Germany.

EasyPark XL

Can	support	loads	of	up	to	360	kg	 Part	No.:	1624660

EasyPark XXL

Can	support	loads	of	up	to	400	kg	 Part	No.:	1624670

Centre lifter

The	good-value	alternative	to	the	centre	stand.

The facts:

•		Holds	the	bike	securely	front	and	back.
•		Thick-walled	electroplated	steel.
•		Can	be	quickly	and	easily	put	in	place	using	folding	splints	(in	

the	same	position	as	our	centre	stands).
•		Telescopic	(extendable	to	500	mm)	and	removal	lever	arm.
•		Lever	arm	can	be	attached	on	both	sides	in	various	positions	

and	can	be	used	as	a	3/4	inch	square	end	for	socket	heads.
•		Propping	points	mounted	on	roller	bearings	for	easy	lifting.
•		Can	be	used	on	our	EasyPark	for	ease	of	manoeuvrability
•		Compact	and	very	robust.

With	a	block	of	wood	as	an	additional	support	the	vehi-
cle	can	also	be	safely	stored	over	the	winter	without	risk	
of	flat	tyres.

F	650	CS	 Part	No.:	5524035

F 800 R/S/ST	 Part	No.:	5524051

K 1200/1300	R/R-Sport	 Part	No.:	5524051

R 850/1200	C/CL	 Part	No.:	5524036

R 1100	S	 Part	No.:	5524037

R 1100	S	BoxerCup	Repl.	 Part	No.:	5524040*

Adapter	set	BoxerCup	Repl.	 Part	No.:	5524045**

R 1200 S	 Part	No.:	5524088

HP2	Megamoto	 Part	No.:	5524087

*		Fits	all	models	up	to	2003.
**		Adapter	set	required	for	models	from	2004	

R 1200 C/CL R 1100	S

Front lifter

This	lifter	can	be	positioned	in	the	blink	of	an	eye,	allow-
ing	 you	 to	 change	 the	 front	 wheel	 in	 nothing	 flat	 with	
putting	your	back	out.

Precision-fitted	bolts	slide	into	the	opening	between	the	
brake	caliper	and	the	fork	(lifter	can	be	taken	apart).	 In	
this	way	the	brake	calipers	can	still	be	removed,	allow-
ing	the	front	wheel	to	be	taken	out.

When	 used	 together	 with	 the	 “W	 Paddock	 Stand	 rear	
lifter	the	entire	bike	can	be	lifted	off	the	ground	–	which	
is	very	practical	for	repairs	which	require	the	bike	to	be	
elevated	into	a	safe,	horizontal	position	and	is	also	good	
for	winter	storage	without	the	risk	of	flat	tyres.	

R 1200 S, K 1200 S/R/R-Sport, K 1300 S/R*/GT

	 Part	No.:	5524052

*		After	removal	of	the	fork	cladding.

Picture	shows	prototypes

AS Total Manoeuvring System

This	enables	you	to	manoeuvre	even	motorcycles	with-
out	 a	 centre	 stand	 perfectly	 into	 any	 space.	 Stressful	
and	 tedious	 edging	 backwards	 and	 forwards	 is	 now	 a	
thing	of	the	past.	Finally	there	is	a	practical	aid	for	vehi-
cles	without	stands.

The facts:

•		Secure	stand	for	any	vehicle	with	side	stands.
•		6	swivelling	double	wheels	pairs	with	brakes	on	each.
•		Can	be	manoeuvred	in	any	direction	-	through	360°.
•		Simple	and	safe	to	use	when	manoeuvring.
•		Suitable	for	high	load,	up	to	380	kg	(~838	lb)
•		Suitable	for	all	vehicles.

Once	 your	 bike	 is	 on	 this	 excellent	 manoeuvring	 sys-
tem,	 you	 will	 be	 able	 to	 move	 it	 without	 exertion	 and	
completely	 safely	 anywhere	 you	 want.	 Also	 ideal	 for	
over-wintering,	if	the	vehicle	has	to	be	moved	frequently.

Suitable for all motorcycle models.

	 Part	No.:	5524090

Note: Due to the size and weight of the mover 
(when packed), ask your dealer about shipping 
options before ordering.

Rim stickers
These	 self	 adhesive	 rim	 stickers	 provide	 a	 feature	 that	 turns	

heads	 and	 effectively	 enhances	 the	 whole	 motorcycle.	 How-

ever,	 the	 reflective	 rim	 sticker	 also	 provides	 a	 safety	 benefit	

that	 should	 not	 be	 underestimated.	 You	 can	 find	 this	 product	

in	this	section.

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Wilbers Fork	Oil

Wilbers	 has	 developed	 oils	 and	 viscosities	 precisely	
matched	to	individual	parts	to	help	you	get	your	chassis	
suspension	 improvements	 right.	 Fork	 oil	 is	 more	 than	
just	 fork	 oil!	 High-quality	 Wilbers	 fork	 springs	 are	 best	
served	 with	 Wilbers	 oil.	 As	 far	 as	 friction	 properties,	
wear	 prevention	 and	 consistency	 of	 suspension	 are	
concerned,	the	very	best	choice!	The	matching	of	oil	to	
vehicle	is	based	on	viscosity	recommendations	made	by	
the	Wilbers	company.

G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto*, F 800 R/S/ST, 
K 1100 RS/LT

SAE	10	(1	Litre)	 Part	No.:	5180465

F 650 CS

SAE	15	(1	Litre)	 Part	No.:	5180470

F 650, F 650 ST

SAE	7.5	(1	Litre)	 Part	No.:	5180460

*		G	650	models	require	2	litres.

The	amount	of	oil	inside	the	fork	
has	a	decisive	impact	on	the	damp-
ing	properties:	The	larger	the	air	
chamber	inside	the	fork	to	softer	
the	progression	is	towards	the	end	
of	fork	travel.

Wilbers Front Fork	Springs

An	 enormous	 benefit	 for	 comfort	 and	 safety:	 with	 the	
progressive	fork	spring	from	Wilbers,	the	front	suspen-
sion	 is	not	only	more	 responsive	 to	unevenness	 in	 the	
ground,	but	 also	offers	ever	 increasing	 resistance	with	
increased	load.

The facts:

•		High-quality	chrome-silicon	spring	steel.
•		Very	responsive.
•		Soft	transition	to	progressive	operation.
•		Better	straight	line	and	cornering	stability.
•		Reduced	“dive”	and	no	bottoming	out.
•		Greater	comfort	-	even	with	a	heavy	load.
•		Compensates	for	increased	weight	(tank	bags,	etc.).
•		ABE	approved.

F	650,	F	650	ST	 Part	No.:	5180475

F	650	CS	 Part	No.:	5180490

F 800	S/ST	 Part	No.:	5180596

F 800 R	 Part	No.:	5180591

K 1100	RS/LT	 Part	No.:	5180520

G	650	Xmoto	 Part	No.:	5180634

G	650	Xcountry	 Part	No.:	5180629

Wunderlich 
“RACE-PaddockStand”	Rear	lifter	

Professional,	 convenient	 and	 well-designed	 propping	
device	 for	BMWs	without	centre	stand,	 ideal	 for	 those	
occasions	e.g.	maintenance	work,	when	the	bike	has	to	
be	completely	stable.

The facts:

•		Holds	the	bike	securely,	laterally	as	well	as	to	front	and	back.
•		Very	thick-walled,	titanium	silver,	coated	steel.
•		Four	low-friction	wheels	for	easy	movement	and	propping.
•		Double,	closed	ball-race	mounted	rubber-sheathed	hub	man-

drel.
•		Easy	and	safe	positioning.
•		Long	lever	arm	for	foot	operation.
•		Easy	for	one	person	to	operate.
•		Compact	and	very	robust	design.

Comes	complete!	No	further	adapters	or	fitting	kit	nec-
essary.

F 800 R	 Part	No.:	5524062

F 800	S/ST,	F	650	CS	 Part	No.:	5524059

R 1200 S/R/ST/RT	 Part	No.:	5524058

K 1200/1300	S/R	+	Sport	 Part	No.:	5524061

K 1200/1300	GT	(models	from	2006)	 Part	No.:	5524061

G	650	Xmoto	 Part	No.:	5524062

Rear lifter

Propping	and	repair	stand	reduced	to	the	absolute	mini-
mum	required.	Functional	and	robust.

The facts:

•		Holds	the	bike	securely	to	front	and	back.
•		Very	thick-walled	electroplated	steel.
•		Easy	and	safe	positioning.
•		Long	lever	arm.
•		Compact	and	very	robust.

Comes	complete!	No	further	adapters	or	fitting	kit	nec-
essary.

R 1200 S/R/ST/RT, K 1200 R/S/R/R-Sport/GT, 
K 1300 S/R/GT

	 Part	No.:	5524050

High-performance brake fluid
The	extraordinarily	high	boiling	point	enhances	the	operational	

safety	of	 the	braking	system	–	even	under	difficult	conditions.	

You	can	find	this	product	in	this	section.
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R 1200 S/R/ST/RT, K 1200 R/S/R/R-Sport/GT,
K 1300 S/R/GT

Part No.: 5524050
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Vehicle classification for Öhlins suspension

Vehicle Suspension	typ	front* Front	suspension Suspension	type	rear* Rear	suspension

G	650	Xmoto - - (Type	6) 5180131

F 800	S/ST - - (Type	1) 5180138

F 800 R - - (Type	1) 5180142

R 850	R	(models	to	08/02),	R 1100	R	(all	models) (Type	3) 5180050 (Type	1)	*** 5180051

R 850	R	(from	09/02),	R 1150	R/Rockster	(all	models) (Type	3) 5180150	*** (Type	8) 5180155

R 1100	RT	*² (Type	3) 5180054 (Type	1) 5180055

R 1150	RT	*² (Type	3) 5180103 (Type	8) 5180104

R 1100	S (Type	5) 5180093 (Type	4) 5180094

R 1100	RS (Type	3) 5180052 (Type	8) 5180053

R 1150	RS (Type	3) 5180105 (Type	8) 5180106

R 1200 R (Type	3) 5180140	**** (Type	4) 5180141	****

R 1200 ST (Type	3) 5180610 (Type	8) 5180615

R 1200 RT	(models	to	2009) (Type	3) 5180124 (Type	8) 5180125

K 1100	RS/LT	(models	1994-1997) - - (Type	4) 5180111

K 1200 RS/GT	(models	to	2005) (Type	7) 5180097 (Type	6) 5180098

K 1200 LT (Type	7) 5180101 (Type	8) 5180102

K 1200 S (Type	7) 5180122 (Type	4) 5180123

K 1200 R	+	Sport (Type	7) 5180122 (Type	4) 5180129

K	1300	S (Type	7) 5180144 (Type	4) 5180123

K	1300	R (Type	7) 5180144 (Type	4) 5180129

K	1300	GT (Type	7) 5180144 (Type	4) 5180113

*(Type	1)	with	hydraulic	preload	adjustment.	Fully	adjustable	rebound	damping
*(Type	3)	with	variable	spring	preload	(incl.	“C”	spanner).	Fully	adjustable	rebound	damping
*(Type	4)	with	hydraulic	preload	adjustment.	Flange-mounted	fluid	reservoir.	Fully	adjustable	pressure	and	rebound	damping
*(Type	5)	with	variable	spring	preload	(incl.	“C”	spanner).	Flange-mounted	fluid	reservoir.	Fully	adjustable	rebound	damping
*(Type	6)	with	variable	spring	preload	(incl.	“C”	spanner).	Fluid	reservoir	on	hose.	Fully	adjustable	pressure	and	rebound	damping
*(Type	7)	with	variable	spring	preload	(incl.	“C”	spanner).	Fully	adjustable	rebound	damping
*(Type	8)	with	hydraulic	preload	adjustment.	Fully	adjustable	rebound	damping

**	Includes	height	adjustment	by	10	mm	(front	height	can	be	adjusted	by	ca.	40	mm)
***Includes	height	adjustment	by	12	mm	(rear	height	can	be	adjusted	by	ca.	50	mm)
****Includes	height	adjustment	by	10	mm	(vehicle	height	can	be	adjusted	by	ca.	30	mm)

Endurance	test	of	our	products	on	the	Côte	d‘Azur Jean-Pierre	Goy	on	test	and	photo	tours	in	France.

Öhlins Shocks

The	premium	suspension	for	the	BMW	motorcycle	range.	
They	are	extremely	durable	and	perfectly	matched	to	the	
models.	The	large	adjustment	range	allows	the	suspen-
sion	to	be	dialled	in	perfectly	for	any	road	condition.

The facts:

•		Floating	piston	damper	in	the	“De	Carbon”	construction	meth-
od

•		No	warm-up	time	required.
•		Absolutely	stable	damper	characteristics.
•		Very	low	sticktion,	sensitive	response
•		25	damping	adjustment	“clicks”
•		Continuous	or	hydraulic	pre-load	adjustment.
•		Hardened	spring.
•		Teflon	bushing	on	damper	rods.
•		Wear-free	joint	bearing.
•		Perfect	finish.	Yellow	springs.
•		Always	reparable.
•		ABE	approved.

All	 ÖHLINS	 shocks	 are	 based	 on	 the	 “de	 Carbon”	
principle.	That	means	oil	is	put	under	pressure	by	gas	,	
whereby	the	gas	is	separated	from	the	oil	by	means	of	
a	 floating	 piston.	 This	 principle	 has	 many	 advantages.	
The	 problem	 of	 cavitation	 is	 effectively	 prevented.	 In	
addition,	it	ensures	improved	cooling	and	thus	constant	
damping,	irrespective	of	the	working	temperature	of	the	
damper.

Please	 see	 the	 table	below	 for	 the	correct	product	 for	
your	vehicle.

Type 1	rear	With	hydraulic	spring	pre-load

Type 3	front	With	variable	spring	
preload.	(Incl.	“C”	spanner)

Type 4 rear	With	hydraulic	preload	
adjustment	and	flange-mounted	
fluid	reservoir.

Type 5 front	with	flange-mounted	
fluid	reservoir	and	variable	spring	
pre-load	(incl.”C”	spanner)

Type 6 rear	with	separate	fluid	res-
ervoir	and	hydraulic	spring	pre-load	
(“C”	spanner)

Type 7 front	with	variable	spring	
pre-load	(incl.	“C”	spanner)

Type 8	rear	with	hydraulic	spring	
pre-load	

Do you need help with technical questions?
If	 you	 have	 questions	 regarding	 the	 installation	 of	 our	 prod-

ucts	or	any	other	technical	matters,	please	contact	the	official	

Wunderlich	dealer	you	have	purchased	the	product	from.	They	

will	be	happy	to	assist	you	and	solve	any	problems.	
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the	 Isle	 of	 Man.	 He	 crashed	
twice	 in	 training,	but	 the	 race	
itself	went	well.	The	TT	 races	
of	 2006	 and	 the	 North	 West	
200	 in	 Northern	 Ireland	 saw	
solid	 finishes	 in	 the	middle	of	
the	pack.	2007	also	started	off	
well	but	didn‘t	finish	as	it	start-
ed.	“In	 the	third	 lap	of	 four	at	
the	Supersport	TT	I	was	18th	in	
the	field	when	a	valve	blew	on	
the	 Yamaha	 R6.	 In	 the	 fourth	
lap	of	six	of	the	senior	TT	race	
the	 tank	 bolts	 came	 loose,	
and	 I	 had	 to	hold	 the	 tank	of	
my	Yamaha	R1	down	with	my	
chest.	Until	that	point	I’d	been	
in	19th	place.”	Whereby	 it	has	
to	be	said	that	Fritz	somehow	
managed	to	 fulfil	his	personal	
goal	of	a	place	 in	 the	 top	20,	
albeit	indirectly.	
Fritz	just	wouldn’t	be	Fritz	if	he	
didn’t	bring	out	the	human	and	
humorous	 side	 of	 the	 sport.	
“Wherever	 I’ve	 come	 in	 the	
field,	the	fun	I‘ve	had	with	the	
people	 involved	 in	 the	 sport,	
the	 contacts	 I‘ve	 made,	 the	
many	people	I’ve	got	to	know	
–	some	of	whom	have	become	
friends	–	have	come	 to	mean	

more	than	my	personal	sport-
ing	ambition.”	
As	 far	 as	 we’re	 concerned,	
Fritz	 isn‘t	 just	 a	 friend	 -	 he‘s	
also	become	an	essential	part-
ner	in	our	involvement	with	the	
racing	 world.	 It	 doesn’t	 mat-
ter	 whether	 it’s	 the	 traditional	
annual	motorcycle	race	 in	the	
fishing	 port	 of	 Bremerhaven,	
the	 1000	 kilometres	 at	 Hock-
enheim	or	our	numerous	other	
shared	activities	in	the	motor-
cycle	 sport	 arena.	 The	 sport-

ing	 endeavours	 of	 our	 riders	
haven‘t	 just	 been	 an	 end	 in	
themselves.	Racing	also	leads	
to	 important	 insights	 which	
can	 quickly	 be	 incorporated	
into	 our	 development	 work.	
So	 our	 customers	 also	 profit	
from	 the	 passion	 of	 people	
like	Fritz	and	the	rest	of	us	at	
Wunderlich.

Frank	Spenner	alias	“Fritz”	with	co-rider	Thomas	Schönfelder	during	the	1000	kilometre	race	at	Hock-
enheim.	Alongside	the	unqualified	succès	d‘estime,	the	cup	for	the	highest	number	of	laps	completed	
was	there	for	the	winning.	Motorbiking	is	fun,	after	all!

Fritz	on	fire
We	 are	 delighted	 to	 have	 a	
particularly	 passionate	 sports	
rider	 in	 our	 ranks.	 For	 more	
than	 a	 quarter	 of	 a	 century,	
Frank	 Spenner,	 known	 to	 his	
friends	–	and	universally	in	the	
biking	 fraternity	 –	 as	 “Fritz”	
has	been	scorching	across	the	
tarmac	 on	 everything	 on	 two	
wheels.
“Way	back	 in	1980	 I	 fitted	an	
M-handlebar	to	my	Puch	Maxi	
N	moped.	The	year	after	that	I	
ruined	the	knees	of	my	incred-
ibly	expensive	Levi‘s	in	my	first	
outdoor	 hanging-off	 attempts	
on	 my	 Honda	 CB	 50.”	 Fritz‘s	
racing	 career	 got	 off	 to	 an	
early	 start.	 And	 whatever	 he	
did	 you	 always	 got	 the	 feel-
ing	that	he	was	really	enjoying	
himself.	 Fritz	 still	 smirks	 at	

the	 memory	 of	 his	 first	 “real”	
motorcycle,	 the	 Yamaha	 XS	
500,	 which	 only	 lasted	 four	
weeks.	 Then	 came	 the	 first	
BMW,	an	R75/5.	He	wanted	to	
do	a	Helmut	Dähne	by	scrap-
ing	his	valve	covers	along	the	
tarmac.	 This	 worked,	 but	 no	
for	 long.	 “Unfortunately	 I	was	
so	 intent	 on	 keeping	 my	 eye	
on	 the	 distance	 between	 tar-
mac	 and	 valve	 cover	 that	 I	
completely	forgot	to	watch	the	
road.”	 Then	 came	 the	 R90/S.	
The	 rebore	 to	1050	cc	meant	
that	Fritz	could	hardly	change	
gear	 quickly	 enough	 to	 keep	
up	with	the	acceleration.	Using	
a	 Kawasaki	 Z1300	 he	 trained	
for	 the	 race	 track,	 and	 things	
really	got	serious	in	1991.	Fritz	
rode	his	first	race	in	the	Con-

tidrom	on	a	brand-new	Suzuki	
GSX/R	 750,	 followed	 by	 two	
further	outings	in	Hockenheim	
and	 a	 race	 on	 the	 northern	
loop	of	the	Nürburgring.	Then	
the	money	ran	out.
It	was	only	in	1999	that	Fritz	hit	
the	 racetrack	 again,	 compet-
ing	 in	 the	 German	 Long-Dis-
tance	championships.	In	2002	
there	 followed	 the	 first	 World	
Endurance	 Championship	
race	 with	 a	 friend	 on	 a	 per-
sonally	 prepared	 Yamaha	 R1.	
Fritz	took	part	 in	all	European	
events	in	the	World	Endurance	
Championship	 from	 2002	 to	
2004.	“I	never	made	it	onto	the	
podium,	 but	 I	 did	 get	 close,”	
says	Fritz	of	his	successes.	In	
2005	he	threw	himself	into	the	
adventure	 of	 the	 TT	 races	 on	

Presentation	ceremony	for	Fritz	(centre)	at	the	fishing	port	race	in	Bremerhaven	(third	place	on	a	
Wunderlich	R 1200 R	“Trophy”,	behind	a	Ducati	1098	R	and	a	Honda	VTR	1000)

On	an	R6	in	the	TT	races	on	the	Isle	of	Man.
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Vehicle classification for WILBERS Suspension

Vehicle 	Type	front*
“Comfort”	

	front
“Strong”	

	front
Type	rear

	“Comfort”	
rear

“Strong”	
rear

F	650 - - - 640 5180210 5180211

F	650	ST - - - 640 5180215 5180216

F	650	CS - - - 640 5180230 5180231

G	650	Xcountry - - - 640 5180627	** 5180628	**

G	650	Xmoto - - - 640 5180632	** 5180633	**

F 800	S/ST - - - 640 5180597	** 5180598	**

F 800 R - - - 640 5180592	** -

R 850	R	(models	to	08/02)	* 630 5180275 5180276 640 5180280	** 5180281	**

R 850	R	(models	from	09/02)	* 630 5180285 5180286 640 5180290	** 5180291	**

R 1100	R	* 630 5180275 5180276 640 5180280	** 5180281	**

R 1150	R	+	Rockster	* 630 5180365 5180366 640 5180370	** 5180371	**

R 1100	RT	* 630 5180455 5180456 640 5180458	** 5180459	**

R 1150	RT	* 630 5180375 5180376 640 5180380	** 5180381	**

R 1100	S 630 5180315 5180316 640 5180320	** 5180321	**

R 1100	S	BoxerCupReplika 630 5180325 5180326 640 5180330	** 5180331	**

R 1100	RS 630 5180275 5180276 640 5180280	** 5180281	**

R 1150	RS 630 5180375 5180376 640 5180380	** 5180381	**

R 1200 RT	(models	to	2003) 630 5180415 - 640 5180420	** 5180421	**

R 1200 C	(models	from	2004	)	+	Montauk 630 5180425 - 640 5180430	** 5180431	**

R 1200 CL 630 5180435 5180436 640 5180440	** 5180441	**

R 1200 R 630 5180616 5180617 640 5180618	** 5180619	**

R 1200 R	* 630 5180606 5180607 640 5180608	** 5180609	**

R 1200 S 630 5180604 5180620 640 5180605	** 5180621	**

R 1200 ST 630 5180575 5180576 640 5180580	** 5180581	**

R 1200 RT	(models	to	2009)	* 630 5180565 5180566 640 5180570	** 5180571	**

K 1100	RS	without	ABS	(models	92-93)	* - - - 640 5180305	** 5180306	**

K 1100	RS	with	ABS1	(models	92-93)	* - - - 640 5180305	** 5180306	**

K 1100	RS	with	ABS2	(models	from	94)	* - - - 640 5180310	** 5180311	**

K 1100	LT	without	ABS	(models	92-93)	* - - - 640 5180295	** 5180296	**

K 1100	LT	with	ABS1	(models	92-93)	* - - - 640 5180295	** 5180296	**

K 1100	LT	with	ABS2	(models	from	94)	* - - - 640 5180300	** 5180301	**

K 1200 RS	* 630 5180395 5180396 640 5180400	** 5180401	**

K 1200 GT	(models	to	2005)	* 630 5180405 5180406 640 5180410	** 5180411	**

K 1200 LT	* 630 5180385 5180386 640 5180390	** 5180391	**

K 1200 S 630 5180550 - 640 5180560	** -

K 1200 R	+	Sport 630 5180590 - 640 5180595	** -

K 1200 GT	(models	from	2006)	* 630 5180805 5180806 640 5180815	** 5180816	**

*	 Wilbers	“Classic	Line”	shocks	with	black	suspension	spring.
**	with	hydraulic	preload	adjustment.

Wilbers	Suspension

The	 original	 BMW	 suspension	 is	 adequate	 for	 normal	
street	use,	as	long	as	the	shock	unit	is	not	too	old	and	
the	surface	is	smooth.	Many	of	the	original	units	quickly	
reach	their	limit.	A	slightly	faster	riding	style,	a	passen-
ger,	and	a	littlle	bit	of	luggage	and	the	shortcomings	of	
the	original	shock	is	immediately	exposed.

With	Wilbers	suspension	you	will	feel	what	it	it	means	to	
have	a	high	quality	chassis.	Wilbers	 shocks	guarantee	
added	riding	stability	and	comfort,	and	therefor	increase	
the	enjoyment	factor	when	riding.	

The	 motorcycle	 has	 better	 road	 holding,	 more	 precise	
steering	 and	 corners	 as	 if	 on	 rail	 tracks.	 The	 sophisti-
cated	adjustment	options	allow	you	to	find	the	best	set	
up	over	a	wide	area.	In	order	to	offer	the	best	possible	
option	Wunderlich	offers	most	shock	absorber	units	with	
several	spring	strengths.

There	are	 two	colour	versions	available:	 “Classic”	with	
black	springs,	blue	adjustment	wheel	and	blue	hydraulic	
preload	adjuster	wheel,	or	the	“Blue	Line”	which	 is	the	
same	as	the	“Classic”	except	for	a	blue	spring.	A	spe-
cial	 feature	 of	 the	 Wilbers	 units	 sold	 by	 Wunderlich	 is	
that	they	have	the	special	44	click	damping	adjustemnt	
range.

All	Wilbers	suspension	parts	are	ABE	approved.

The facts:

•		“Wet”	running	rod	+	Teflon	coated	bushes
•		Extremely	sensitive	response
•		Improved	ground	contact	of	wheel	due	to	superb	damping
•		44-click	exclusive	“Wunderlich	Edition”	damping	adjustments	

for	front	or	rear	shocks.
•		Step-less	pre-load	adjustment	(either	with	nuts	or	hydraulic,	

depending	on	model)
•		Superb	finish
•		ABE	approved
•		5	years	warranty	(warranty	depending	on	manufacturers	condi-

tions,	check	servicing	requirements	from	manufacturer).

See	the	list	for	a	suitable	shock	for	your	motorcycle

Wunderlich Edition
If	you	buy	from	us	you	get	all	shocks	from	the	Blue	Line	range	

exclusively	 with	 a	 blue	 adjusting	 wheel,	 blue	 handwheel	 and	

44-click	rebound	damping.

Type	640	rear	(Blue	Line)	with	hydraulic	spring	pre-load	

Type	630	front	(Classic	Line)	with	hydraulic	rebound	damping	

Exclusive:	Blue	adjusting	wheel

Wilbers Chassis	Lowering	Kit

The	best	method	to	obtain	a	better	stand,	have	improved	
handling	 and	 a	 lasting	 chassis	 improvement.	 A	 full	 40	
millimetres	 lower	 than	 the	 original	 and	 without	 any	
sacrifices	in	terms	of	comfort.	Wilbers	suspension	type	
630	for	front	and	back.	Type	640	with	hydraulic	pre-load	
adjustment.	

R 1200 R	(40	mm)	 Part	No.:	5180613*

G	650	Xcountry	(50	mm)	 Part	No.:	5180630

G	650	Xcountry	(75	mm)	 Part	No.:	5180631

G	650	Xmoto	(50	mm)	 Part	No.:	5180635

G	650	Xmoto	(125	mm)	 Part	No.:	5180636

*		With	hydraulic	preload	adjustment	(complete	set	front/rear).
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Vehicle
		EcoLine	

(front)
	EcoLine	rear

G	650	Xcountry - 5180870

G	650	Xmoto - 5180875

R 850	R	(up	to	08/02)	 5180720 5180725

R 1100	R 5180760 5180775

R 1150	R 5180776 5180777

R 1150	R	Rockster 5180778 -

R 1100	RT 5180770 5180775

R 1150	RT 5180779 -

R 1100	S 5180780 -

R 1100	RS 5180760 5180775

R 1150	RS 5180800 -

R 1200 C	(up	to	2003) 5180830 5180835

R 1200 CL 5180880 5180885

K 1100	RS	without	ABS	(1992-1993)	 - 5180745

K 1100	RS	with	ABS1	(1992-1993)	 - 5180750

K 1100	RS	with	ABS2	(from	1994-)	 - 5180755

K 1100	LT	without	ABS	(1992-1993)	 - 5180730

K 1100	LT	with	ABS1	(1992-1993)	 - 5180735

K 1100	LT	with	ABS2	(from	1994)	 - 5180740

K 1200 RS	 5180820 -

K 1200 LT 5180810 5180855

Wilbers EcoLine

Wilbers	EcoLine	means	high-quality	technology	originat-
ing	 mainly	 from	 the	 Wilbers	 Sports	 and	 Classic	 lines.	
These	 include	their	own	wet	 running	system	and	high-
quality	sealing,	high	quality	self-aligning	bearings	in	the	
supports	 and,	 of	 course,	 high-quality	 anodised	 7075	
aircraft	quality	aluminium.	These	technical	components	
ensure	maximum	responsiveness	and	comfort	and	guar-
antee	a	long	life-span.	Wilbers	EcoLine	takes	you	into	a	
new	dimension	of	handling.	Please	see	the	table	below	
for	the	correct	product	for	your	vehicle.

Wilbers	EcoLine	(front)

Wilbers	EcoLine	(rear)

Tyre Valve Cap With Emblem

This	is	the	miniature	pride	and	joy	of	any	owner.	A	valve	
cap	 turned	 from	 dural	 aluminium	 complete	 with	 the	
bike	 manufacturers	 emblem.	 An	 O	 ring	 is	 included	 to	
complete	the	seal.	BMW	fans	even	like	to	use	this	cap	
as	a	rook	or	pawn	when	playing	chess.	There	can	be	no	
more	beautiful	or	detailed	expression	of	enthusiasm	for	
the	BMW	colours!	For	all	tyre	valves.

Single	Item	 Part	No.:	1900227

“Piston” Valve Cap Set

Replaces	 the	plain	original	 caps.	These	visual	delights	
make	checking	tyre	pressures	a	pure	pleasure.	Made	of	
aluminium	with	a	lot	of	attention	to	detail.	Supplied	in	set	
of	two.	Only	suitable	for	rubber	valves.

“Piston” valve cap set*

Silver	 Part	No.:	1900231

Blue	 Part	No.:	1900232

Black	 Part	No.:	1900233

Red	 Part	No.:	1900234

“Standard” valve cap set*

Silver	 Part	No.:	1900235*

Blue	 Part	No.:	1900236*

Black	 Part	No.:	1900237*

Red	 Part	No.:	1900238*

*		Not	for	vehicles	with	tyre	pressure	control	systems.

“Piston”	valve	cap	set “Standard”	valve	cap	set

Aluminium Valve Stem

You	know	the	problem:	You	want	to	top	up	the	low	tyre	
pressure	 at	 a	 petrol	 station,	 but	 the	 air	 filler	 nozzle	 is	
made	for	cars.	The	result	is	that	more	air	escapes	than	
manages	 to	 go	 in	 while	 you	 try	 to	 make	 the	 ill	 fitting	
nozzle	sit	on	the	short	motorcycle-type	tyre	valve.	This	
quality	machined,	light	aluminium	tyre	valve	for	tubeless	
tyres	 (weights	 only	 11	 g)	 puts	 an	 end	 to	 the	 annoying	
fiddling!	Note:	The	tyre	needs	to	be	removed	to	fit	 this	
valve.	Sold	as	a	single	piece.

All models with spoked wheels

Silver	anodised	 Part	No.:	5525400*

*		Not	suitable	for	vehicles	with	tyre	pressure	control	system

90° Valve Stem Adapter

Filling	the	tyres	with	air	can	be	difficult,	especially	with	
the	normal	petrol	station	equipment.	With	this	adapter	it	
is	made	easier.	

Safety Note: Only use for filling, not for permanent 
fitting on wheel! May cause damage to valve and 
cause dangerous deflation when riding!

	 Part	No.:	5525401

Theft-proof wheel axle bolts
For	many	years,	theft-proof	wheel	bolts	have	been	standard	on	

cars.	Now	this	standard	has	found	its	way	into	the	motorcycle	

sector.	 You	 can	 find	 more	 information	 in	 the	 “Protection	 &	

Security”	section.

Wilbers EcoLine (rear)
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Wunderlich	Wheel	Mounting	Tool

Anyone	who	has	ever	tried	to	change	the	rear	wheel	of	
a	BMW	with	a	single	sided	swing	arm	will	have	found	it	
unbelievably	irritating	that	the	wheel	can	only	be	adjust-
ed	on	the	hub	(to	find	the	first	thread)	with	difficulty,	and	
you	have	to	bear	the	weight	of	the	wheel	the	whole	time.	
Sometimes	 you	 get	 close	 to	 tears	 before	 you	 get	 the	
#@&§!	bolt	 in.	With	 the	help	of	 this	mounting	aid	 (cen-
tring	pin)	it	is	now	very	easy:	simply	screw	the	aluminium	
pin	into	one	of	the	threaded	holes	in	the	final	drive	hub	
and	slip	the	wheel	on.	It’s	child’s	play,	and	the	wheel	can	
be	secured	with	the	remaining	wheel	bolts.	Then	simply	
remove	the	tool	using	an	“Allen”	key	(on-board	tool	kit)	
and	attach	the	remaining	bolt.	

A	practical,	small	aid	that	belongs	in	any	BMW	tool	box	
or	 any	 on-board	 tool	 kit.	 Machined	 of	 solid	 aluminium	
and	anodised	blue.

R 1100/1150 RS/RT, R 1100 S, R 1200 C/CL, 
K 1100/1200 LT, K 1100/1200 RS, 
K 1200 GT (up to 2005) 

	 Part	No.:	8166155

Screw	it	in,	fit	the	wheel	and	
remove	the	tool	again.

Flaig Pressure	Gauge

Flaig	 air-pressure	 tester	 in	 a	 rigid	 metal	 construction	
with	90°-angle	connector.	Precision-made	 in	Germany.	
With	 a	 finely-subdivided	 display	 from	 0	 to	 4	 bar	 and	
from	0	to	57	psi.	Maximum	tolerance	plus/minus	1%	of	
the	 full-scale	 setting	 (in	 line	 with	 DIN	 74720).	 The	 last	
value	remains	displayed	after	completion	of	the	check,	
thus	improving	readability.	Reset	to	zero	at	the	touch	of	
a	button.

	 Part	No.:	5525402

TERRA-S Tyre	Sealing	Gel

Our	own	tests	have	confirmed	that	Terra-S	tyre	sealant	
gel	 fixes	 tyre	 damage	 quickly	 and	 reliably.	 TERRA-S	
makes	 available	 to	 motorcycle	 riders	 what	 many	 car	
manufacturers	 already	 provide	 as	 standard.	 The	 CO2	
cylinder	supplied	with	it	even	does	away	with	the	need	
for	an	air	pump.	Quick,	clean	and	easy.	TERRA-S	Auto-
motive	 tyre	 sealant	 gel	 100	 ml	 with	 formula	 approved	
by:	BMW-M,	MINI,	Porsche,		DaimlerChrysler,	VW,	Audi,	
Opel,	Skoda,	GM,	to	name	but	a	few.	TÜV-recommend-
ed.

Technical information:

•		Tyre	sealant	gel	remains	usable	for	4	years.
•		Can	be	used	in	a	temperature	range	of	-30°	C	to	+	50°	C.
•		Formula	used	by	leading	car	manufacturers.		

TERRA-S	Automotive	Systems	GmbH	(Owingen/Bodensee)	is	
the	world‘s	leading	supplier	of	tyre	sealant	gels.

•		Contents:	2	x	CO2,	100	ml	“Automotive”	sealant	gel,	filling	noz-
zle,	valve	remover,	replacement	valve,	instructions	and	practical	
zipper	bag.

In	case	of	a	flat	tyre	the	gel	is	simply	fed	in	through	the	
tyre	valve	to	reliably	seal	the	puncture.	A	must	for	every	
bike	toolkit.

Suitable	for	inner-tubes	and	tubeless	tyres.

	 Part	No.:	5524025

Digital Air Pressure Gauge

Small	and	easy	to	handle	for	safe	air	pressure	testing.

The facts:

•		LCD	display	in	bar.
•		Acoustic	function	signalling.
•		Switches	itself	off	after	use.
•		Accuracy	of	plus/minus	0.10	bar.
•		Measurement	range	from	0.05	to	7	bar.
•		Easy	to	use	with	one	hand.
•		Complete	with	built-in	battery.

	 Part	No.:	5524029

ENDUR0 digital air pressure tester
Accurate	 digital	 device,	 ultra-low	 weight,	 reliable	 functionality.	

Particularly	recommended	for	when	out	and	about.
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Airman 12 Volt Compressor

An	ingenious	design	from	Denmark.	Because	of	its	per-
formance	and	reliability	it	is	very	popular	in	the	sparsely	
populated	areas	of	Scandinavia	and	USA.

With	 this	 small,	 high-performance	electric	 compressor,	
not	just	tyres	can	be	filled	up	to	the	correct	pressure	in	
the	blink	of	an	eye,	anything	else	that	needs	inflating	can	
be	quickly	filled	with	air	too.

The	compact	and	lightweigt	Airman	(only	0.6	kg/1.3	lb.)	
has	a	built-in	pressure	gauge.	It	connects	to	the	onboard	
12	V	BMW	 type	 socket	on	 your	motorcycle,	 or	 to	 any	
regular	“cigar”	type	socket.	Suitable	for	use	with	a	car,	
as	it	has	a	3	m	long	power	cord	(	~11	ft).

The	Airman	can	pump	up	to	a	maximum	pressure	of	10	
bar	 (~145	 PSI).	 It	 is	 very	 robust	 unlike	 many	 available	
cheap	air	pumps,	and	does	not	 take	up	a	 lot	of	space	
(12.0	x	6.0	x	14.2	cm	/	2-3/8”	x	4-3/4”	x	5-5/8”).	Sup-
plied	with	operating	instructions.

	 Part	No.:	8600265

Ingenious	plug	for	cigarette	lighter	
and	on-board	socket.

R 1150	RT

RTS	Tyre	Pressure	Control	System

The	correct	tyre	pressure	is	a	particularly	important	pre-
requisite	for	optimal	riding	of	a	motorcycle	and	provides	
a	significant	increase	in	safety	margin.

The facts:

•		Safety	benefits	because	tyre	pressure	can	be	read	at	any	time	
in	real	time.

•		Tyre	temperature	display	gives	reliable	indication	of	when	tyres	
are	loaded	and	can	be	topped	up.

•		Correct	tyre	pressure	means	less	wear	on	tyres,	less	fuel	con-
sumption	and	an	incomparably	better	riding	performance.

•		Real-time	transmission	of	all	values.
•		Timelessly	elegant	measuring	instrument	with	clever	attachment	

method.
•		Perfectly	readable	display
•		Easy,	wireless	installation.

Automatic	pressure	control	is	now	available	as	an	option	
for	many	new	BMW	models,	this	system	offers	the	ideal	
way	of	fitting	such	a	safety	device	to	any	BMW.

F 650 CS, G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto, 
K 1100/1200 RS/LT/GT, R 850/1100 S/R/RS, 
R 850/1200 C, R 1150 R/RS/RT

Set	(front	+	rear)	 Part	No.:	8160811

Wheel Rim Stickers

These	self	adhesive	 rim	stickers	provide	a	 feature	 that	
turns	heads	and	effectively	enhances	the	whole	motor-
cycle.	However,	 the	 reflective	 rim	sticker	also	provides	
a	safety	benefit	 that	should	not	be	underestimated.	At	
night,	a	motorcycle	without	side	lights	is	often	invisible	
to	 other	 road-users.	 The	 rim	 sticker	 reflects	 oncoming	
light	so	that	it	is	visible	over	a	large	area.	An	optical	fea-
ture	that	serves	its	purpose	both	day	and	night.	Applying	
the	 tape	 to	 the	bike	 is	easy,	a	special	patented	 tool	 is	
included	 so	 that	 the	 tape	 is	 applied	 true	 and	 straight.	
Tape	made	of	strong,	detergent	and	UV	resistant	mate-
rial.

19/21 inch

White	reflective	 Part	No.:	2024009

Blue	 Part	No.:	2024007

Red	 Part	No.:	2024006

Yellow	 Part	No.:	2024005

17 inch

White	reflective	 Part	No.:	2024004

Blue	 Part	No.:	2024002

Red	 Part	No.:	2024001

Yellow	 Part	No.:	2024000

TOURENFAHRER 10/2007
To	make	motorcycle	 riders	visible	 from	 the	side,	 the	 luminous	

rim	stickers	(note:	reflective)	are	especially	useful.	They	highlight	

the	things	that	are	most	important	to	a	biker	-	namely,	the	two	

wheels.

TOURENFAHRER 10/2008
“Very	 compact	 and	 light	 compressor	 at	 a	 reasonable	 price,	

which	also	runs	on	BMW	models	with	a	CAN-bus	system	with-

out	any	problem.”
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Wunderlich MultiTool	Spindle	Tool

If	you	need	to	remove	a	wheel,	for	the	front	wheel	a	21	
mm	 hexagon	 socket	 or	 a	 BMW	 workshop	 is	 required.	
Most	 tyre	 repair	 shops	 don’t	 have	 this	 large	 hexagon	
socket,	nor	do	you	find	it	in	domestic	toolsets.

With	this	recurring	problem	in	mind,	we	have	designed	
our	own	tool	that	makes	changing	a	wheel	possible	for	
a	start,	and	additionally	adds	many	valuable	functions	to	
your	on-board	toolkit	.

The facts:

•		Can	be	operated	using	a	ratchet	and	a	17	mm	socket,	or	a	
round	bar	(using	the	side	bores	in	tool	body)	or	if	needed	in	an	
emergency	with	a	17	mm	spanner.

•		21	mm	hexagon	head	for	removing/fitting	the	front	wheel	spin-
dle.

•		Bit	holder	with	integrated	magnet	(holds	the	bit	securely	in	the	
holder).

•		Square	head	for	all	1/2	inch	sockets	(as	ratchet	substitute).
•		Very	strong	aluminium,	blue	anodised.
•		Note:	Maximum	torque	of	100	NM/73	ft.-lbs	can	be	applied	to	

the	hexagon	(but	not	for	the	bit	insert!)

We	have	added	the	useful	 tool	bits	 for	our	touring	tool	
kits	and	 together	with	 the	“MultiTool”	we	have	now	an	
almost	complete	toolkit.

F 800 R/S/ST, R 1200 R/RT/S/ST, K 1200/1300 S/R/
R-Sport, K 1200/1300 GT (models from 2006)

	 Part	No.:	8160238

Can	be	used	as	a	special	tool	to	
remove	the	front	wheel	and	for	
many	other	purposes.

Bit	holder	for	1/4	inch	bits	
(standard	size)	...

...	with	integrated	holding	magnet Can	also	be	released	with	screw-
driver,	spanner	and	ring	spanner	
(17	mm)	and	with	17	mm	socket	
or	similar.

Universal application!	Can	be	used	as	a	wheel	change	tool,	ratchet	exten-
sion	or	screwdriver	(in	combination	with	a	standard	50	mm	1/4	inch	exten-
sion).

Theft-proof	with	special	key*		Bolt	length	stamped	onto	original	
bolt	head.	Can	be	read	from	the	
outside

Wunderlich Theft-proof	wheel	bolt

It	is	easier	to	remove	the	rear	wheel	of	a	BMW	than	any	
other	vehicle.	Whilst	we	appreciate	the	ease	of	servicing	
this	brings,	it	has	also	led	to	disaster	on	two	occasions:	
The	first	time,	the	whole	bike	disappeared,	 leaving	 just	
the	rear	wheel	chained	to	a	lamp-post,	and	the	second	
time,	the	wheel	itself	was	stolen.

This	bolt,	made	of	tempered	chrome-molybdenum	steel,	
can	only	be	removed	using	a	special	adapter.	Replacing	
just	one	wheel	bolt	will	be	enough	to	protect	your	bike	
against	theft.	

For	years,	special	wheel	nuts	to	make	the	wheels	theft-
proof	 have	 been	 standard	 in	 cars.	 This	 standard	 has	
now	finally	been	transferred	to	the	motorcycle	sector.

F 800 S/ST, R 1200 R/S 

	 Part	No.:	8140001

R 1100 S, R 1150 R/RS/RT, 
K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005), K 1200 LT

	 Part	No.:	8140004

R 1200 R/S 

	 Part	No.:	8140001

R 850 R (up to 08/02), R 1100 R/RS/RT, 
R 1200 C, K 1100 LT/RS

	 Part	No.:	8140005

R 1200 ST/RT, K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport, 
K 1200/1300 GT (models from 2006)*

Important	note:	These	models	come	with	 two	different	
bolt	lengths.	Please	check	before	ordering.	This	can	be	
read	 from	 the	outside	without	any	need	 to	 remove	 the	
wheel.	

Length	40	mm	 Part	No.:	8140001

Length	43	mm	 Part	No.:	8140002

Tool bag
Ingenious	 tool	 bag	 made	 out	 of	 durable,	 heavy-duty	 coated	

canvas	with	practical	compartments	and	a	see-through	pocket.	

Can	be	used	for	tools	or	as	a	toilet	bag.	You	can	find	this	prod-

uct	in	this	section.
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Vehicle classification for TRW Lucas RAC brake discs

Type ccm Model Vehicle	type
Year	of	man-

ufacture
	Standard	

front
	Floating	

front
RAC	
front

	Standard	
rear

RAC	rear

F 650 Also	ABS	/	except	CS BMW	169 94-00 - - 8130021 8510041 -

G 650 Xchallenge E	65	X 07- - - 8130021 - -

G 650 Xcountry E	65	X 07- - - 8130021 8510041 -

G 650 Xmoto E	65	X 07- - - - 8510041 -

F 800 R/S/ST E8ST 06- - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

R 850 C	(with	ABS) BMW	259C 99-00 - - 8481070 - -

R 850 C	(without	ABS) BMW	259C 99-00 - 8481072 8481070 - -

R 850 RT	(also	ABS) BMW	259 95- 8510043 - - - 8510042

R 850 RT	(Integral	ABS) R22 01- - 8481075 8481074 -

R 850 R	(also	ABS) BMW	259 95-01 8510043 - - - 8510042

R 850 R R21	/	R11R 02- - 8481075 8481074 - 8510042

K 1100 LT	(with	ABS) BMW	100 93- 8510043 - - - -

K 1100 RS/LT BMW	100 93-99 8510043 - - - -

R 1100 S R2S	/	R11S 98- - 8481072 8481070 - 8510042

R 1100 RS	(also	ABS) BMW	259 94- 8510043 - - - -

R 1100 R	(also	ABS) BMW	259 95- 8510043 - - - 8510042

R 1100 RT	(also	ABS) BMW	259 96- 8510043 - - - 8510042

R 1150 RT	(Integral	ABS) R22	/	R11RT 00- - 8481075 8481074 - 8510042

R 1150 RS	(Integral	ABS) R22	/	R11RT 01- - 8481075 8481074 - 8510042

R 1150 R	+	Rockster R21	/	R11R 00- - 8481075 8481074 - 8510042

K 1200 GT K12 03-05 - 8481075 8481074 - -

K 1200 LT K2LT 98- - 8481072 8481070 - -

K 1200 RS,	auch	ABS BMW	589	/	K12 97- - 8481072 8481070 - -

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT K12S	/	K12R 05-07 - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

K 1300 S/R/GT K12S 08-09 - 8481079 8481077 - -

K 1300 S/R K12S 08-09 - - - - 8481071

R 1200 C	ohne	ABS BMW259C	/	R2C 97- - 8481072 8481070 - -

R 1200 C	with	ABS BMW259C	/	R2C 97- - - 8481070 - -

R 1200 C	(Evo-Intergral	ABS	&	Speichenrad) R2C 01- - - 8481070 - -

R 1200
C	(Evo-Integral	ABS	&	light-alloy	

wheel) R2C 01- - 8481072 8481070 - -

R 1200 CL	(auch	Evo/ABS) K30 03- - 8481072 8481070 - -

R 1200 RT R12T 05-07 - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

R 1200 RT R12T 2010- - 8481079 8481077 - 8481071

R 1200 R/ST R1ST 05-07 - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

R 1200 S R12S 06-07 - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

R 1200 HP2	Megamoto RHP3 07 - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

R 1200 HP2	Sport 08- - 8481075 8481074 - 8481071

TRW Lucas	RAC	brake	discs

RAC	 brake	 discs	 consist	 of	 extremely	 warp-resistant,	
hardened	and	tempered	steel.	A	special	surface	grind-
ing	 process	 prevents	 any	 vibration	 occurring	 and	 thus	
improves	the	alignment	of	the	brake	pads	(tolerance	less	
than	1/100	mm).	

The	even	build-up	and	dissipation	of	heat	allows	uniform	
pad	pressure.	The	electroplated	surface	protects	against	
corrosion	and	the	specific	mix	of	materials	increases	the	
durability	by	30%.	The	laser	technology	used	in	manu-
facture	makes	possible	a	 lightweight	design	with	 finely	
engineered	contours.

ABE	approved.

RAC brake disc with floating disc system

With	 all	 the	 advantages	 of	 the	 RAC	 brake	 discs,	 the	
innovative	construction	of	the	FloatingDiscSystem	offers	
an	effective	solution	to	known	braking	problems	caused	
by	 warped	 discs.	 Because	 of	 the	 “floating”	 outer	 ring	
the	 heat	 can	 be	 dissipated	 more	 easily	 and	 the	 com-
mon	problem	of	disc	distortion	effectively	prevented.	In	
addition,	the	pads	are	optimally	positioned	in	respect	of	
the	disc.

In	 further	 developing	 the	 new	 RAC	 brake	 discs	 TRW	
Lucas	 has	 once	 again	 refined	 the	 strengths	 of	 the	
proven	 RAC	 discs	 and	 combined	 perfect	 braking	 per-
formance	with	a	unique	appearance.

For	 the	 rear	 brake,	 we	 recommend	 the	 normal	 RAC	
brake	disc.	ABE	approved.

Standard brake disc

Excellent,	OEM-quality	brake	discs.	Look	similar	to	the	
original.

RAC	brake	disc	with	FloatingDiscSystem

RAC	brake	discRAC	brake	disc

High-performance brake fluid
The	extraordinarily	high	boiling	point	enhances	the	operational	

safety	of	the	braking	system	–	even	under	difficult	conditions.

High-performance brake fluid

03-

05-07

R12T 2010-

R1ST 05-07 -

R12S 06-07 -

RHP3 07 - 8481075

08- - 8481075
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Vehicle classification for TRW Lucas RAC disc brake pads

Vehicle 	Sintered	metal	front Sintered	metal	rear Organic	front Organic	rear

F	650	CS 8481012 8481013 8481018 8481019

G	650	X-Country 8481012 8481013 - -

G	650	X-Moto 8481020 8481013 - -

F 800	S	&	ST 8481020 8481013 - -

F 800 R 8481007 8481008 - -

R 850	R	(models	to	08/02)	 8481022 8481023 - -

R 850	R	(models	from	09/02)	 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1100	R 8481022 8481023 - -

R 1150	R	+	Rockster 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1100	RT 8481022 8481023 - -

R 1150	RT 8481031 8481023 - -

R 1100	S	(models	from	1998	–	11/2000)	* 8481022 8481023 - -

R 1100	S	models	from	12/00	with	Brembo	caliper	** 8481031 8481023 - -

R 1100	S	models	from	12/00	with	Tokico	caliper	* 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1100	RS 8481022 8481006 - 8481016

R 1150	RS 8481029 8481023 - -

R 850	/	1200 C	models	to	2003	and	Independent	*	 8481022 8481023 - -

R 1200 C	from	2004	model	with	Tokico	caliper	** 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1200 CL	&	Montauk 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1200 R	 8481029 8481023 - -

R 1200 S 8481031 8481023 - -

R 1200 ST 8481031 8481023 - -

R 1200 RT 8481031 8481023 - -

HP2	Megamoto 8481031 8481023 - -

R 1200 HP2-Sport 8481023 - -

K 1100	RS/LT 8481022 8481006 - 8481016

K 1200 RS	(‘97	–	‘00) 8481022 8481006 - 8481016

K 1200 GT	&	RS	from	’01	to	‘05	 8481031 8481006 - 8481016

K 1200 LT 8481022 8481006 - 8481032

K 1200 S 8481031 8481023 - -

K 1200 R	+	Sport 8481029 8481023 - -

K 1200 GT	(models	from	2006)	 8481031 - -

K	1300	S 8481031 8481023 - -

K	1300	R 8481029 8481023 - -

K	1300	GT 8481031 - -

*	 	BREMBO	is	printed	on	the	outside	of	the	brake	caliper.
**		On	the	outside	of	the	brake	caliper	both	versions	have	BMW,	on	the	side	nearest	the	wheel	is	printed	the	name	of	the	manufacturer	“Brembo”	or	

“Tokico”.

TRW Lucas RAC brake disc linings

One	of	the	best	disc	pads	on	the	market.	For	years	we	
have	relied	successfully	on	TRW	Lucas	quality,	made	in	
Germany.	We	are	happy	to	be	sharing	our	positive	expe-
riences	with	more	and	more	BMW	riders.	Moreover,	the	
price-performance	ratio	is	almost	unbeatable.

Lucas advantages:

•		Ceramic	underlayer	reduces	heat	transfer	from	pads	to	calipers.
•		Grooves	in	pad	channel	water	and	dirt	away.
•		Environmentally	friendly	manufacturing	(without	asbestos,	cad-

mium,	lead	or	formaldehyde).	
•		High	durability.
•		Can	be	used	on	any	brake	discs.
•		Special	compound	for	rear	brake	(reduce	blocking	of	rear	

wheel)
•		With	model	approval	certification.

Sintered Metal Pad

The	best	pad	for	the	best	motorcycle.	We	highly	recom-
mend	 these	pads	 for	 the	4V	boxer,	as	 they	 far	exceed	
the	most	stringent	braking	requirements.

The facts:

•		All	the	Lucas	advantages.
•		Won	the	famous	“MOTORRAD”	motorcycle	magazine	compari-

son	test	(Edition	4/98.	Tested	against	6	other	compounds	on	a	
Honda	VTR	1000	F).

•		Full	metal	compound	mixture.
•		Very	high	abrasive	coefficient.
•		Needs	only	minimal	bedding	in	time.
•		Excellent	braking	also	in	wet	conditions.
•		Very	durable.

Organic Pad

Our	 recommendation	 for	 the	 touring	 rider	 who	 appre-
ciates	 good	 braking	 properties	 combined	 with	 high	
durability.

For	the	4V-Boxer	and	F	650/800	GS	(Twin),	TRW	Lucas	
only	supplies	sintered	metal	pads,	which	in	our	experi-
ence	represent	the	best	option	for	these	models.

The facts:

•		All	of	the	TRW	Lucas	advantages.
•		Very	good	braking	performance	in	any	situation.
•		High	durability.

Organic	padsSintered-metal	pad	rear

Sintered-metal	pad	front

When	tested	out	by	us	LUCAS	brake	pads	win	every	time	with	their	com-
bination	of	outstanding	braking	control,	high	stability	under	load,	low	heat	
sensitivity	and	enormously	long	lifespan.

Winner of the MOTORRAD Test
In	comparison,	no	other	pad	got	even	one	“very	good”	 in	any	test	

criterion.	In	addition,	the	wear	on	the	other	pads	was	only	lower	in	

one	case	(otherwise	up	to	11.5%	in	500	km).”

•		Performance	cold:	very	good	

•		Performance	hot:	very	good	

•		Responsiveness:	very	spontaneous	

•		Control:	linear	

•		Hand	pressure	required:	very	low	

•		Wear	over	500	km:	2.1%

8481029

8481031

8481031

8481029 8481023

8481031

caliper.
versions have BMW, on the side nearest the wheel is printed
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TRW Lucas Steel	Braided	Brake	Lines

Direct	braking	force	transmission,	optimal	pressure	point	
and	a	reduced	“pump”	effect.	These	are	advantages	that	
are	 particularly	 noticeable	 at	 higher	 speeds	 or	 during	
emergency	 braking.	 They	 make	 riding	 more	 agreeable	
all	round.	Compared	to	rubber	brake	lines,	steel	braided	
brake	lines	have	almost	no	expansion	and	the	pressure	
is	transferred	directly	to	the	brake	caliper.	The	material	
hardly	ages	at	all,	which	means	that	the	investment	soon	
pays	 off.	 The	 steel	 mesh	 coating	 protects	 against	 the	
weather	and	against	damage.	For	vehicle	components	
that	are	so	vital	for	safety,	we	put	our	trust	exclusively	in	
TRW	Lucas,	the	brake	specialists

The facts:

•		Teflon	coated.
•		Exact	pressure	point.
•		Brake	reacts	immediately	-	no	delay.
•		Does	not	become	brittle	or	porous.
•		Oxidation-proof,	anodised	aluminium	connections	(titanium	col-

oured)
•		Each	brake	line	is	subjected	to	a	special	final	inspection	gov-

erned	by	stringent	quality	control	procedures.
•		Rotating	connections.	
•		ABE	tested	(no	need	for	entry	into	the	vehicle	documents).
•		5	year	manufacturer	warranty.

BMW	also	relies	upon	these	advantages,	which	 is	why	
they	fit	ever	more	vehicles	with	this	innovation	as	stand-
ard.	 Sold	 as	 a	 complete	 set	 with	 seals,	 fitting	 instruc-
tions	and,	if	required,	special	mountings.

Vehicle Brake	lines	front	without	
ABS

Brake	lines	front	with	ABS	
(not	Int.ABS)

Brake	line	rear Brake	lines	rear	with	ABS	
(not	Int.ABS)

F	650,	F	650	ST 8150050 - 8150051 -

R 1100	S	(models	to	11/2000)	 8150020 - 8150021 8150021

R 1100	S	(models	from	12/2000)	* 8150029 8150019 8150021 8150021

R 1100	RS 8150061 8150057 8150062 8150058

R 850/1100	R 8150046 8150059 8150047 8150060

K 1200 RS	(models	to	2001) 8150052 - - -

*		Only	for	vehicles	with	Brembo	brake	calipers.

Automatic Brake Bleeder

Anyone	can	now	bleed	their	own	brake	systems*	simply,	
quickly	 and	 without	 expensive	 special	 equipment.	 No	
more	 complicated	 procedures,	 simply	 push	 hole	 over	
the	bleed	nipple	and	loosen	the	nipple.	When	“pumping”	
the	brake	lever,	the	valve	at	the	end	lets	fluid	out	but	no	
air	in.	There	is	an	adjustable	ball	valve	at	the	end	of	the	
hose	that	opens	under	pressure	and	prevents	fluid	from	
flowing	back.	

	 Part	No.:	5524032

*  Important note: NOT suitable for ABS or Integral 
ABS systems, let an official dealer bleed the 
brakes for those models!!

Which mirror fits which BMW?
In	most	cases	 the	aluminium	mirror	most	closely	matches	 the	
original	 when	 attached	 to	 the	 short	 stem.	 The	 mirror	 stem	 is	
somewhat	shorter	than	the	original,	but	the	housing	is	wider	and	
thus	provides	an	improved	rear	view.	If	you	find	that	you	don’t	
have	 a	 good	 enough	 view	 of	 the	 traffic	 behind	 you	 using	 the	
standard	production	parts,	 then	you	should	opt	 for	a	125	mm	
or	even	150	mm	stem.

Aspherical aluminium mirror

Perfect,	 first-class	 CNC	 manufactured	 aluminium	 mir-
rors	 which	 effectively	 enhance	 the	 BMW	 and	 provide	
huge	 safety	 benefits	 through	 their	 aspheric	 (2	 planes)	
mirror	glass.	An	optimal	perspective,	the	best	rear	view	
possible	 over	 a	 considerably	 greater	 range	 and	 with-
out	 any	 blind	 spots.	 You	 can	 increase	 the	 safety	 ben-
efits	even	further	with	a	 longer	mirror	stem	(100	mm	is	
approximately	the	same	as	the	original).	Finally	you	can	
see	more	than	just	your	own	shoulders.	Each	mirror	can	
be	assembled	individually.	

Important notes before ordering:

1)		To	see	if	your	bike	can	be	fitted	with	the	mirrors	see	if	it	is	
listed	with	the	adapters	(next	page).

2)		Every	mirror	assembly	needs	to	have	1	mirror	body,	1	stem	
and	1	vehicle	related	fitting	adapter.	Part	numbers	are	for	a	
single	part	only!

3)		Before	ordering,	please	measure	the	length	of	your	mirror	stem	
to	make	sure	you	order	the	correct	stem	length.

Suitable for all models

Mirror Body (Head), aspheric

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700030

Black	 Part	No.:	8700020

Red	 Part	No.:	8700026

Blue	 Part	No.:	8700024

Carbon/Silver	(two-colour)	 Part	No.:	8700181

Carbon/Black	(two-colour)	 Part	No.:	8700182

Mirror stem (standard, length 125 mm)

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700111

Black	 Part	No.:	8700101

Red	 Part	No.:	8700107

Blue	 Part	No.:	8700103

Mirror stem (standard, length 150 mm)

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700112

Black	 Part	No.:	8700102

Red	 Part	No.:	8700108

Blue	 Part	No.:	8700105

Chrome	 Part	No.:	8700116

Mirror stem for R 1100 S, length 120 mm

Black	 Part	No.:	8700120

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700130

*		Please note: You	will	find	suitable	adapter	on	the	next	page!

Bicolour	mirror	housing R 1100	S

Aspherical Mirror
The	aspherical	mirror	glass	serves	to	eliminate	the	blind	spot,	which	in	the	
original	is	often	large.	The	glass	also	comes	with	an	anti-reflective	layer	
which	minimises	the	reflection	of	sunlight	and	other	light	sources	and,	with	
its	light-blue	tint,	makes	for	an	exclusive	finish.

“VarioLever” brake and clutch levers
The	 revolution	 in	ergonomics,	usability,	 safety	and	exclusivity:	

We’ve	 developed	 brake	 and	 clutch	 levers	 that	 are	 adjustable	

in	both	grip	length	and	reach.	You	can	find	this	product	 in	the	

“Ergonomic	&	comfort”	section.

Mirror stem for R 1100 S, length 120 mm

Part

Silver	 Part No.:

*		Please note: You will find suitable adapter on the next page!
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Mirror Adapters

One	adapter	is	needed	for	every	mirror	stem.	Can	be	fit-
ted	on	left	or	right	hand	side.	Sold	as	single	item.

Al F 650-Models (Adapter C)

Single	item	 Part	No.:	8700220

R 850/1100 R, RS, RT (similar to Adapter A)

Single	item	 Part	No.:	8700230

R 850 R (models from 09/02) + Comfort, R 1150 R, 
 Rockster, R 1150 RT/RS, R 850/1200 C, R 1200 CL, 
K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005), R 1100 S with handlebar 
mirrors  (Adapter A)

Single	item	 Part	No.:	8700210

R 1100 S with fairing mirrors (Adapter B)

Single	item	 Part	No.:	8700200

F 800 R, R 1200 R/ST, HP2 Megamoto, 
K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Single	item	 Part	No.:	912Z-10-45

G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto

These	models	do	not	require	a	separate	adapter.

“Nakedbike” aluminium mirror

A	work	of	art	machined	out	of	 solid	aluminium	 that	offers	
much	more	than	a	classy	individual	look.	Here,	too,	aspheric	
(2	 plane)	 mirror	 glass	 is	 used,	 which	 provides	 enormous	
safety	benefits:	an	optimal	perspective,	 the	best	 rear	view	
possible	 over	 a	 considerably	 greater	 range	 and	 freedom	
from	blind	spots.	You	can	increase	the	safety	benefits	even	
further	with	a	 longer	mirror	arm	(100	mm	is	approximately	
the	same	as	the	original).	Your	BMW	is	now	adorned	with	
another	glittering	highlight	–	and	you	can	see	past	your	own	
shoulders.	All	mirrors	can	be	assembled	individually.

Important notes before ordering:

1)		To	see	if	your	bike	can	be	fitted	with	the	mirrors	see	if	it	is	
listed	with	the	adapters	below.

2)		Every	mirror	assembly	needs	to	have	1	mirror	body,	1	stem	
and	1	vehicle	related	fitting	adapter.	Part	numbers	are	for	a	
single	part	only!

3)		Before	ordering,	please	measure	the	length	of	your	mirror	stem	
to	make	sure	you	order	the	correct	stem	length.

Mirror housing

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700140

Black	 Part	No.:	8700141

Mirror stem, length 100 mm

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700142

Black	 Part	No.:	8700145

Mirror stem, length 125 mm

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700143

Black	 Part	No.:	8700146

Mirror stem, length 150 mm

Silver	 Part	No.:	8700144

Black	 Part	No.:	8700147

Adapter	AAdapter	B

Adapter	C

Original Mirrors

Replacement	 mirrors	 in	 OEM	 quality:	 round	 plastic	
housing,	 ball-head	 joint,	 simple	 mirror	 glass.	 These	
mirrors	 fit	 several	 BMW	 models.	 Can	 be	 supplied	 as	
a	standard	model,	extended	and	optionally	 in	black	or	
chrome.	Sold	as	single	mirror.

R 1150 R/RS, R 850 R (models from 09/02), 
R 850/1200 C, K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005) 

Head	can	be	 rotated,	 so	mirror	can	be	 fitted	 to	 left	or	
right	side.

Black	(pic.	A)	 Part	No.:	8410053

Chrome	(pic.	D)	 Part	No.:	8410055

R 850/1100 R (fig. B)

Left	(black)	 Part	No.:	8410058

Right	(black)	 Part	No.:	8410059

R 850/1100 R and R 1100 RS (similar to fig. C)

Right	(black)	 Part	No.:	8410050

Left	(black)	 Part	No.:	8410051

R 1100 RS chrome (similar to fig. D)

Can	be	fitted	on	right	or	left	side	 Part	No.:	8410057

MFW Mini Mirrors

Very	small	with	a	wide	field	of	vision.	Especially	useful	as	
an	addition	to	existing	mirrors.

The facts:

•		Only	8	cm	(~3-1/8”)	diameter.
•		Convex	(curved)	mirror	for	optimal	view	field.
•		Reduces/eliminates	blind	spot	(when	used	as	an	additional	mir-

ror).
•		For	all	BMWs	with	original	or	Wunderlich	handlebar	end	

weights*.
•		CNC	machined	aluminium	adapter.
•		Easy	to	fit.
•		Anodised	aluminium	surface.

Fit	 to	 original	 handlebar	 end	 weights	 (not	 on	 the	
R 1200 ST	or	F 800 R).	Sold	as	a	single	mirror	assembly.

Important note: fitting these mirrors on their own 
may not be road legal in your country. Check the 
regulations before ordering!

Black	anodised	 Part	No.:	1557409

Silver	anodised	 Part	No.:	1557406

Fig.	A Fig.	B

Fig.	C Fig.	D

Aspheric Mirror
The	aspherical	mirror	glass	serves	
to	eliminate	the	blind	spot,	which	in	
the	original	is	often	large.	The	glass	
also	comes	with	an	anti-reflective	
layer	which	minimises	the	reflection	
of	sunlight	and	other	light	sources	
and,	with	its	light-blue	tint,	makes	
for	an	exclusive	finish.

surface.

handlebar end
F 800 R). Sold as a single

Important note: fitting these mirrors on their own 
may not be road legal in your country. Check the 
regulations before ordering!

Black anodised	 Part No.:

Silver anodised	 Part No.: 1557406
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“ERGO Sport” mirror

The	ingenious	mirror	range,	with	continuously	adjustable	
angle	and	stem	length	(Flash).

If	necessary	the	mirror	bodies	can	be	folded	away	com-
pletely.	 This	 solves	 problems	 such	 as	 the	 limited	 rear	
view	of	following	traffic	or	a	design	that	is	too	wide	to	go	
through	narrow	spaces.

In	 case	 of	 a	 fall	 when	 the	 mirrors	 are	 in	 the	 regular	
position	the	folding	hinge	gives	the	mirror	an	extended	
folding	range,	and	the	built-in	friction	clutch	allows	the	
mirror	 to	 rotate	 around	 its	 mounting	 point,	 preventing	
damage.	

Convex	mirror	glass	for	an	extended	field	of	vision	(mag-
nifying	effect).

The facts:

•		Continuously	adjustable	angle,	can	be	folded	in	if	required.
•		“Flash”	model	also	length	adjustable	(75	mm	range)
•		Built-in	friction	clutch	between	thread	and	mirror.
•		High	levels	of	protection	for	mirror	mount.
•		Very	little	or	no	damage	in	a	fall.
•		E-certified.
•		Comes	equipped	with	mounting	adapter.
•		Quick	and	easy	fitting.

Fits	both	left	and	right	side,	price	per	piece.

F 800 R, R 1200 R/ST, K 1200/1300 R/ R-Sport

Flash	(black)	 Part	No.:	8700035

Round	(black)	 Part	No.:	8700033

Round	mirrorAdjustable	length	

“FLASH”	mirror

Built-in	friction	clutch Adjustable	angle

Adjustable	angle	for	improved	view

Weekend	 tours,	 motorcycle	 holidays	 in	
the	 Alps	 and	 other	 biking	 highlights	 are	
presented	 in	 the	 Wunderlich	 World	 of	
Experience.	In	collaboration	with	our	part-
ners	in	the	tourism,	travel	
and	 touring	 fields	 we	
are	pleased	to	provide	
you	 with	 touring	 sug-
gestions,	 map	 material	
and	 GPS	 downloads,	
with	 the	 addition	 of	
comprehensive	 infor-
mation	 on	 motorcycle-
friendly	 hotels,	 popular	
biking	 meet-ups	 and	
places	 where	 it’s	 really	
worth	taking	a	break.
We	are	very	keen	to	make	
sure	that,	if	you	wish,	you	
can	just	head	out	and	fol-
low	 our	 suggestions	 right	
away,	 and	 that	 you	 have	
everything	you	need	to	plan	

your	next	short	holiday.	We	will	of	course	
also	 include	 reports	 on	 attractive	 and	
adventurous	 long-haul	 destinations,	 but	
it	 is	 our	 prime	 concern	 to	 make	

sure	 that	 as	 many	
of	our	 tips	as	pos-
sible	can	easily	be	
put	into	practice.
We‘re	 also	 con-
cerned	 that	 our	
touring	 sugges-
tions	 can	 be	
adapted	 to	 indi-
vidual	 motor-
cycle	 models.	
For	 instance,	 a	
detour	 onto	 the	
unmade	 roads	
of	 the	 Ucker-
mark	 in	 north-
east	 Germany	
can	be	a	lot	of	
fun	 for	 a	 GS	

rider,	whereas	 the	K 1200 R	will	quickly	
come	to	grief.
Along	 with	 the	 active	 aspect	 of	 getting	
out	 and	 about,	 the	 World	 of	 Experience	
will	 also	 tackle	 other	 motorcycle-related	
issues.	 Riding	 reviews	 and	 portraits	 of	
people	will	feature	just	as	prominently	as	
interesting	events.
The	way	we	present	 the	 features	 is	 just	
as	 diverse	 as	 the	 features	 themselves.	
With	its	touring	maps	and	regular	down-
loadable	magazine,	its	books	and	videos,	
the	World	of	Experience	is	just	as	lively	as	
biking	itself.
So	don’t	forget:	Take	a	look	at	the	World	
of	Experience	or	subscribe	to	our	news-
letter.
For	more	information	please	go	to:	
www.wunderlich.de (Note:	 In	 German	
language	only	at	the	moment)

Wunderlich 
World of Experience

Convex Mirror
The	 convex	 mirror	 glass	 serves	 to	 eliminate	 the	 blind	 spot,	

which	 in	the	original	 is	often	 large.	The	glass	also	comes	with	

an	anti-reflective	layer	which	minimises	the	reflection	of	sunlight	

and	other	light	sources	and,	with	its	light-blue	tint,	makes	for	an	

exclusive	finish.
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Bulb classification

Vehicle Parking	light
Low-
beam

High-
beam

Original	
auxiliary	

high-beam	
headlight

Original	fog	
lamp

Brake	light Rear	light
Front	indi-

cator
Rear	indica-

tor

F	650	CS Glass	fitting	*1 H3 H1 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/10W -

G	650	Xcountry Bayonet	fitting	*2 H4 - - - - - 12V/10W -

G	650	Xmoto Glass	fitting	*1 H4 - - - - - 12V/10W -

F 800	S/ST Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/10W -

F 800 R Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/10W -

R 850/1100/1150	R	 Bayonet	fitting	*2 H4 - - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 1150	Rockster Bayonet	fitting	*2 H1 H1 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 850/1100/1150	RS	 Glass	fitting	*1 H4 - - - 12V/21W 12V/10W 12V/21W -

R 850/1100	RT Glass	fitting	*1 H4 - - - 12V/21W 12V/10W 12V/21W -

R 1150	RT Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H3 - H3 12V/21W 12V/10W 12V/21W -

R 1100	S Glass	fitting	*1 H1 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 850/1200	C	+	Independent Bayonet	fitting	*2 H4 - - H3 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 1200 Montauk - H4 - H1 H3 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 1200 CL Bayonet	fitting	*2 H4 - H1 - 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W -

R 1200 R Glass	fitting	*1 H11 H11 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/10W -

R 1200 RT	(models	to	2009) Glass	fitting	*1 H3 H3 - - 12V/21W - 12V/21W -

R 1200 RT	(models	from	2010	) Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V/21W 12V/21W 12V/21W -

R 1200 S Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - - - 12V/16W 12V/10W

R 1200 HP2-Sport Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - - - 12V/10W 12V/10W

R 1200 ST Glass	fitting	*1 H4 - - - 12V	21/5W - 12V/21W 12V/10W

HP2	Megamoto Glass	fitting	*1 H4 - - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	10W -

K 1100	RS/LT Bayonet	fitting	*2 H4 - - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	21W -

K 1200 RS/GT	(models	to	2005) Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H3 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	21W -

K 1200 LT Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H3 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	21W -

K 1200 LT/M	(models	from	2004) Glass	fitting	*1 H7 - H9 - 12V	21/5W - 12V	21W -

K 1200 S Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	16W 12V	10W

K 1200 R Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	10W -

K 1200 R-Sport Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21/5W - 12V	10W -

K 1200 GT	(models	from	2006)	 Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - 12V	21W 12V	21W
12V	21W	

H21W 12V	21W

K	1300	S Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - - - 12V	16W 12V	10W

K	1300	R Glass	fitting	*1 H7 H7 - - - - - -

*1	DIN	designation	W	2.1	x	9.5	d	(T	8/4)
*2	DIN	designation	BA	9S

Standard bulbs

Indicator (clear for orange indicator lenses)

12V/21W	 Part	No.:	2099803

12V/10W	 Part	No.:	2099810

12V/16W	 Part	No.:	2099811

12V/21W	(H21W)	 Part	No.:	2028890

Indicator (yellow for white indicator lenses)

12V/21W	 Part	No.:	8122049

12V/10W	 Part	No.:	8122028

Silver vision indicator

12V/21W	 Part	No.:	2099840

Rear/brake light 

12V/21/5W	 Part	No.:	2099830

Parking light

Bayonet	fitting	 Part	No.:	2099805

Glass	plug-in	fitting	 Part	No.:	2099832

Headlights

H4	12V/55/60W	 Part	No.:	2099806

H7	12V/55W	 Part	No.:	2099884

H3	12V/55W	 Part	No.:	2099807

H3	12V/35W	 Part	No.:	2099818

H11	LL	12V/55W	 Part	No.:	2024500*

H11	12V/55W	Blue	Vision	 Part	No.:	2024501

D1R	12V/55W	 Part	No.:	2028891**

*	 	The	R 1200 R	has	two	identical	bulbs	–	one	for	low	beam	and	
one	for	full	beam.	This	means	that	2	pieces	are	needed	for	a	
complete	exchange.

**	Xenon	headlight	bulb	K 1200 GT	(models	from	2006).

Indicator	bulb	(clear) Indicator	bulb	(orange)

Rear/brake	light Parking	light

Standard	H7 Standard	H4

“Rally-0.1 kw”

All	 other	 road-legal	 bulbs	 pale	 in	 comparison!	 Night	
really	 is	 turned	 into	day.	 It‘s	not	 for	nothing	 that	 these	
bulbs	 are	 highly	 popular,	 especially	 with	 high-mileage	
and	 extreme-sports	 riders.	 There’s	 no	 substitute	 for	
good	old	wattage.

Our	tip:	Except	in	sports	use	we	prefer	to	use	this	bulb	
for	 full	 beam	 so	 that	 no-one	 gets	 blinded.	 It’s	 for	 this	
reason	that	we	also	use	the	H4	bulb	in	this	practical	but	
rare	combination.

Not	approved	for	use	in	Germany!

H4	(55/100	Watt)	 Part	No.:	2024506

H1	(100	Watt)	 Part	No.:	8122012

H3	(100	Watt)	 Part	No.:	8122014

H7	(100	Watt)	 Part	No.:	8122013

Wunderlich shop in Sinzig
From	Monday	to	Saturday	you	will	get	personal	service	and	a	

2%	discount	for	cash	payments	at	our	shop	in	Sinzig.	Opening	

times	vary	according	to	season	in	the	course	of	the	year.	Please	

get	in	touch	with	us	by	phone	or	online	at:	www.wunderlich.de.

H7 -

H7 -

H7 H7 -

*1 H7 H7 - -

fitting *1 H7 H7 - -

Glass fitting *1 H7 H7 - -

8/4)
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“Blue Vision”

The	alternative	to	the	expensive	Xenon	headlights:	The	
bright	 white	 light	 of	 our	 BlueVision	 lamps	 improves	
reflection	from	street	signs	and	markings.	Tedious	night-
riding	 turns	 into	 a	pleasure,	 as	 your	 eyes	don’t	 tire	 as	
quickly	and	you	are	 in	a	better	position	 to	 react	 to	 the	
risks	posed	by	road	traffic.	Changing	the	bulb	is	simple.	

Note: These bulbs are approved for road use in Ger-
many, but may not be road legal in your country. 
Check the regualtions before ordering!

Headlights

H4	(55/60	Watt)	 Part	No.:	2024569

H1	 Part	No.:	8200023

H3	 Part	No.:	2099886

H7	 Part	No.:	8200024

Parking light

Bayonet	socket	 Part	No.:	8200025

Glass	socket	 Part	No.:	2099885

Philips MotoVision

Be	 seen.	 Ride	 safely.	 With	 their	 unique	 orange	 reflec-
tion	and	a	bright	beam	the	MotoVision	headlight	bulbs	
make	an	important	contribution	to	improved	motorcycle	
safety.	 Thanks	 to	 the	 characteristic	 orange	 reflection,	
the	 motorcycle	 can	 be	 seen	 more	 clearly	 in	 the	 dark	
and	in	daylight.	The	rider’s	long-distance	vision	at	night	
is	optimised	because	 the	new	bulbs	create	40%	more	
white	light	and	a	10-20	m	longer	light	beam	than	stand-
ard	motorcycle	headlight	bulbs.	With	these	features	the	
new	 headlights	 minimise	 the	 two	 biggest	 safety	 risks	
for	motorcycle	 riders	at	a	stroke:	poor	vision	and	poor	
visibility.	For	the	first	time,	these	two	advantages	can	be	
combined	in	one	headlight.	The	field	of	vision	of	motor-
cycle	 riders	 becomes	 increasingly	 limited	 as	 speed	
increases	 -	 especially	 at	 night.	 Here,	 the	 high	 propor-
tion	of	white	 light	of	 the	new	headlight	helps	ensure	a	
noticeably	deeper	and	wider	field	of	vision.	The	second	
advantage:	the	motorcycle	is	more	visible	to	other	road	
users,	According	to	an	EU	study,	33%	of	all	motorcycle	
accidents	in	Europe	are	caused	by	other	road	users	not	
identifying	the	position	of	the	motorcycle	correctly	or	not	
seeing	it	at	all.

Philips	Motovision	H4	 Part	No.:	2024575

Philips	Motovision	H7	 Part	No.:	2024576

Philips	ExtraDuty

Four	 times	 more	 vibration	 resistance	 -	 designed	 to	 be	
more	durable.	The	new	ExtraDuty	range	of	headlight	and	
indicator	bulbs	from	Phillips	offers	a	significantly	greater	
durability	 than	 standard	 motorcycle	 bulbs.	 Equipped	
with	exclusive	impact-resistant	filaments,	they	withstand	
vibrations	 of	 up	 to	 20	 G	 (gravity).	 Motorcycle	 bulbs	
are	 exposed	 to	 extremely	 wearing	 conditions	 -	 in	 par-
ticular	through	riding	vibration	on	various	road	surfaces,	
curb	stones	and	braking	and	accelerating	manoeuvres.	
According	to	Phillips	research,	35%	of	all	bulb	defects	
can	be	 traced	back	 to	damage	 to	 the	 filament	caused	
by	vibration.

Philips	Extra	Duty	H4	 Part	No.:	2024577

Philips	Extra	Duty	H7	 Part	No.:	2024578

Blue	Vision	H7

Blue	Vision	H4 Parking	light

Tourenfahrer 10/2007
The	best	thing	you	can	do	for	your	headlights:	these	expensive	

Phillips	models	 turn	night	 into	day	and	produce	 four	 times	as	

much	 light	as	 the	cheaper	Alpin	product	 (!)	A	special	coil	and	

increased	 gas	 pressure	 bring	 about	 this	 extremely	 high	 light	
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R 1200 RT

...	above	or	below	the	upper	tubeOptionally	in	front	of	the	crash	bar	
tube	...

....	or	mounted	on	the	lower	tube

Housing	complete	with	brackets	
and	pre-assembled,	easy	to	install	
wiring	harness	and	switch	(not	
shown).

Wunderlich “MicroFlooter”	for	Crash	Bars

Our	evergreen	product	for	visibility	and	safety,	now	also	
available	for	mounting	on	almost	all	roll	bars.

Thanks	 to	 the	 almost	 unlimited	 adjustment	 range	 the	
headlights	can	be	placed	where	you	most	need	them	-	
the	excellent	additional	lighting	for	your	bike	will	win	you	
over:	 When	 correctly	 positioned	 the	 additional	 head-
lights	provide	an	impressive	complement	to	the	normal	
low	beams	without	dazzling	oncoming	traffic,	as	well	as	
looking	great.

The facts:

•		Very	good	additional	lighting	provided	by	this	flanking	construc-
tion.

•		Numerous	tests	have	shown	that	this	headlight	is	one	of	the	
best	on	the	market.

•		Soft	light	transition.
•		Optimum	illumination	of	the	roadside.
•		Smallest	approved	additional	headlight.
•		Includes	55	watt	H3	lamp.
•		E-certified	as	fog	lamp.
•		Can	be	fitted	to	virtually	any	round	bar	of	22	to	25.4	mm	diam-

eter**.
•		Multidirectional.
•		Light	weight	construction	with	integrated	deflectors	to	avoid	

light	pollution
•		High	quality	clamps	made	of	machined	aluminium	with	an	ano-

dised	surface	finish.
•		Sold	as	a	set	of	two,	including	bulbs,	wiring,	electrics,	brackets	

and	fitting	kit.
•		5	years	warranty	for	metal	parts.

For	all	engine	protection	bars	sold	by	Wunderlich	and	for	
all	bars	with	22	-	25.5	mm	diameter**

Set	(left	+	right)	 Part	No.:	8500189

Replacement	bulb	H3	55W	 Part	No.:	2099807

*	 	The	lamps	are	road	legal	“E”	approved	in	Germany.	Please	
check	the	law	regarding	additional	lights	in	your	country.

**	22	-	25.4	mm	is	about	7/8	-	1”	diameter.

Integrated MicroFlooters ...
You	will	 find	 integrated	MicroFlooter	solutions	 for	your	vehicle	

under	the	individual	vehicle	headings.

Safety

In	 many	 countries	 it	 is	 now	
legal	for	cars	to	drive	with	head	
lamps	 on	 during	 the	 day,	 so	 a	
motorcycle	 with	 its	 headlights	
on	does	not	necessarily	attract	
the	 attention	 of	 other	 drivers.	
Therefore	we	are	switching	 the	
auxiliary	 lights	 on,	 especially	
in	 heavy	 traffic,	 cities	 etc.,	 to	
increase	our	visibility	and	safe-
ty.	This	measure	has	quite	often	
protected	 us	 from	 dangerous	
situations,	 and	 we	 never	 had	
any	problems.	

Life Insurance

The	 excellent	 additional	 light	
makes	 night	 riding	 a	 joy.	 More	
than	 once	 they	 made	 sure	
we	 were	 seen	 just	 in	 time.	 In	
countries	 where	 bikes	 are	 not	
that	 common	 this	 is	 especially	
important.

What is the legal situation?

Every	 country	 has	 different	
laws	 and	 regulations	 regarding	
the	use	of	auxiliary	 lights,	 their	
positioning	and	when	 they	can	
be	used.	In	Germany	the	lamps	

sold	 by	 Wunderlich	 are	 road	
legal	(“E”	approved),	but	please	
check	 the	 law	 regarding	 addi-
tional	lights	in	your	country.

Our testing

We	 test	 all	 lamps	 with	 the	 use	
of	a	 light	meter,	a	custom	built	
testing	 rig	 and	 with	 help	 of	
photographs.	 Our	 testing	 pro-
cedure	 is	 also	 a	 stern	 test	 for	
the	 Odyssey	 battery,	 the	 only	
one	that	survives	such	a	“mara-
thon”.

Auxiliary	Lights
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Wunderlich “MicroFlooter”	Auxiliary	Light	
Set	for	Wunderlich	Protection	Bars

Custom	made	 for	 the	Wunderlich	R 1150	R	protection	
bars.

Properly	 mounted	 and	 adjusted	 (to	 avoid	 blinding	
oncoming	traffic…)	they	will	greatly	enhance	night	vision	
in	every	weather	condition	compared	to	the	sometimes	
poor	original	lights.

The facts:

•		Very	good	additional	lighting.
•		Soft	light/dark	boundary.
•		Optimal	illumination	of	the	road	edge.
•		Smallest	road	legal	and	approved	lamp	(Germany/Europe*).
•		Includes	H3	bulbs	55	Watts	each.
•		“E”	approved	for	use	as	fog	lamps*
•		Light	weight	construction	with	integrated	deflectors	to	avoid	

light	pollution
•		Sold	as	a	set	of	two,	including	bulbs,	wiring,	electrics,	brackets	

and	complete	fitting	kit.
•		5	years	warranty	for	metal	parts.

Very	easy	installation	as	the	Wunderlich	protection	bars	
have	attachment	points	built	in

R 1150 R with Wunderlich Protection Bars

Set	(left	+	right)	 Part	No.:	8500191

Replacement	bulb	H3	55W	 Part	No.:	2099807

*	 	The	lamps	are	road	legal	“E”	approved	in	Germany.	Please	
check	the	law	regarding	additional	lights	in	your	country.

Wunderlich LED	Park	Light	“P-Marker”

The	 penetratingly	 bright	 LED	 position	 lights	 make	 the	
bike	look	bigger	and	the	visibility	to	other	road	users	is	
greatly	 enhanced,	 which	 means	 that	 motorcycles	 are	
spotted	considerably	earlier.	This	is	a	major	contribution	
to	safety	because,	ever	since	daytime	or	low	beam	lights	
have	been	allowed	during	the	day	for	cars,	attention	to	
motorcycle	riders	has	diminished.	The	“P-Marker”	lights	
are	 attached	 to	 the	 Microflooter	 bracket	 in	 just	 a	 few	
steps	and	provide	 light	 in	place	of	 the	original	parking	
light.

Can	only	be	used	in	conjunction	with	our	“MicroFlooter”	
auxiliary	lights.

For all MicroFlooters*

Single	lamp	 Part	No.:	8600516

Complete	Set	 Part	No.:	8600511*

*	 	The	lamps	are	road	legal	(“E”	approved)	in	Germany.	Please	
check	the	law	regarding	additional	lights	in	your	country.

Wunderlich “MicroFlooter”	Auxiliary	Light	
Set	for	cylinder	mounting

Better	visibility	and	improved	safety	thanks	to	practically	
positioned	and	convincing	additional	lighting.

Hardly	visible	when	switched	off,	the	MicroFlooters	are	
a	revelation	when	switched	on.

When	 correctly	 positioned	 the	 additional	 headlamps	
provide	 an	 impressive	 complement	 to	 the	 normal	 low	
beams	 without	 blinding	 oncoming	 traffic,	 as	 well	 as	
looking	great.

The facts:

•		Very	good	additional	lighting.
•		Soft	light/dark	boundary.
•		Optimal	illumination	of	the	road	edge.
•		Smallest	road	legal	and	approved	lamp	(Germany/Europe*).
•		Includes	H3	bulbs	55	Watts	each.
•		“E”	approved	for	use	as	fog	lamps*
•		Light	weight	construction	with	integrated	deflectors	to	avoid	

light	pollution
•		Sold	as	a	set	of	two,	including	bulbs,	wiring,	electrics,	brackets	

and	complete	fitting	kit.
•		5	years	warranty	for	metal	parts.

The	 set	 includes	 Wunderlich	 designed	 laser	 cut,	 light	
weight	 anodised	 aluminium	 brackets	 with	 integrated	
deflectors	to	avoid	light	pollution.	Complete	set	for	right	
and	left	with	installation	kit.

* The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. 
Please check the law regarding additional lights in 
your country.

R 1200 R/RT, R 1200 S/ST

Set	(left	+	right)	 Part	No.:	8600486

Replacement	bulb	H3	55W	 Part	No.:	2099807

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Electronic Protector

This	 device	 protects	 the	 expensive	 electronic	 compo-
nents	 of	 your	 BMW.	 It	 removes	 those	 undesired	 and	
damaging	 voltage	 “spikes”	 in	 the	 system	 that	 can	
appear	 when	 jump	 starting,	 charging	 with	 unsuitable	
chargers	etc.	

It	 also	 protects	 the	 light	 bulbs	 and	 increases	 their	 life	
span.

For all models

	 Part	No.:	8600690

Indicator Reminder

Never	put	yourself	at	risk	again	through	incorrect	indica-
tor	signals.

The	electronic	indicator	reminder	will	help	you.	A	warn-
ing	signal	sounds	automatically	after	30	flashes.

No	 irritating	continuous	bleeping	when	 the	 indicator	 is	
on!	Simple	to	connect.

For all models

	 Part	No.:	8600681

Autoswitch

If	you	want	to	add	a	power	consumer,	e.g.	an	auxiliary	
light,	 there	 is	 usually	 no	 more	 space	 for	 an	 additional	
switch	In	this	case,	the	Autoswitch	is	a	neat	solution.

The	standard	indicator	cancel	switch	is	thus	turned	into	
an	 ingenious	 multifunction	 switch.	 Pressing	 for	 longer	
(approx.	 2	 seconds)	 activates	 the	 electricity	 supply,	
pressing	again	switches	the	consumer	off	again.	

Any	 electrical	 appliance	 can	 be	 switched	 using	 this	
device.	 The	 AutoSwitch	 can	 be	 concealed	 under	 the	
seat	or	a	body	panel.	It	will	not	interfere	with	the	normal	
function	of	the	turn	signal	cancel	circuit.	

R 850/1100/1150 S/RT/RS/R + Rockster, 
R 850/1200 C/CL, K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005)

	 Part	No.:	8600230

Wunderlich Flash	Killer

This	 clever	 design	 saves	 on	 the	 complicated	 work	
required	to	convert	to	mini	or	handlebar-end	indicators.	
Simply	attached	to	both	rear	indicator	cables	(plus)	and	
to	the	frame	earth	(diodes	prevent	a	shorting	of	the	two	
indicator	 circuits).	 Sold	 complete	 with	 all	 connectors,	
ready	to	fit.	

For all models in this catalogue

	 Part	No.:	8200021

Signal Minder

Activated	BMW	indicators	have	to	be	switched	off	again	
by	 pressing	 a	 button.	 Otherwise,	 after	 overtaking	 or	
turning	 they	carry	on	 flashing,	which	can	often	 lead	 to	
dangerous	situations.	The	Signal	Minder,	which	simply	
replaces	 the	standard	 indicator	 relay	 in	 the	electronics	
box	under	 the	seat,	allows	the	 indicator	 function	to	be	
switched	off	automatically	-	after	8,	30	or	45	seconds,	
as	you	wish.	As	a	further	option,	the	Signal	Minder	can	
be	connected	to	the	brake	light	by	a	wire	and	controlled	
via	the	rear	brake.	If	you	are	waiting	for	a	lengthy	period	
at	some	traffic	lights,	for	example,	and	you	operate	the	
foot	brake,	 the	 indicator	 function	 remains	 in	operation.	
Only	when	you	ride	on	(i.e.	when	the	brake	is	released)	
does	the	Signal	Minder	switch	off	again	after	the	period	
required.

Signal	Minder	is	sold	complete	with	fitting	instructions.

R 850/1100/1150 S/RT/RS/R + Rockster, 
R 850/1200 C/CL, K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005)

	 Part	No.:	8600220

1985 – 2010 - 25 years of Wunderlich
We	extend	our	thanks	to	all	our	customers	and	business	part-

ners.	In	2010	we	shall	be	celebrating	our	25th	anniversary.	For	a	

quarter	of	a	century	the	name	of	Wunderlich	has	been	insepara-

bly	connected	with	the	Yamaha	and	BMW	brands.
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Wunderlich  
Folding	DualSport	LED	Indicator

A	 trendsetting	 concept	 that	 re-defines	 the	 indicator	 in	
terms	of	design	and	function.

These	folding	LED	indicators	with	a	clear	cover	do	not	
break	off	 like	 the	originals	because	they	can	be	folded	
flat	against	the	vehicle	to	avoid	the	main	sources	of	risk.

And	 for	 all	 situations	 where	 indicators	 are	 undesirable	
(use	 in	sport,	dangerous	gaps,	etc.),	one	quick	adjust-
ment	 folds	 them	 flat	 against	 the	 vehicle.	 As	 a	 result,	
they	are	out	of	the	way	and	the	BMW	looks	like	a	pure	
racing	bike.

The Facts

•		Can	be	folded	away.
•		Clear	lens	design.
•		20	high-performance	LEDs	for	maximum	safety.
•		Compact,	robust	construction.
•		Simple	assembly	thanks	to	the	complete	installation	kit.
•		Ready	for	installation,	adapted	to	the	CAN	Bus.
•		“E”	approved.
•		Complete	kit	(2	indicators)	incl.	fitting	kit.	Suitable	for	front	and/

or	rear.

Even	when	folded	away,	the	20	high-performance	LEDs	
still	 provide	 enough	 illumination	 to	 safely	 indicate	 a	
change	of	direction.

The	fixed	attachment	of	 the	LEDs	on	the	robust	circuit	
board,	which	houses	all	 the	electronics,	 is	also	unique	
in	this	field.

For	 a	 complete	 exchange	 of	 front	 and	 rear	 indicators	
you	will	need	two	pairs.

F 800 R/S/ST, R 1200 R/S/ST, K 1200 S/R/R-Sport, 
K 1300 S/R

	 Part	No.:	8161261

Bikestart

It	is	almost	impossible	to	jump	start	a	BMW;	if	you	try	to	
do	so	you	run	the	considerable	risk	of	causing	a	short	
circuit.	That’s	why	this	system	is	an	enormous	relief	and	
a	safety	benefit	at	the	same	time.

Simply	 connect	 the	 jump	 lead	 to	 the	 socket,	 and	 the	
large	crocodile	clamps	can	be	connected	to	a	suitable	
donor	battery	-	or	even	vice	versa.	

The	original	socket	would	go	up	in	flames	if	you	tried	to	
jump	start	the	bike	from	it,	which	is	why	this	independ-
ent	 system	 was	 developed	 (not	 compatible	 with	 “O”	
sockets).

For	 connection	 to	 other	 electrical	 devices,	 separate	
plugs	and	sockets	are	available	separately.	No	need	to	
remove	seat	bench	and/or	tank.	Made	in	Germany.

Bikestart-Set

Complete	jump-start	set.

•		Complete	socket	fitting	(Art.	2024563).
•		Jump	lead	(Art.	2024564).

	 Part	No.:	2024568

Bikestart Socket

The	direct	connection	to	the	bike,	without	removing	the	
side	cover	and/or	tank!

•		65	cm	connection	cable	to	the	battery.
•		Protected	against	water	spray	with	hinged	lid.
•		Suitable	for	jump-starting	(up	to	90	A	load).
•		Includes	mounting	accessories.
•		Wired	up	and	ready	to	install,	with	6	mm²	battery	connection	

cable	and	ring	connectors.

	 Part	No.:	2024563

Bikestart Jump Cable Set

Handy	and	compact	on	the	road	or	at	home.

•		160	cm	long,	flexible	copper	cable	(6	square	mm).
•		Fully	insulated,	large	battery	terminal	clamp.
•		With	plug.

	 Part	No.:	2024564

Plug

To	connect	up	additional	power	consumers	(lamps,	etc.)	
or	a	charging	device	 (e.g.	CTEK).	The	plug	 is	supplied	
with	 a	 suitable	 connector	 for	 our	 Baas	 charger.	 The	
supplied	 clamp	 can	 however	 also	 be	 used	 to	 connect	
adapter	 plugs	 from	 other	 manufacturers	 or	 additional	
devices.

	 Part	No.:	2024567

“Bikestart to Bikestart” connecting cable

This	cable	allows	direct	connection	from	Bikestart	sock-
et	 to	Bikestart	socket.	A	 logical	suggestion	 from	many	
customers:	if	another	vehicle	has	the	same	socket,	jump	
starting	 is	 possible	 without	 tedious	 dismantling	 or	 the	
risk	of	causing	a	short	circuit.

Cable	length:	160	cm.

	 Part	No.:	2024573

Jump	lead

Bikestart	set

Plug	connector Socket-to-socket	jump	lead

Plug-in	socket

An	ideal	solution	for	transport	and	sports	use	–	folds	away	to	prevent	break-
age

Odyssey batteries
This	battery	has	twice	as	much	starting	power	as	a	conventional	

battery.	You	can	find	more	information	in	the	“Sound	&	Dynam-

ics”	section.
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BAAS Battery	Charger

The	cost-effective	alternative	from	BAAS	that	 leaves	noth-
ing	 out.	 A	 two-step	 automatic	 charger	 for	 lead	 (acid)	 and	
gel	 batteries.	 Fully	 insulated	 clamps	 for	 motorcycle	 and	
car	batteries.	Thanks	to	the	quick	coupling,	the	device	can	
be	 attached	 to	 the	 cigarette	 lighter	 or	 DIN	 socket	 (BMW	
socket)*.	 Battery	 protecting	 long-term	 connection	 through	
intelligent	control	of	the	charge	retention	process.	Can	also	
be	used	on	maintenance-free	batteries.	Charging	is	carried	
out	up	to	a	battery	voltage	of	13.9V	-	then	it	switches	auto-
matically	 into	 the	 trickle	 charge	 mode.	 Charging/retention	
is	 indicated	 by	 means	 of	 a	 two-colour	 LED	 display.	 Suit-
able	 for	all	original	batteries.	We	recommend	the	charging	
devices	 from	 the	 CTEK	 range	 for	 our	 pure	 lead	 batteries.	
Charge	capacity	750	mA.

Note: All electrical appliances come equipped with 
a German/European mains plug for 220/240 V.

	 Part	No.:	2024565*

*		Cannot	be	used	on	vehicles	with	CAN-Bus.

CTEK MegaCharge

The	all-rounder	from	CTEK:	charges,	overwinters,	cares	
for	and	restores	all	types	and	sizes	of	battery.	Ingenious	
to	use:	plug	 it	 in	 to	 the	battery	or	via	a	system	socket	
directly	 to	 the	 vehicle	 and	 the	 CTEK	 charger	 sorts	
everything	 out	 itself.	 The	 battery	 is	 tested,	 charged,	
maintained,	 overwintered	 or	 even	 revived	 without	 you	
having	to	worry.	Control	 lights	show	the	current	charg-
ing	or	battery	condition	and	indicate	 if	a	battery	 is	sul-
phurised	 and	 terminally	 dead.	 CTEK	 chargers	 provide	
100%	protection	for	the	sensitive	vehicle	electronics,	do	
not	create	short	circuits	or	sparks	 (charging	process	 is	
delayed)	and	are	thus	suitable	for	all	vehicles	and	areas	
of	application.	For	pure	lead	batteries,	there	is	a	special	
charge	 setting	 recommended	 for	 pure	 lead	 batteries.	
Thanks	 to	 the	 adapter	 supplied	 for	 direct	 connection	
to	 the	 battery,	 vehicles	 with	 CAN-Bus	 system	 can	 be	
charged	without	problems.

Note: All electrical appliances come equipped with 
a German/European mains plug for 220/240 V.

XS 800

Compact,	small	and	fully	automatic.	For	charging	all	bat-
teries	up	to	32	Ah	or	as	a	trickle	charger	for	batteries	up	
to	100	Ah.	Just	the	right	device	to	look	after	original	or	
pure	lead	batteries.

	 Part	No.:	8600200

XS 3600

Strong	 as	 an	 ox,	 suitable	 for	 batteries	 up	 to	 120	 Ah..	
With	special	program	for	fast	charging	of	Odyssey	bat-
teries	(all	pure	lead	batteries).	With	program	menu	for	all	
battery	types.

	 Part	No.:	8600210

XS 7000

The	 XS	 7000	 professional	 model	 with	 five-step,	 fully	
automatic	 charging	 characteristics	 for	 batteries	 up	 to	
220	Ah.	If	required,	keeps	batteries	in	stand-by	at	100%	
charge	and	can	often	revive	apparently	broken,	heavily	
sulphated	batteries.	Can	also	be	used	as	a	permanent	
12	V	converter.	With	program	menu	for	all	battery	types	
and	for	use	as	a	12V	power	source.

	 Part	No.:	8600370

CTEK adapter for standard socket

You	can	now	charge	any	battery without	fuss	and	bother	
directly	 via	 the	 bike‘s	 own	 socket/cigarette	 lighter	 (if	
your	 vehicle	 has	 a	 Can-Bus	 system	 please	 use	 the	
adapter	supplied	with	the	charger	to	connect	it	directly	
to	the	battery).	The	plug	which	connects	the	charger	fits	
the	standard	socket	or	any	cigarette	lighter.	With	built-in	
fuse,	cigarette	lighter	adapter	and	input	lead	with	quick-
release	connector	for	CTEK	or	Optimate	chargers.

Note:	For	motorcycles	with	a	CAN-Bus	system	this	adapter	is	not	
required,	simply	use	the	adapter	supplied	with	each	charger	to	
connect	the	charger	directly	to	the	battery.

XS	800/XS	3600/XS	7000	 Part	No.:	8600216*

*		Cannot	be	used	on	vehicles	with	CAN-Bus

The facts:

•		Charges	and	analyses	(whether	there	is	damage	to)	all	battery	types.
•		When	charging	is	complete,	automatically	switches	to	trickle	charge	for	

a	longer	battery	life	and	high	performance.
•		Even	charges	completely	flat	batteries.
•		Special	program	to	restore	sulphurised	(dead)	batteries	(XS	70000).
•		One	of	the	few	solid	state	electronic	chargers	available.
•		Spark-free.
•		3-step	(XS	3600)	or	5-step	(XS	7000),	fully	automatic	(IUoUp)	charge	

cycle.
•		Supplied	with	two	exchangeable	connecting	cables	(1x	with	crocodile	

clamps,	1x	cable	set	for	direct	connection	to	the	battery).
•		Protected	against	short-circuits	and	mixing	up	the	terminals.
•		Double	insulated.
•		Water-tight	and	certified	for	use	outdoors.	
•		Progressive	temperature	protection.
•		Compact	design	with	fitting	for	secure	mounting.

XS	800XS	7000

XS	3600

Battery Acid Protective Grease

Prevents	 the	 oxidation	 of	 the	 battery	 terminals	 and	
ensures	 better	 contact.	 Irritating	 starting	 problems	
caused	by	oxidation	are	avoided	and	greater	durability	
of	the	ring	connectors	and	terminals	is	achieved.	

50	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	2024547

BAAS-Voltmeter

Ideal	 for	checking	 the	charge	of	machines	with	an	on-
board	socket	and	a	battery	that	is	difficult	to	access.

In	 combination	 with	 the	 associated	 charger	 (our	 no.:	
2024565),	 the	 charging	 process	 of	 the	 battery	 can	 be	
monitored	easily.	In	winter,	the	charge	on	the	battery	can	
be	checked	easily.	The	Voltmeter	measures	precisely	to	
two	decimal	places.

With	 all	 connection	 accessories	 (DIN	 +	 cigar	 socket	 +	
fully	insulated	clamps)	

	 Part	No.:	2024552

BAAS Battery	Connection	Cable

Pre-assembled	 “SAE	 Connector”	 battery	 connection	
cable	for	our	BAAS	charger.	Once	connected,	it	creates	
a	permanent	electrical	access	point	to	the	battery.	When	
not	being	used,	simply	store	under	the	seat.

	 Part	No.:	2024553

CTEK	adapter	for	standard	socket

TOURENFAHRER 03/2009
Universally	 usable	 charger	 with	 switching	 stages	 for	 motorcycles	

and	cars.	Weatherproof	housing.	Optimum	charging	characteristics.	

Clear	display.	Charging	setting	 for	pure	 lead	batteries.	Recognises	

and	deals	with	sulphatisation.

MOTORRADFAHRER 01/2006
In	summary:	very	well	equipped,	robust	device	that	is	easy	to	use,	

ideal	for	demanding	users.

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Battery Quick-Tester and Charge 
Display

An	 incredibly	compact,	 robust	and	easy-to-use	battery	
tester	 and	 display	 instrument	 that	 can	 remain	 perma-
nently	connected.	The	CTEK	Battery	Tester	immediately	
shows	the	current	condition	of	the	battery	by	means	of	a	
traffic-light	function.	Not	only	the	pure	voltage,	but	also	
the	extent	of	any	damage	is	checked	and	included	in	the	
results	on	the	display.

The	condition	of	BMW	batteries	 in	particular	 (high	 rate	
of	discharge	because	of	alarm	system,	electronics	etc.)	
should	be	checked	every	 two	weeks	and	 topped	up	 if	
necessary	 to	 maintain	 operating/starting	 reliability	 and	
to	ensure	a	long	battery	life.	

The	 perfect	 addition	 to	 any	 charger	 as	 you	 no	 longer	
need	to	charge	just	to	be	on	the	safe	side	or	to	keep	the	
battery	permanently	connected	to	maintenance	devices.	

Owners	of	a	CTEK	charger	(with	the	new	quick	release	
connection	as	shown	 in	 the	 illustration)	of	 the	XS	800,	
XS	3600	and	XS	7000	series	can	connect	these	directly	
to	the	charge	level	display	to	maintain	the	battery	in	per-
fect	condition	or	even	to	bring	it	back	to	life.

Can	also	optionally	be	used	just	as	a	mobile	quick	tester	
(without	 fixed	 connection	 to	 the	 battery).	 Completely	
sealed,	water-tight	unit	with	integrated	fuse.

	 Part	No.:	8600201

System Plug and Socket

Plug

Plug	that	fits	BMW	socket.	Ideal	to	connect	power	con-
suming	devices	or	a	charger	to	the	BMW.	For	all	BMWs	
with	 the	 original	 or	 similar	 standard	 sockets.	 Original	
Hella.	Without	input	cable.

	 Part	No.:	2024543

Socket Fitting

Ideal	 as	 replacement	 or	 extra	 socket.	 Complete	 with	
hinged	 cover,	 50	 cm	 input	 cable,	 fuse	 and	 fitted	 ring	
lugs.

	 Part	No.:	8600670

Cigarette Lighter Socket (DIN size)

Ideal	as	an	additional	socket	for	all	power	devices	with	
DIN	plugs	such	as	mobile	phones,	PDAs	or	other	devic-
es.	The	socket	matches	the	vehicle	standard	(cigarette	
lighter).	Supplied	with	holder	and	complete	cable	kit.

	 Part	No.:	8600675

Socket Bracket

Universal	holder	for	all	DIN	sockets.	Secured	using	sup-
plied	cable	ties.

	 Part	No.:	8600671

Plug	connector Socket	fitting

DIN	socket Socket	Bracket

Adapter for BMW socket

The	unlimited	freedom	to	operate	or	charge	any	device	
on	 your	 BMW!	 Your	 mobile	 phone,	 GPS	 device	 or	
12-Volt	razor	can	now	be	easily	connected	to	the	BMW	
socket.	No	more	guessing	whether	 the	battery	will	 last	
until	 you	 get	 to	 the	 nearest	 mains	 socket.	 For	 safety	
reasons,	 the	 load	on	 the	 adapter	 is	 limited	 to	8	Amps	
(=96	 Watts	 at	 12	 Volts).	 For	 an	 even	 higher	 load,	 we	
generally	 recommend	 the	 Bike-Start	 system.	 Some	 of	
the	adapters	are	fitted	with	extension	cables,	as	 in	our	
experience	fixed	adapters	are	suitable	for	stationary	use	
and	 you	 can	 accommodate	 the	 sensitive	 connections	
(charge	 plug,	 etc)	 safely.	 Note:	 the	 BMW	 socket	 cor-
responds	to	the	general	standard	socket	in	accordance	
with	DIN	ISO	4165.

Adapter with Battery Monitor

One	device	for	everything:

•		Adapter	for	the	BMW	socket.
•		Protects	the	battery	from	excessive	discharge.
•		Switches	power	consuming	devices	off	at	11	Volts	and	acti-

vates	them	again	when	an	on-board	voltage	of	12.3	Volts	is	
reached.

•		Integrated	fuse.
•		LED	controls.
•		Short-circuit	protection.
•		Adjustable	plug	=	perfect	fit	with	the	vehicle.
•		Plug	can	also	be	used	in	regular	cigarette	lighter	socket	(adapt-

er	sleeve	supplied)
•		1	metre	cable.

	 Part	No.:	2024581

DIN Adapter > cigarette plug socket

With	this,	any	device	with	a	 large	cigarette	 lighter	 type	
plug	can	be	attached	to	the	BMW.	Cable:	2	x	0.75	mm	
Ø	and	0.25	m.

With	cable	 Part	No.:	2024580

Without	cable	 Part	No.:	2024583

Junction / Adapter with Twin Coupling

One	device	for	everything:

•		Adapter	for	the	BMW	socket.
•		Two	power	devices	can	be	connected	via	the	twin	coupling.
•		Integrated	fuse.
•		Plug	can	also	be	used	in	cigarette	lighter	socket	(adapter	sleeve	

supplied).
•		0.25	m	input	cable.

	 Part	No.:	2024582

DIN	adapter	with	cable DIN	adapter	without	cable

Adapter	with	twin	coupling

Adapter	with	battery	monitorInstant	display	of	battery	condition	and	any	damage	that	may	have	arisen

Compact,	watertight	unit With	connector	for	CTEK	chargers

E-Connect!
With	all	the	adapters	and	sockets	combinations	listed	here	you	will	easily	

find	 the	 correct	 connection	 to	 use	 with	 our	 new	 “E-Connect”	 tank	 bag	

cable	 entry.	 The	 cables	 are	 easily	 separated	 from	 the	 sockets/plugs	 so	

they	can	be	fitted	to	the	water	proof	grommet	of	the	bag.	See	the	model	

section	of	 the	catalogue	for	details	about	 tank	bags	for	your	motorcycle	

model.

220 > 12 Volt-Adapter

Say	goodbye	to	carrying	around	different	power	supply	
components	to	charge	and	operate	12	Volt	devices:	you	
only	need	to	carry	the	12	Volt	charger,	which	can	either	
be	 connected	 (with	 adapter)	 to	 the	 BMW	 socket	 or	 to	
this	power	 supply.	 In	 addition,	 the	adapter	has	a	USB	
connection	 by	 means	 of	 which	 you	 can,	 for	 example,	
charge	your	mobile	phone.

	 Part	No.:	8122009

Note: All electrical appliances come equipped with 
a German/European mains plug for 220/240 V.

Do you need help with technical questions?
If	 you	 have	 questions	 regarding	 the	 installation	 of	 our	 prod-

ucts	or	any	other	technical	matters,	please	contact	the	official	

Wunderlich	dealer	you	have	purchased	the	product	from.	They	

will	be	happy	to	assist	you	and	solve	any	problems.	
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Powermonkey eXplorer 
Universal Solar Charger

The	Powermonkey	eXplorer	 is	 a	highly	 efficient	 lithium	
ion	 battery.	 With	 numerous	 connectors,	 the	 system	
means	that	your	mobile	phones,	MP3	players,	PDAs	and	
satnavs	are	always	ready	to	use.

The	 battery	 is	 either	 charged	 through	 the	 220V	 power	
supply	 adapter	 (can	 also	 be	 used	 abroad	 with	 the	
exchangeable	 plug	 supplied)	 or,	 independently	 of	 any	
power	 source,	 by	 the	 “Solar	 Slave”	 panel.	 The	 charge	
can	be	read	on	an	LCD	display.

The	 system	 is	 resistant	 to	 spray,	 impact	 and	 shock	
resistant.	Protection	against	discharge	or	overcharging	
is,	of	course,	integrated.	

Charging	on	a	motorcycle	tour	has	proved	very	effective	
-	simply	place	the	solar	panel	in	the	map	holder	of	your	
tank	bag	for	reliable	charging.

Contents:

•		1	x	Powermonkey	eXplorer.
•		1	x	“Solar	Slave”.
•		1	x	universal	charger	(works	in	over	150	countries	and	has	

alternative	plugs	for,	for	example,	the	USA,	England,	Australia	
and	the	most	common	European	plug	types).

•		110	-	240	V	adapter	for	e.g.	Nokia,	Nokia	mini,	engineola	V66,	
Samsung	E	900,	Siemens	C25	and	Sony	Ericsson	phones.

•		1	x	mini	USB	for,	for	example,	engineola	RazrV	phones,	for	
Blackberries	and	Bluetooth	headsets.

•		1x	USB	connection	for,	for	example,	smart	phones,	PDAs	and	
similar	devices.

•		1	x	iPod/iPhone	adapter.
•		1x	adapter	for	e.g.	Sony	PSP.
•		1x	storage	bag
•		Suitable	for	the	most	common	digital	cameras.

Powermonkey eXplorer

	 Part	No.:	8160288

Powermonkey	attached	to	dis-
charged	mobile	phone

Storage	bag

Auxiliary LED lights

The	practical	aid	on	the	road.	Whether	as	an	emergency	
light,	tank	bag	light,	map-reading	lamp	or	tent	light.	With	
indestructible	LED	technology	and	a	barely	measurable	
electricity	 consumption,	 it	 is	 ideal	 for	 permanent	 use	
connected	to	the	bikes’	battery.	Fits	the	BMW	on-board	
socket	and	the	cigarette	lighter.

The facts:

•		Multi-plug	(DIN	+	cig).
•		2.5	m	cable	with	holder	clip.
•		Low	consumption	LED,	only	14	mA.
•		Can	be	operated	throughout	the	night	without	causing	starting	

problems.
•		With	small	anti-glare	deflector	for	use	in	the	map	pocket.

	 Part	No.:	2024551

Bike covers

Our	aim	is	to	safeguard	the	value	of	your	bike	over	the	
long	term.	 It	 is	 for	 this	 reason	that	we	have	brought	 in	
top	quality	help.	Our	covers	are	made	to	take	every	con-
ceivable	change	to	the	vehicle	into	account.	With	these	
prerequisites	 in	 mind	 we	 have	 commissioned	 one	 of	
the	best-known	European	makers	of	protective	covers	
to	custom-make	 the	covers	 for	 us,	benefiting	 from	his	
expertise	in	the	field	of	material.	5	year	warranty.

Outdoor

•		Soft,	smooth	protection	with	very	good	ventilation	and	optimal	
protection	against	all	types	of	weather.	We	have	selected	a	
stronger	material	(rubberised	fabric)	that	does	not	flap	and	if	
moisture	is	trapped	underneath	does	not	stick	to	smooth	sur-
faces.

•		Resistant	to	cold	and	heat.
•		Tear-resistant,	soft,	coated	fabric.	Very	dense	fabric	structure	

(protects	against	scratches	and	impact	damage).
•		Breathable.
•		UV-resistant.
•		With	eyelets	on	the	bottom	to	pull	tight.
•		Integrated	elastic	cord	for	firm	positioning.
•		Optimal	folding.
•		With	transport/storage	bag.

	 Part	No.:	1088010

Indoor

•		A	humidor	keeps	valuable	cigars	fresh.	Our	protective	cover	
works	in	a	similarly	effective	way	in	the	garage:	it	ensures	a	bal-
anced	climate,	absorbs	excess	humidity	and	prevents	conden-
sation	of	moisture	on	the	metal	parts.	Itself	resistant	to	dirt,	the	
cover’s	thick,	padded	structure	provides	protection	against	dust	
and	prevents	scratches	and	impact	damage.

•		Two-layer	construction:	very	soft	fibre	inside	that	protects	paint,	
and	damp-resistant,	silk-like	special	fabric	outside.

•		Breathable	one-way	membrane	fabric	(moisture	is	moved	out-
wards)

•		Dense,	padded	fabric	structure	(protects	against	scratches	and	
impact	damage).	

•		Resistant	to	cold	and	heat.
•		UV-resistant.
•		With	wide,	stitched	plastic	eyelets	on	the	bottom	for	tight	fixing.
•		Integrated	elastic	cord	for	firm	positioning.
•		Can	be	folded	to	occupy	a	small	volume.
•		With	transport/storage	bag.

	 Part	No.:	1088020

“So perfect” Cleaning Cloth

A	versatile	cleaning	cloth	with	astonishing	effect.	Can	be	
used	for	perfect	cleaning	of	tools,	rims,	motorcycle	fair-
ings	and	the	whole	helmet,	to	name	but	a	few	possible	
applications.	Made	of	100%	polypropylene,	this	material	
can	absorb	up	to	24	times	its	own	weight	of	chemicals.	
Thanks	 to	a	special	hollow	 fibre	 in	 the	structure	of	 the	
cloth,	you	only	need	a	little	water	as	a	solvent	to	clean	
with	it.	The	cloth	is	suitable	for	removing	insects,	grease	
and	oils	of	all	types.	Can	be	reused	many	times.	

Set	(4	Single	items)	 Part	No.:	3024571

“Urban Tour” tank bag
The	 ideal	 companion	 on	 short	 trips.	 Its	 compact	 dimensions	

allow	complete	freedom	of	movement,	in	town	and	on	country	

roads.	 The	 high-class	 material	 and	 robust	 manufacture	 guar-

antee	many	years	of	enjoyment.	You	can	find	more	information	

under	the	vehicle	headings	in	the	“Touring	&	Travel”	section.

Visor wiper
The	 ten-centimetre-wide	visor	wiper	 is	 simply	attached	 to	 the	

index	finger	with	a	velcro-type	strip;	with	its	ultra-soft	rubber	lip	

it	will	put	the	sparkle	back	in	your	visor	in	seconds.	You	can	find	

this	product	in	the	“Accessories”	section.
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Xerapol Plastic	Polish

Scratches	on	the	windscreen?	No	problem!	With	“Xerap-
ol”	plastic	polish,	scratches	can	be	removed	effortlessly	
from	acrylic	glass	and	Plexiglas.	Simply	apply	the	spe-
cial	 paste	 and	 polish	 away	 the	 scratch	 with	 a	 cotton	
cloth	or	wadding.	Stubborn	marks	can	be	removed	with	
the	finest	abrasive	paper	(1600)	and	subsequent	polish-
ing.	 Not	 suitable	 for	 giving	 matt	 windshields	 (polycar-
bonate)	a	high	polish!

50	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	8600740

(Basic	price	100	grams	-	Euro	19.80)

Motorcycle Total-Reiniger

The	 perfect	 combination	 of	 ingredients	 and	 gel-like	
holding	 properties	 make	 this	 the	 best-selling	 motorcy-
cle	cleaner	in	Germany.	Since	it	adheres	to	the	surface	
rather	 than	 running	 off,	 it	 is	 overall	 considerably	 more	
efficient	 and	 therefore	 outstandingly	 effective,	 even	
giving	a	good	cleaning	performance	 in	places	 that	are	
difficult	to	reach	

The facts:

•		The	best	selling	motorcycle	cleaner	in	Germany.
•		Gel-like	consistency.
•		Adheres	and	thus	can	take	effect	longer.
•		Targeted	use	without	drips.
•		Twice	as	efficient	as	normal	cleaner.
•		Acid-free.

Does	not	attack	any	surface	and	is	bio-degradable.

1000 ml spray/pump bottle with sponge

	 Part	No.:	3024550

NEVR-DULL Polishing	Wadding

Cleaning	 and	 high-sheen	 polish	 for	 all	 aluminium,	
chrome	and	other	metal	parts.

Also	 very	 good	 for	 cleaning	 black	 coated	 metal	 parts,	
such	as	black	engine	housing	and	drives.

With	a	little	patience,	even	deep	scratches	can	be	pol-
ished	 away.	 In	 addition,	 the	 wadding	 can	 be	 carefully	
used	 in	 a	 targeted	 way	 so	 that	 anodised	 coatings	 are	
not	 attacked	 and	 a	 high-sheen	 clean	 and/or	 polish	 is	
maintained.

Rigid	tin:	190	g	 Part	No.:	3024522

Stainless Steel Exhaust System Cleaner

Probably	 the	 most	 effective	 stainless	 steel	 cleaner	
around	 –	 restores	 the	 pristine	 shine	 even	 to	 blue	 and	
discoloured	stainless	steel	header	pipes	and	exhausts.	

Like	 a	 miracle,	 the	 pure	 stainless	 steel	 appears	 again.	
Depending	 on	 the	 surface,	 this	 cleaner	 also	 removes	
manufacturing	residues.

Simple	to	use:	spray	on,	allow	to	work	for	a	short	time,	
then	rinse	off	with	water.

Also	 suitable	 for	 all	 other	 stainless	 steel	 components.	
The	 active	 ingredient	 is	 bio-degradable.	 Supplied	 in	
a	 250	 ml	 pump	 bottle,	 which	 is	 sufficient	 for	 several	
applications.

250	ml	 Part	No.:	3024570

Before	... ...	and	just	after!

KENT Quick	Metal	Repair

A	 two-part	 repair	 compound,	 designed	 for	 repairs	 in	
minutes.	The	quick	way	to	repair	valve	covers	that	have	
snapped	through	or	other	metal	components.

The facts:

•		Saves	time	-	hardens	in	less	than	10	minutes,	reaches	full	
strength	within	1	hour.

•		Simple	to	use	-	cut	off	and	knead	required	amount	of	product	
•		Hardens	under	water	-	e.g.	a	defective	radiator	does	not	have	

to	be	emptied	first.
•		Does	not	shrink.
•		High	resistance	to	temperature	and	chemicals.

Hardens	in	only	10	minutes	and	is	then	ready	for	drilling,	
filing,	sanding	or	thread	grinding.

Also	 for	 repairing,	 binding,	 protecting	 and	 stabilising	
almost	all	basic	materials,	such	as	steel,	cast	iron,	alu-
minium,	stainless	steel,	glass,	wood	and	ceramics.

	 Part	No.:	3024506

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Xerapol Plastic	Polish

Scratches	on	the	windscreen?	No	problem!	With	“Xerap-
ol”	plastic	polish,	scratches	can	be	removed	effortlessly	
from	acrylic	glass	and	Plexiglas.	Simply	apply	the	spe-
cial	 paste	 and	 polish	 away	 the	 scratch	 with	 a	 cotton	
cloth	or	wadding.	Stubborn	marks	can	be	removed	with	
the	finest	abrasive	paper	(1600)	and	subsequent	polish-
ing.	 Not	 suitable	 for	 giving	 matt	 windshields	 (polycar-
bonate)	a	high	polish!

50	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	8600740

(Basic	price	100	grams	-	Euro	19.80)

Motorcycle Total-Reiniger

The	 perfect	 combination	 of	 ingredients	 and	 gel-like	
holding	 properties	 make	 this	 the	 best-selling	 motorcy-
cle	cleaner	in	Germany.	Since	it	adheres	to	the	surface	
rather	 than	 running	 off,	 it	 is	 overall	 considerably	 more	
efficient	 and	 therefore	 outstandingly	 effective,	 even	
giving	a	good	cleaning	performance	 in	places	 that	are	
difficult	to	reach	

The facts:

•		The	best	selling	motorcycle	cleaner	in	Germany.
•		Gel-like	consistency.
•		Adheres	and	thus	can	take	effect	longer.
•		Targeted	use	without	drips.
•		Twice	as	efficient	as	normal	cleaner.
•		Acid-free.

Does	not	attack	any	surface	and	is	bio-degradable.

1000 ml spray/pump bottle with sponge

	 Part	No.:	3024550

NEVR-DULL Polishing	Wadding

Cleaning	 and	 high-sheen	 polish	 for	 all	 aluminium,	
chrome	and	other	metal	parts.

Also	 very	 good	 for	 cleaning	 black	 coated	 metal	 parts,	
such	as	black	engine	housing	and	drives.

With	a	little	patience,	even	deep	scratches	can	be	pol-
ished	 away.	 In	 addition,	 the	 wadding	 can	 be	 carefully	
used	 in	 a	 targeted	 way	 so	 that	 anodised	 coatings	 are	
not	 attacked	 and	 a	 high-sheen	 clean	 and/or	 polish	 is	
maintained.

Rigid	tin:	190	g	 Part	No.:	3024522

Stainless Steel Exhaust System Cleaner

Probably	 the	 most	 effective	 stainless	 steel	 cleaner	
around	 –	 restores	 the	 pristine	 shine	 even	 to	 blue	 and	
discoloured	stainless	steel	header	pipes	and	exhausts.	

Like	 a	 miracle,	 the	 pure	 stainless	 steel	 appears	 again.	
Depending	 on	 the	 surface,	 this	 cleaner	 also	 removes	
manufacturing	residues.

Simple	to	use:	spray	on,	allow	to	work	for	a	short	time,	
then	rinse	off	with	water.

Also	 suitable	 for	 all	 other	 stainless	 steel	 components.	
The	 active	 ingredient	 is	 bio-degradable.	 Supplied	 in	
a	 250	 ml	 pump	 bottle,	 which	 is	 sufficient	 for	 several	
applications.

250	ml	 Part	No.:	3024570

Before	... ...	and	just	after!

KENT Quick	Metal	Repair

A	 two-part	 repair	 compound,	 designed	 for	 repairs	 in	
minutes.	The	quick	way	to	repair	valve	covers	that	have	
snapped	through	or	other	metal	components.

The facts:

•		Saves	time	-	hardens	in	less	than	10	minutes,	reaches	full	
strength	within	1	hour.

•		Simple	to	use	-	cut	off	and	knead	required	amount	of	product	
•		Hardens	under	water	-	e.g.	a	defective	radiator	does	not	have	

to	be	emptied	first.
•		Does	not	shrink.
•		High	resistance	to	temperature	and	chemicals.

Hardens	in	only	10	minutes	and	is	then	ready	for	drilling,	
filing,	sanding	or	thread	grinding.

Also	 for	 repairing,	 binding,	 protecting	 and	 stabilising	
almost	all	basic	materials,	such	as	steel,	cast	iron,	alu-
minium,	stainless	steel,	glass,	wood	and	ceramics.

	 Part	No.:	3024506

Safety tip: brake fluid
The	condition	and	quality	of	the	brake	fluid	are	of	elementary	importance.	

Brake	 fluids	 have	 the	 unpleasant	 characteristic	 of	 continuing	 to	 draw	 in	

water.	The	brake	fluid	boils	at	a	lower	and	lower	temperature	as	the	water	

content	increases,	which	can	lead	to	sudden	failure	of	the	brake	system.	

We	have	painful	experience	of	this	on	two	separate	occasions,	so	it	really	

can	happen.	We	 therefore	 recommend	changing	 the	brake	 fluid	 at	 least	

once	a	year.
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LIQUIMOLY Long-life	Grease

With	 very	 effective	 MoS2	 additive.	 Gives	 outstanding	
corrosion	protection	and	reduces	friction	and	wear	very	
well.	For	all	shafts,	bearings,	etc.

100	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	3024538

LIQUIMOLY Cu-Compound

Indispensable	 for	 spark	 plugs,	 exhaust	 and	 brake	
mountings.	 Protects	 against	 sticking,	 binding,	 squeak-
ing	and	corrosion.	Withstands	up	to	1100°	C.

100	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	3024526

Funnel Set

A	special	 funnel	 system	specially	designed	 for	BMWs,	
which	is	very	versatile	and	can	be	used	for	all	filler	open-
ings.	Indispensable	for	spill-free,	clean	filling.

Four-part	set	made	of	very	flexible	material	that	can	be	
stored	in	the	smallest	space.

All	pieces	easily	 snap	 together,	making	 leak-tight	con-
nection	and	separation	very	easy.

Can	also	be	used	as	a	tank	funnel	(resistant	to	oil,	petrol	
and	acid).

	 Part	No.:	1624558

Syringe

The	 often	 very	 precise	 amounts	 needed	 to	 be	 added	
(e.g.	to	fork,	final	drive	and	gearbox)	mean	that	normal	
measuring	 containers	 have	 obvious	 limitations.	 Not	 to	
mention	spillages	when	 topping	up.	We	have	now	dis-
covered	the	perfect	filling	tool:	a	good	value	syringe	that	
holds	100	ml	and	comes	with	an	additional,	attachable	
adapter	 (for	 battery	 filling).	 With	 a	 precise	 scale	 and	
double	rubber	seal.

	 Part	No.:	1624546

Folding Funnel

A	 little	helper	 in	case	of	an	emergency.	 If	 you	need	 to	
top	up	with	oil	 or	petrol	on	 the	 road,	 it	 can	become	a	
real	test	of	skill	if	you	haven’t	got	a	suitable	funnel.	Our	
folding	 funnel	 is	made	of	oil	and	petrol-resistant	mate-
rial.	It	takes	up	next	to	no	space	when	it	is	folded	up	and	
is	always	ready	to	use.	Just	clean	the	funnel	after	use.

	 Part	No.:	9002090

Hünsdorf Canister

A	burst-proof	plastic	canister	with	integrated	emergency	
ventilation	and	 filler	nozzle.	The	 ideal	emergency	com-
panion	for	those	tricky	situations.	Easily	strapped	to	lug-
gage	or	bike	with	the	built-in	loop.	Resistant	to	all	fuels.	
Includes	filling	nozzle.

2	litres	 Part	No.:	1624547

High	quality	tools	at	affordable	prices.	All	PROXXON	tools	are	

of	the	highest	quality	and	exceed	DIN/ISO	requirements	for	

hardness	and	maximum	torque	values.	Perfectly	suited	for	

motorcycle	use.	With	25	year	warranty	for	material	and	manu-

facturing	faults.
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Castrol MTX	Gear	+	Cardan	shaft	oil

A	 fully	 synthetic	 gear	 and	 Cardan	 shaft	 oil	 (successor	
to	the	well-known	SAF-M	oil)	with	incredible	character-
istics.	 A	 multi-purpose	 oil	 that	 now,	 as	 has	 long	 been	
standard	 with	 motor	 oils,	 supplies	 the	 gearbox	 opti-
mally	 when	 cold	 and	 prevents	 increased	 cold	 wear.	 In	
various	Internet	forums,	many	BMW	riders	have	already	
expressed	their	enthusiasm	for	changes	of	gear	that	are	
soft	 as	butter	 and	a	quieter	 final	drive,	 to	name	 just	 a	
few	of	the	positive	comments	that	our	customers	have	
also	confirmed.

The facts:

•		SAE	75	W	140.
•		Low	shifting	forces	and	noise	production.
•		Gets	rid	of	clunky	gear	changes	(becomes	soft	as	butter).
•		The	wear-producing	foaming	of	the	drive	oils	(through	splashing	

of	the	gear	wheels)	is	prevented	at	all	temperature	ranges.
•		Temperature	reduction	through	special	additives.
•		All-year-round	oil.	Does	not	need	to	be	changed	for	the	winter	

and	has	optimal	cold-running	properties.
•		Can	be	used	as	a	gear	and	Cardan	shaft	oil.	Therefore	reduces	

costs	as	only	one	sort	of	oil	needs	to	be	used.
•		The	excellent	shear	stability	(high	durability)	maintains	the	wide	

range	of	viscosity	even	beyond	the	service	intervals.
•		Exceeds	the	API	GL4	and	5	norms.
•		Now	available	in	a	practical	1-litre	bottle.

1000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024409

Tip:
Purely	theoretically	you	need	just	over	one	litre	for	a	complete	oil	change	
(final	drive	plus	gearbox).	However,	this	is	only	realistic	after	dismantling	and	
cleaning.	As	a	small	residual	amount	of	the	old	oil	always	remains,	one	litre	
is	always	sufficient.

Castrol Actevo	4T

The	proven	high-performance	mineral	engine	oil.	 In	the	
course	of	its	many	years	of	production,	it	has	developed	
into	 one	 of	 the	 best	 mineral	 motor	 oils.	 API	 SG-	 and	
CCMC	G4	classification.	Approved	by	BMW.

Wunderlich	recommendation:	For	 tour	riders	 (F	650,	2-	
and	4-valve	boxers)	who	cover	up	to	10,000	km	a	year,	
the	best	price-performance	ratio.

Should	 not	 be	 predominantly	 used	 for	 short	 journeys	
(ages	more	quickly).	SAE	20	W-40.

1000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024400

4000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024401

Castrol TWIN

This	“black	gold”	was	specially	developed	for	large	vol-
ume	 2-cylinder	 engines	 that	 deliver	 high	 performance	
both	 in	 the	highest	 range	of	 revs	and	 in	 stressful	 eve-
ryday	 operation.	 The	 new	 combination	 of	 high-quality	
base	oil	components	with	specially	developed	additives	
makes	 Castrol	 Twin	 an	 innovative	 lubricant	 that	 con-
tinuously	reduces	oil	consumption	and	wear	more	effec-
tively	 than	 its	 predecessors,	 protects	 reliably	 against	
performance-reducing	deposits	and	ensures	consistent	
engine	performance	with	a	 long	 life-span.	Finally	 there	
is	 a	 lubricant	 that	 addresses	 the	 special	 requirements	
of	this	engine	technology.	The	development	of	an	oil	of	
this	sort	is	certainly	the	result	of	the	great	success	of	the	
modern	 BMW	 boxer	 engines.	 Exceeds	 the	 JASO	 MA,	
API	SG.	SAE	20	W-50	specifications.

1000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024418

4000	ml*	 Part	No.:	3024419

Castrol POWER	1	Grand	Prix

Here,	too,	innovation	plays	its	part:	low	cold-start	wear	
and	 spontaneous	 lubrication	 increase	 the	 life-span	 as	
a	 result	 of	 the	 lowest	 possible	 mechanical	 wear.	 The	
latest	 additive	 technology	 and	 the	 synthetic	 ingredient	
make	possible	 the	wide	 viscosity	 range.	 This	prevents	
deposits,	which	in	the	long	term	improves	performance	
and	 reduces	 wear.	 Exceeds	 all	 classifications	 required	
(API	SG-,	JASO	MA,	und	CCMC	G5).

Wunderlich	recommendation:	for	tour	and	sports	riders,	
2	and	4	valve	boxers	and	all	F	models.

A	top	recommendation	for	vehicles	that	cover	distances	
in	the	mid	to	high	mileage	range	per	year.	SAE	10	W-40

1000	ml	 Order	no:	3024415

4000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024416

4000 ml	

SAE 10 W-40

no: 3024415

No.: 3024416
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Castrol POWER 1 RS

The	 revolutionary	 recipe	 far	 exceeds	 all	 classifications	
required	 (API	 SG/SH,	 JASO	 MA,	 ACEA	 A3-96-	 and	
CCMC	G5).	The	high	viscosity	range	is	preserved	even	
under	 the	 greatest	 mechanical	 loads	 by	 the	 extraordi-
nary	shear	stability	of	the	lubricating	film.	Service	inter-
vals	can	therefore	be	extended	with	a	clear	conscience.	
Through	the	low	evaporation	loss	and	the	strong	seal	in	
the	 piston	 ring/valve	 guide	 area,	 oil	 consumption	 and	
emission	 of	 pollutants	 is	 reduced	 to	 a	 minimum.	 That	
protects	the	environment	and	your	pocket.

Wunderlich	 recommendation:	 For	 all	 BMWs	 that	 are	
often	driven	 to	 the	edge	of	 their	performance	 limits.	 In	
particular,	the	new	K	generation	benefits	from	the	use	of	
a	high-performance	oil	like	this.	SAE	10	W	50

1000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024413

4000	ml	 Part	No.:	3024414

Fuel Filter

The	original	OEM	quality	filter	from	Mahle!	Dust	particles	
always	get	into	the	fuel	through	the	tank	ventilation	and	
at	some	point	will	inevitably	block	the	filter.	

From	our	own	sorry	experience	we	recommend	observ-
ing	 the	 recommended	40,000	km	service	 interval	with-
out	fail.

Easy	to	change	-	you	can	do	so	yourself.

For all R 850/1100/1150 Boxer models 

	 Part	No.:	8122710

BAAS Oil	container	with	funnels

Space-saving	storage	 for	 engine	oil	 on	 the	 road.	Sup-
plied	complete	with	two	paper	funnels	that	can	fit	easily	
underneath	the	seat	when	folded	up.

The facts:

•		Oil	container	volume:	250	ml.
•		With	2	paper	funnels
•		Made	in	Germany.

	 Part	No.:	3024517

R 850/1100/1150	S/R/RS/RT,	
R 1200 C/CL,	K 1100	RS/LT,	
K 1200 LT/GT	(models	to2005)

F	650,	F	650	ST/CS,	
G	650	Xcountry/Xmoto

F 800	S/ST,	R 1200 R/S/ST/RT,	K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT	(models	from	2006)

Oil filter

MANN	micro-filter	with	outstanding	cleaning	effect.	The	
latest	 filter	 technology	 is	 used	 here	 to	 provide	 perma-
nent	protection	against	wear.	The	long	period	over	which	
oils	are	 in	the	engine	makes	particularly	high	demands	
on	 the	 filtering	effect	 for	even	 the	 finest	dust	particles.	
Give	your	engine	a	real	treat,	it	will	thank	you	for	it!	

F 650, F 650 ST/CS, G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto

	 Part	No.:	8410063

R 850/1100/1150 S/R/RS/RT, R 1200 C/CL, 
K 1100 RS/LT, K 1200 LT/GT (up to 2005)

	 Part	No.:	8410064

F 800 R/S/ST, R 1200 R/S/ST/RT, 
K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT (models from 2006)

	 Part	No.:	8400010

K 1300 R/S/GT

	 Part	No.:	8400010

Wunderlich Magnetic	Sump	Plug	and	Seal

The	finest	metallic	abrasion	is	held	back.	As	a	result,	wear	
is	 identified	early	and	any	abrasions	are	removed	from	the	
oil	system.	We	have	this	plug	manufactured	as	a	flat	“Allen”	
bolt,	so	that	it	fits	tightly	and	does	not	protrude.

Note:	 All	 sump	 plugs	 sold	 here	 include	 a	 new	 copper	
washer.	It	is	recommended	to	change	the	washer	whenever	
the	plug	 is	 removed	 to	avoid	annoying	oil	 leaks	 (also	with	
original	 plug).	 So,	 whenever	 changing	 oil	 don’t	 forget	 to	
order	a	new	one!

R 1200 R/S/RT, K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport, 
K 1200/1300 GT (models from 2006), HP2 Megamoto

Sump	plug	 Part	No.:	8154014

Replacement	copper	washer	 Part	No.:	8154015

F 650, F 650 ST, K 1100 RS/LT, 
K 1200 RS/LT/GT (models to2005)

Sump	plug	 Part	No.:	8154010

Replacement	copper	washer	 Part	No.:	8154011

R 850/1100/1150 R/S/RS/RT, R 1200 C/CL

Sump	plug	 Part	No.:	8154012

Replacement	copper	washer	 Part	No.:	8154013

Long-life BLUE air filters
“BLUE”	 air	 filters	 are	 long-life	 filters	 developed	 specially	

according	to	our	specifications	and	desires,	which	benefit	from	

extremely	high	 levels	of	air	 throughput	and	maximum	filtration	

effect.	You	can	find	more	information	in	the	“Sound	&	Dynam-

ics”	section.
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Wunderlich Oil	Filter	Tool

The	 right	 tool	 for	 the	 job:	 practical,	 easy	 to	 use	 and	
without	damage	 to	 the	 filter	 -	now	 the	oil	 filter	can	be	
changed	 professionally.	 The	 tools	 available	 seem	 too	
expensive	 and	 impractical	 to	 us,	 so	 we	 designed	 our	
own.	 The	 special	 feature	 of	 our	 own	 invention	 is	 that	
the	filter	has	both	a	hexagonal	head	for	use	with	the	on	
board	spark	plug	cap,	or	alternatively	with	a	“Torx”	key.	
This	oil	filter	tool	was,	from	its	conception,	too	complex	
to	manufacture	“just”	as	a	simple	tool,	which	is	why	we	
involved	a	designer,	who	created	a	real	ornament	for	any	
workshop.	A	Wunderlich	innovation,	Precision	machined	
high	quality	“Dural”	aluminium	alloy.	

F 800 R/S/ST, R 1200 R/S/ST/RT, K 1300 R/S/GT, 
K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT (models from 2006)

Blue	anodised	 Part	No.:	5524021

MANN Oil Filter Tool

Use	 this	 tool	 in	 combination	 with	 a	 spark	 plug	 tool	 or	
suitable	 flat	 spanner	 to	 remove	 the	 oil	 filter.	 Made	 of	
strong	and	corrosion-resistant	cast	aluminium.

R 850/1100/1150 S/R/RS/RT, R 1200 C/CL, 
K 1100 RS/LT, K 1200 LT/GT (models to2005)

Silver	 Part	No.:	5524017

Air Filter

Micro-filter	 with	 outstanding	 cleaning	 effect.	 The	 lat-
est	filter	technology is	used	here	to	provide	permanent	
protection	against	wear.	We	only	use	high-quality	filters	
from	the	manufacturers	or	the	renowned	brands	MANN	
and	Mahle.

Tip:	The	service	intervals	given	by	the	manufacturer	are	
just	recommendations.	You	should	therefore	check	how	
clean	your	air	filter	is	at	regular	intervals	to	ensure	maxi-
mum	performance.

F	650,	F	650	ST	 Part	No.:	8410061

F	650	CS,	G	650	X	(all)	 Part	No.:	8410027

R 850/1100/1150	R/RS/RT	 Part	No.:	8410062

R 1100	S	 Part	No.:	8410014

R 1200 C/CL	 Part	No.:	8410013

K 1100	RS/LT	 Part	No.:	8410012

K 1200 RS/LT/GT	(to	05)	 Part	No.:	8410003

R 1200 R/S/ST/RT	 Part	No.:	8400015

K 1200 S/R+Sport/GT	(from	06)	 Part	No.:	8500099*

K	1300	R/S/GT	 Part	No.:	8400021

*		K 1200 S	model	requires	two	air	filter	inserts.

R 850/1100/1150	R/RS/RT

R 1200 R/S/ST/RT K 1200 RS/LT/GT	(models	to	2005)

MANN	tool Wunderlich	tool:	with	hexagonal	head	and	“Torx”

Filter Plus

The	 soft	 rubber	 cap	 is	 attached	 firmly	 to	 the	 oil	 filter	
body	 by	 means	 of	 the	 integrated	 magnet.	 The	 strong	
magnetic	 field	 collects	 and	 holds	 all	 the	 metal	 parti-
cles	 from	the	oil.	 In	 this	way,	 the	oil	 filter	does	not	get	
clogged	so	quickly	and	even	the	smallest	metal	particles	
are	directly	filtered	out	of	the	oil	stream.	An	outstanding	
complement	to	our	magnetic	oil	filler	plug.	Very	simple	to	
install:	just	place	the	“Filter	Plus”	on	top	of	the	oil	filter,	
and	it	will	stick	like	a	limpet!

For all filters with metal housings

	 Part	No.:	8410020

Example	illustration:	(We	always	use	the	latest	Castrol	oils	and	those	that	
suit	your	vehicle	best)

Service Kit

Everything	 in	one	place:	 to	save	you	 time,	aggravation	
and	 money,	 we	 have	 put	 together	 a	 small	 service	 kit	
(7,500	or	10,000	km)	and	a	 large	service	kit	 (15,000	or	
20,000	km)	for	your	BMW.	The	small	kits	include	all	the	
components	you	need	to	carry	out	an	oil	change.	In	the	
large	 kit,	 you	 also	 get	 an	 air	 filter	 and	 (as	 necessary)	
gearbox	oil,	including	all	the	seals	you	require.	And	you	
need	not	worry	about	the	quality	of	the	products:	the	oils	
are	 from	Castrol,	 the	 filters,	which	are	of	OEM	quality,	
are	provided	by	Mann	or	Mahle.	

F 650 CS

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004120

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004130

F 650, F650 ST

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004080

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004090

R 850/1100/1150 R/RT/RS

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004000

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004010

R 1100 S

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004000

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004020

R 850/1200 C/CL

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004000

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004030

K 1100 RS/LT

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004040

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004050

K 1200 RS/LT/GT (up to 2005)

10,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004060

20,000	km	Kit	 Part	No.:	9004070

Dirty	engine	oil

Wunderlich Vario Scarf
Instead	of	a	troublesome	balaclava,	shawl	or	scarf	that	is	always	

getting	 tangled	up,	 this	scarf	can	also	be	worn	without	a	hel-

met,	can	be	pulled	up	easily	before	putting	on	the	helmet	and	

provides	 perfect	 protection	 for	 the	 neck.	 It	 fits	 to	 your	 jacket	

seamlessly	and	there’s	no	more	tiresome	fumbling	around.	You	

can	find	this	product	under	the	“Accessories”	heading.

Powerful	Neodymium	
magnet

Soft,	temperature-resistant	“Filter	Plus”	housing

Clean	return	flow	oil

Damaging	metal	particles	missed	by	your	
oil	filter	are	trapped	by	Filter	Plus

Oil	filter	metal	housing

Filter	element

Dirty	engine	oil
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Vehicle COMPOSITE	clutch Sintered	clutch

F	650,	F	650	ST 8510005 -

F	650	CS 8510012 -

R 850	R	(models	to	08/02),	R 1100	R 8510001 8510032

R 850	R	(ab	Bj.	09/02),	R 1150	R	+	Rockster 8510007 8510031

R 1100	S 8510007 8510031

R 850/1100	RS/RT 8510001 8510032

R 1150	RS/RT 8510007 8510031

R 1200 R/S/ST/RT,	HP2	Megamoto - 8510030

K 1200 RS/GT	(models	to2005) 8510006 -

Sintered-metal	lining

TRW Lucas COMPOSITE	Clutch

A	mixture	of	organic	coating	and	a	high	metal	content.	
As	a	result	of	the	perfect	combination	of	raw	materials,	
the	clutch	responds	softly	without	hopping	and	provides	
maximum	traction	under	all	conditions.	

The facts:

•		Ideal	for	tourers	because	of	the	soft	response	and	optimal	con-
trols.

•		No	need	for	bedding-in	time.
•		Developed	for	demanding	conditions.
•		Very	long	life-span	and	extremely	reliable.
•		Carrier	plate	made	of	hardened	steel.
•		Precision	water	jet	cutting	of	carrier	plate
•		Very	strong	splines.
•		Special	heat	resistant	rivets
•		Made	in	Germany.

Please	refer	to	the	following	table	to	match	your	vehicle	
to	the	appropriate	product.

TRW Lucas Sintered	Metal	Clutch

This	has	to	be	the	strongest	clutch	on	the	market	-	and	
the	 best	 choice	 for	 your	 BMW.	 The	 sintered	 clutch	 is	
practically	 indestructible	 and	 will	 not	 overheat	 even	
when	 exposed	 to	 long	 periods	 of	 friction.	 This	 clutch,	
developed	by	 the	 renowned	Lucas	company	has	been	
thoroughly	 tested	 in	 the	 toughest	 imaginable	 desert	
environments	in	South	Africa	as	well	as	in	many	endur-
ance	situations	–	so	it	isn’t	just	the	best	choice	for	sports	
use.	Its	long	lifespan	is	a	guarantee	of	low	garage	costs	
–	you	won‘t	need	to	replace	it	very	often.

The facts:

•		Carrier	plate	made	of	hardened	steel.
•		Precision	water	jet	cutting	of	carrier	plate
•		Very	strong	gear	teeth.
•		Single	piece	sintered	metal	friction	surfaces	for	optimal	traction.	
•		Special	heat	resistant	rivets
•		Developed	for	extreme	conditions.
•		Tested	extensively	on	tracks	throughout	the	world.
•		Very	long	life-span	and	extremely	reliable.
•		Made	in	Germany.

Please	refer	to	the	following	table	to	match	your	vehicle	
to	the	appropriate	product.

COMPOSITE	lining	(Boxer	and	K 1200 RS/GT	(models	to	2005)

RapidBike

Maximum	performance	for	your	GS!

Thanks	to	modern	electronics,	RapidBike	systems	make	
perfect	 tuning	of	your	BMW	possible	and	thus	provide	
an	 unimagined	 improvement	 in	 performance:	 specially	
designed	for	your	vehicle	and	without	 interfering	 in	the	
motronics.	

RapidBike	 perfectly	 adapts	 the	 performance	 of	 your	
machine	 to	 the	 circumstances.	 The	 engine	 suddenly	
performs	 powerfully.	 Power	 at	 low	 revs	 and	 a	 clear	
improvement	 in	 performance	 across	 the	 whole	 speed	
range	are	the	result	of	perfect	tuning.

Has	 the	 configuration	 of	 your	 bike	 changed	 (exhaust	
etc.),	so	that	it	needs	re-tuning?

RapidBike:	a	system	for	the	future.

RapidBike	systems	are	not	vehicle-specific.	They	can	be	
transferred	if	you	change	over	to	another	BMW.	We	will	
be	pleased	to	help	-	just	ask	us.

You	can	find	our	local	service	partner	at:		 	
www.wunderlich.de

*		only	for	sports	use.

Sorry, this part is only for sale in 
Germany

Travel Performance
Especially	 under	 travelling	 and	 touring	 conditions,	 perfect	 engine	

management	really	shines	through.	Where	original	engine	manage-

ment	 systems	 have	 to	 meet	 satisfy	 countless	 different	 types	 of	

conditions,	inevitably	leading	to	an	unhappy	compromise,	use	of	the	

PerformanceController	or	RapidBike	lets	you	concentrate	on	optimal	

engine	running	and	drive.	

Tuning	therefore	takes	place	primarily	through	extended	test	drives,	

as	well	as	on	the	test	bench	-	top	performance	is	less	important	for	

day-to-day	riding,	and	the	strong	dynamics	give	riding	pleasure	at	

all	speeds.	

F 800	ST

R 1200 R:	7	bhp	performance	enhancement	for	a	series-production	model	
with	our	Boxerboost	camshaft	and	the	RapidBike	system.

PerformanceController
Electronic	 tuning	 for	 injection	 engines.	 This	 is	 a	 perfect	 opti-

misation	 instrument,	with	which	 you	can	easily	 set	 the	power	

development	 of	 the	 F	 yourself.	 Big,	 fat	 gains	 in	 performance,	

smooth	engine	running	and	a	throttle	response	like	you‘ve	never	

known	before	are	all	guaranteed.	You	can	find	more	information	

under	the	appropriate	vehicle	heading	in	the	“Sound	&	Dynam-

ics”	section.
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Everything	is	possible	with	RapidBike:	Muscular	torque	at	the	low-end	of	the	revs	range,	high	performance	and	minimised	fuel	consumption.	It’s	not	for	noth-
ing	that	this	is	the	first	choice	of	the	specialist	when	it	comes	to	perfect	engine	management.

“…Let’s	start	with	the	PerformanceController.	...	it	is	the	most	reasonably	priced	device	in	
comparison.	…The	PerformanceController	is	connected	to	the	oxygen	sensor	and	the	injec-
tors.	You	can	only	program	it	using	buttons	directly	on	the	device.	The	performance	curve	
you	get	however	is	impressive.	No	complaints	there.	The	hole	at	2700	rpm	has	been	nicely	
filled,	and	(the	curve)	is	practically	better	all	round	than	the	standard…”

Excerpt from the tuning boxes test 
(on an R 1200 GS) in “BMW Motorräder” issue 28:

Lastly	we	looked	at	the	RapidBike	device	…	You	can	also	program	a	characteristics	map	for	

the	ignition	and	raise	the	upper	rev	limit.	You	can	only	make	adjustments	using	a	PC.	Here	

too	you	can	use	the	USB	port	to	make	a	connection.	The	CD	contains	several	maps.	The	kit	

comes	supplied	with	two	lambda	eliminators	that	constantly	provide	the	controlling	device	

with	correct	exhaust	values.	The	RapidBike	is	connected	to	the	injectors,	the	throttle	valve	

sensor	and	the	ignition	control	…	In	any	case,	the	test	stand	yielded	very	pleasing	results.	

By	some	margin	the	best	test	result,	the	torque	curve	evened	out	nicely.

37

Offenliegende Kabel im Sichtbereich sehen gebastelt aus. Dieser Stecker gehört zum Power Commander und sollte mit Schrumpfschlauch nachgebessert werden

Performance Controller. Der Einbruch bei 2700/min wird überzeugend
aufgefüllt, dazu gibt’s von 4700/min bis 5700/min noch eine Extra-Kelle.
298 Euro bei www.wunderlich.de, Telefon (02642) 97 980

Ursachen zu tun. Bei 2700/min
liegt es an einer zu mageren Ein-
stellung. Bei 4500/min verur-
sacht eine Resonanz die Delle in
der Kurve. Allein mit Verände-
rungen an der Einspritzung ist
dort also nicht viel zu holen.

IM FOLGENDEN VERGLEICHSTEST
haben wir die Kandidaten in der
jeweiligen Standardeinstellung

auf dem Leistungsprüfstand
gegeneinander antreten lassen.
Das heißt, dass wir die Geräte so
eingebaut haben, wie sie aus
dem Karton kamen. Die getestete
GS war ein gepflegtes 2004er
Modell, das für die Eingangs-
messung im Serienzustand auf
die Rolle kam. Für den Vergleich
haben wir die Drehmoment-
kurven genommen, weil hier die

Veränderungen am besten zu
erkennen sind. Alle Messungen
erfolgten auf Amerschläger p4,
sind auf die Kupplung bezogen
und nach DIN korrigiert.

Fangen wir mit dem Perfor-
mance Controller an. Er ist mit
rund 300 Euro das günstigste
Gerät im Vergleich. Bedienungs-
und Einbauanleitung könnten
aufschlussreicher sein. Der Per-

formance Controller wird an die
Lambdasonden und die Ein-
spritzdüsen angeschlossen. Eine
Programmierung ist nur über
Tasten direkt am Gerät möglich.
Die Kurve kann sich aber durch-
aus sehen lassen. Da wollen wir
mal nicht meckern. Das Loch
bei 2700/min ist schön aufgefüllt
und praktisch überall besser als
die Serie. �

Dynojet-Power Commander III. Der serienmäßige Drehmoment-
Einbruch bei 2700/min wird deutlich aufgefüllt, bei 5500/min gibt’s Extra-
schub. 339 Euro bei www.micronsystems.de, Telefon (0911) 93 6740
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TECHNIK

Als nächstes haben wir den
Power Commander aus dem
Hause Dynojet getestet. Er ist
mit rund 350 Euro etwas teurer
als der Performance Controller.
Die Einbauanleitung ist sehr
übersichtlich. Eine ausführliche
und gut verständliche Bedie-
nungsanleitung befindet sich als
PDF auf einer beiliegenden CD.
Hier finden sich auch einige
Maps, die zu weitergehenden
Tuningmaßnahmen passen. Die
Übertragung findet per USB-
Anschluss statt. Es ist auch mög-
lich, am PC ein eigenes Kenn-
feld zu erstellen. Außerdem
kann man über drei Tasten auch
ohne Computer eine grobe Ein-
stellung vornehmen. Die Kabel
werden an die Einspritzdüsen
und den Drosselklappensensor
angeschlossen.

Vom Ergebnis der Messung
war ich jedoch etwas enttäuscht.
Auch dieses Mal gab’s eine Ver-
besserung, aber insgesamt nicht
in der Art wie beim Performan-
ce Controller. Das Problem liegt
aber eindeutig nicht am Power
Commander selber, sondern am
etwas lieblos gemachten Stan-

dardmapping. Nachdem ich es
ein bisschen nachjustiert hatte,
wurde das Ergebnis sofort deut-
lich schöner – aber das zählt hier
ja nun mal nicht.

Zuletzt war das Rapid Bike-
Gerät dran. Mit rund 630 Euro
ist es das teuerste Gerät in die-
sem Vergleich. Es ist ähnlich auf-
gebaut wie der Power Com-
mander. Zusätzlich kann man
ein Kennfeld für die Zündung

programmieren und die Dreh-
zahlgrenze heraufsetzen. Eine
Einstellung ist nur mit dem PC
möglich. Auch hier lässt sich
über den USB-Anschluss die
Verbindung herstellen. Auf der
CD sind mehrere Maps hinter-
legt. Im Lieferumfang sind noch
zwei Lambda-Eleminatoren
enthalten, die dem Steuergerät
permanent korrekte Abgaswerte
vorgaukeln. Das Rapid Bike

wird an die Einspritzdüsen, den
Drosselklappensensor und den
Zündgeber angeschlossen. Bei
der Einbau- und Bedienungs-
anleitung hatte ich den Eindruck,
dass der Übersetzer seinen Job
nicht hauptberuflich macht. Das
führt aber eher zum Schmun-
zeln, als dass es tatsächlich Pro-
bleme bereiten würde.

Das Ergebnis auf dem Prüf-
stand war jedenfalls sehr erfreu-

lich. Eindeutig das beste Resul-
tat im Test, die Drehmoment-
kurve wurde schön geglättet.

Auf einer Probefahrt war bei
allen drei eine Verbesserung der
Gasannahme und der Leistung
im Teillastbereich zu spüren.
Das etwas schlappe Gefühl, das
der Motor im Serienzustand bei
mittleren Gasgrifföffnungen
vermittelt hatte, war weg. Die
Lastwechsel wurden angeneh-

mer, und auch im Standgas lief
der Boxer ruhiger.

Je nach Fahrstil werden die
angefetteten Bereiche selbstver-
ständlich in der Praxis zu einem
Mehrverbrauch führen. Auf etwa
0,5 Liter Mehrverbrauch pro
100 Kilometer sollte man sich
einstellen.

Um die Lebensdauer des
Motors braucht man sich dabei
keine Sorgen zu machen. Im
Gegenteil – dadurch, dass die
thermische Belastung sinkt,
kann sie sich sogar leicht er-
höhen. Auch der TÜV wird
nichts auszusetzen haben, wenn
man sich alle zwei Jahre die
Mühe macht, die Stecker für
einen Tag wieder zu trennen.

Fazit: Wer eine günstige,
gut funktionierende Plug&Play-
Lösung für seine weitgehend
serienmäßige GS sucht, ist mit
Wunderlichs Performance Con-
troller gut bedient. Einbauen,
losfahren. So soll das sein.

Der Power Commander bie-
tet tolle Einstellmöglichkeiten,
liegt aber mit dem Standard-
mapping hinter den anderen zu-
rück. Trotzdem für denjenigen,

Rapid Bike 3. Die Delle bei 2700/min wird hoch aufgefüllt,
und ab 3500/min gibt’s deutlich mehr Schub als im Serientrimm.
629 Euro bei www.wunderlich.de, Telefon (02642) 97 980

Das umfangreiche System
von Rapid Bike bringt auf dem
Prüfstand die besten Resultate
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Spark Plug Brush

Safely	removes	any	dirt	 from	the	plug	and	with	regular	
use,	keeps	the	plug	 functioning	all	 the	 time.	Especially	
with	 frequent	 short	 journeys,	 cleaning	 of	 the	 sensitive	
electrode	 is	 recommended.	 Brass	 brushes	 clean	 care-
fully	and	without	leaving	residues.

	 Part	No.:	4125715

Denso Special	Spark	Plugs

A	larger	spark	gives	better	combustion,	higher	perform-
ance	and	low	fuel	consumption.	The	internationally	pat-
ented	U-groove	produces	a	particularly	large	spark	that	
leads	to	considerably	better	combustion.	The	absolutely	
judder-free	 handling	 of	 the	 boxer	 is	 proof	 of	 this.	 The	
iridium	spark	plug	sets	 the	standard	with	 its	extremely	
thin	 central	 electrode	 that	 produces	 a	 strong	 spark.	
The	 engine	 starts	 considerably	 more	 easily	 and	 the	
pure	combustion	in	the	individual	cylinder	ensures	less	
deposit	and	more	efficient	fuel	consumption.

Denso Iridium (U-Groove)

A	central	electrode	only	0.4	mm	wide	is	a	world	record	
and	 produces	 a	 concentrated	 ignition	 spark,	 which	
shows	 its	 strengths	 in	 unfavourable	 conditions	 (short	
journeys,	high	running	performance	and	extreme	condi-
tions).

Main	plug	Iridium	

Secondary	plug	Iridium	

Denso Platinum (U-Groove)

Very	 easy	 sparking	 and	 the	 first	 choice	 for	 top	 riding	
performance	up	 to	40,000	km.	Very	 long	 life-span	and	
considerably	cleaner	combustion.

Main	plug	platinum	

Auxiliary	plug	platinum	

Denso Copper (Double Electrode)

Quality	 spark	 plug	 for	 outstanding	 combustion.	 Spe-
cially	designed	to	prevent	constant	juddering.

Main	plug	copper	

Auxiliary	plug	copper	

Vehicle classification for spark plugs

Vehicle
Main	spark	plug	

copper
Auxiliary	spark	

plug	copper
Main	spark	plug	

platinum
Auxiliary	spark	
plug	platinum

Main	spark	plug	
iridium

auxiliary	spark	
plug	iridium

F	650	CS 8601250 8601250 8601255 8601255 8122737 8122737

G	650	Xcountry/Xmoto - - - - 8122737 8122737

F 800	S/ST 8122761 - 8122763 - 8122762 -

F 800 R 8122761 - 8122763 - 8122762 -

R 850/1100/1150	R/S/RS/RT 8122745 8601180 8122741 8601182 8122756 8601184

R 850/1200	C	(alle	Modelle)/CL 8122745 8601180 8122741 8601182 8122756 8601184

R 1200 R/S/ST	+	HP2	Megamoto 8122761 8122761	 8122763 8122763 8122762 8122762

R 1200 RT	(models	to2009) 8122761 8122761	 8122763 8122763 8122762 8122762

R 1200 HP2-Sport - - - - - -

K 1100	RS/LT 8122753 - 8122757 - 8601214 -

K 1200 GT/RS	(models	to	2005) 8601220 - 8601222 - 8601224 -

K 1200 LT 8601220 - 8601222 - 8601224 -

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport - - - - 8122742 -

K 1200 GT	(models	from	2006) - - - - 8122742 -

K	1300	S/R/GT - - - - 8122764 -

Important: Twin	spark	models	(R 1100/1150,	Cruiser)	require	one	main	and	one	auxiliary	plug	per	cylinder.

Denso	copper	spark	plugDenso	platinum	spark	plug

Denso	iridium	spark	plug

A	standard	spark	plug	produces	a	
considerably	smaller	ignition	spark	
in	comparison	to	the	U-groove.

Cross-section:	Denso	U-groove

Surging-free enjoyment of your boxer
Many	 tests	have	shown	 that	Denso	spark	plugs	are	 the	solution	 to	all	 of	 the	

irritating	problems	caused	by	surging.	Absolutely	surge-free	enjoyment	of	your	

boxer,	without	any	limitations.	Where	does	surging	come	from?	The	advantages	

of	a	fuel	 injection	system	lie	in	the	relatively	high	power	output	and	low	emis-

sions	in	the	partial	load	range.	But	if	the	acceleration	enrichment	does	not	take	

place	in	the	partial	load	range,	the	all	too	familiar	partial	load	surging	occurs.	

To	ensure	that	a	weak	mixture	containing	little	usable	fuel	is	also	burnt	optimally	

in	this	range,	a	powerful	ignition	spark	is	needed.	The	original	spark	plugs	with	

their	multiple	electrodes	produce	a	weak	single	spark,	which	leads	to	misfiring	

particularly	between	2500	and	4000	rpm.	Denso	spark	plugs	with	their	simple	

electrode	produce	a	powerful	 single	 spark	 that	 is	 even	able	 to	 ignite	 a	weak	

mixture	that	does	not	want	to	burn.	The	engine	runs	more	evenly	and	roundly	

across	the	whole	range	of	revs.

Spark Plug Box

This	carrying	box	keeps	the	spark	plug	clean	and	pro-
tected	from	bent	electrodes.	Even	heavy	impact	during	
the	journey	cannot	damage	the	plug.	The	box	retains	its	
unbreakable	properties,	even	in	extreme	cold.

	 Part	No.:	5524030

Toolbag
Ingenious	 tool	 bag	 made	 out	 of	 durable,	 heavy-duty	 coated	

canvas	with	practical	compartments	and	a	see-through	pocket.	

Can	be	used	for	tools	or	as	a	bag	in	its	own	right.	You	can	find	

this	product	in	this	section.

outstanding
prevent constant

copper	
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Valve Cover Gasket

Rubber valve cover gasket in excellent OEM quality. 
For V4 single or twin spark Boxer models. Includes the 
round spark plug tunnel seal.

R 1100 S/RT, R 1100/1150 RS, R 1200 C/CL (single 
spark models)

 Part No.: 8540060

R 1100 S, R 1150 RS/RT, R 1200 C/CL (twin spark 
models)

 Part No.: 8540065

Quick-bi-lock II

Say goodbye to the problems you’ve had when discon-
necting the fuel lines. These fuel couplings seal on both 
sides to prevent leakage in either direction (there is a 
sealing mechanism in both parts). This new design has a 
smoother inner surface which protects the O-ring. 

And if the O-ring should get damaged, there is a reason-
ably priced replacement. As there are no fuel taps, this 
is a sensible improvement that makes repair and main-
tenance work cleaner and more pleasant. 

Fits all fuel lines and 8 mm hoses. Resistant to acids, oil 
and, of course, petrol. OEM quality.

Note: Sold in either black or white colour versions

All models

Fuel Coupling Set (male + female) Part No.: 1025701

Replacement O-ring Part No.: 1025702

Firm Hose Clamp

Absolutely secure fixing of the fuel hoses. These clamps 
are very flexible, which means they are the perfect fit 
for the hoses. In comparison to standard clamps, they 
are easy to fit and do not squash the fuel hose. Made 
in Germany.

For all fuel and ventilation hoses

Single item Part No.: 1157904 

T-Connector

The original, made of very strong plastic. Connects all 
types of fuel hoses safely and firmly. Made in Germany.

 Part No.: 1157901

Wunderlich Spark Plug Tool

Safe and easy removal of the spark plug cap (or HT coil) 
without risk of damage to the coil.

For good reasons, the original spark plug connector 
should not be removed with pliers or similarly crude 
tools: the ignition coil integrated into the cap can eas-
ily be damaged which will prevent you from continuing 
your journey. 

The original extractor often breaks with caps that are 
stuck and it also bends easily.

With a extraction handle and additional transverse hole 
to pull out those stuck caps.

All R 850/1100/1150 single spark models

 Part No.: 8160239

All R 850/1100/1150/ 1200 twin spark models,  
F 800 R, S + ST 
K 1200 R, R-Sport, S + GT (from 2006) 
K 1300 R, S + GT

 Part No.: 8160237
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R 1100 S, R 1150 RS/RT, R 1200 C/CL (twin spark 
models)

The original, made of very strong plastic. Connects all 
types of fuel hoses safely and firmly. Made in Germany.

Part No.: 1157901
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Quick Seat Repair

Very	 strong	 self-adhesive	 pad	 for	 holes	 in	 the	 original	
seats.

The facts:

•		Simple	repair	for	damaged	seats.
•		Simple	to	cut	to	size	and	stick	to	the	damaged	area.
•		The	underside	of	the	pad	consists	of	a	self-adhesive	layer	of	

acrylic	with	thin	polyester	film	and	is	thus	water	resistant.
•		Dimensions:	110	mm	x	170	mm.

Matt-black	 Part	No.:	1980032

Omni-VISC 1002 Compound

OmniVISC	 1002	 is	 a	 silicon	 rubber	 for	 sticking	 and	
sealing	materials	with	different	thermal	expansion	prop-
erties.	 Stable	 at	 temperatures	 between	 -70	 and	 +200	
degrees	 Celsius.	 Resistant	 to	 water,	 weak	 acids	 and	
bases,	 fuels	 and	 lubricants.	 Cannot	 be	 painted!	 Also	
used	by	BMW	workshops.	Very	efficient.

90	g	Tube	 Part	No.:	5424020

Wunderlich Aluminium	Valve	Cap	Bolts

Lightweight	 aluminium	 bolts	 as	 replacements	 for	 the	
less	 attractive	 original	 bolts.	 We	 have	 used	 this	 light-
weight	 material	 to	 create	 an	 extremely	 attractive	 and	
safe	shape.

The facts:

•		Light,	anodised	valve	cap	bolts	and	washers.
•		Strong	protection	against	thread	stripping.
•		With	a	protective	spanner	adapter	to	protect	the	anodised	layer.
•		Valve	cap	bolts	and	washers	can	be	combined	in	various	col-

ours.	
•		Simple	to	replace	(no	need	to	change	the	seal).

We	have	listed	the	bolts	and	washers	separately	so	you	
can	 choose	 whatever	 bolt-washer	 colour	 combination	
you	prefer.

A	complete	conversion	requires	eight	bolts	with	washers	
for	the	right	and	left	valve	covers,	a	spanner	adapter	and	
a	tool	to	help	you	transfer	the	original	permanent	gasket	
(rubber	boot	under	the	U-washer).

R 1200 R, HP2 Megamoto, R 1200 RT (up to 2009), 
R 1200 ST, R 1200 S, R 1150 R/RT/RS + Rockster 
(twin spark models)

Bolt (single item)

Silver	 Part	No.:	8500270

Titanium	 Part	No.:	8500353

Polished	 Part	No.:	8500354

Washer (single item)

Silver	 Part	No.:	8500355

Titanium	 Part	No.:	8500356

Polished	 Part	No.:	8500357

Spanner adapter

To	protect	the	anodised	layer.

	 Part	No.:	8500358

Tool

For	 easy	 removal	 of	 the	 original	 seal	 (rubber	 gasket	
beneath	the	washer).

	 Part	No.:	8500359
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8500358

(rubber gasket

Part No.: 8500359
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Wunderlich “Flight	Control”	
Anti-Cover-Loss	do-it-yourself	conversion

The	 spark	 plug	 covers	 of	 the	 earlier	 single	 spark	 GS	
models	are	not	held	securely,	can	easily	be	fitted	incor-
rectly	and	can	 therefore	easily	 “fly”	off.	We	secure	our	
covers	 with	 thin	 cable	 ties	 and	 have	 never	 lost	 one.	
“Flight	control”	at	its	best!	

That’s	how	you	do	it:	Simply	drill	two	small	3	mm	holes	
(~1/8”)	 holes	 into	 the	 plastic	 cover	 as	 shown	 in	 the	
image	 and	 secure	 the	 cover	 to	 the	 spark	 plug	 cable	
using	a	thin	commonly	available	cable	tie	(not	too	tightly	
so	that	cable	can	still	move	freely).	

The	 spark	 plug	 continues	 to	 be	 accessible	 without	
problems,	and	the	cable	ties	do	not	need	to	be	released	
again	and	expensive	losses	are	prevented.	

Not suitable for chrome covers and twin spark 
models.

Fix Nipple	Repair	Kit

The	small	tin	with	those	vital	bits	that	help	out	in	many	
a	hairy	situation,	such	as	when	the	torn	cable	replace-
ment	is	not	directly	available.	The	complete	kit	contains	
various	cables	with	different	diameters	and	all	the	nipple	
shapes	required.

All	inside	a	small	tin	that	neatly	fits	in	your	tool	kit.

	 Part	No.:	55240085524008
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Starter

From	 VALEO,	 the	 original	 manufacturer,	 and	 therefore	
a	guarantee	for	high	performance	and	a	long	life-span.	
This	is	a	completely	new	part	-	not	a	reconditioned	unit!

R 850/1100/1150 S/R/RS + Rockster, 
R 1100/1150 RT, R 1200 C/CL

	 Part	No.:	8122724

 “bike macs” Diagnostic Device

The	manufacturer,	Gutmann,	specialist	in	diagnostics	for	
electronic	systems,	is	finally	offering	a	reasonably	priced	
system	for	both	professional	and	amateur	use.

In	 just	 a	 few	 steps	 and,	 above	 all,	 without	 much	 prior	
knowledge,	you	can	now	diagnose	faults	on	your	bike.

Modern	 electronics	 offers	 many	 advantages	 for	 the	
rider.	 ABS	 systems,	 catalytic	 technology	 and	 modern	
fuel-injection	 systems	 have	 become	 possible	 for	 the	
first	time.

The	 sensors	 required	 for	 this	 are	 very	 sensitive	 and	
simultaneously	 record	all	 irregularities	 that	occur	when	
riding.	 Often	 faults	 can	 be	 filtered	 out	 in	 advance	 by	
reading	the	fault	memory	regularly,	and	serious	damage	
or	complete	system	failure	can	be	prevented.

A	flashing	ABS	control,	a	low	battery	or	a	bike	that	won’t	
start?	The	“bike	mac”	shows	you	exactly	where	the	fault	
lies	and	whether	you	can	do	anything	yourself	to	rectify	
it.	Ready	for	operation	as	soon	as	the	“bike	mac”	is	con-
nected	to	the	diagnostics	plug,	which	makes	it	very	easy	
to	 use.	 Besides	 fault	 diagnosis,	 all	 the	 parameters	 of	
the	engine	can	be	displayed,	such	as	revs,	engine	tem-
perature,	 lambda	 control	 and	 fuel	 injection	 timing,	 just	
to	name	a	few	of	the	numerous	measurements	taken.

The facts:

•		Simple	to	use,	even	for	inexperienced	riders.
•		Display	of	the	error	code	and	full	text	description.
•		Immediately	ready	for	operation	on	connection.
•		Error	description	and	simultaneous	display	of	parameters.

All models

	 Part	No.:	8010150

Carbtune II Synchroniser

A	 synchronised	 boxer	 engine	 is	 the	 basic	 requirement	
for	smooth	running,	spontaneous	throttle	response	and	
the	 best	 acceleration	 properties.	 The	 Carbtune	 II	 is	 a	
synchroniser	that	is	easy	to	use	and	is	simply	connected	
to	 the	 intake	 side	 of	 the	 cylinder.	 The	 vacuum	 in	 the	
intake	duct	pulls	the	two	polished	steel	pins	(no	mercury	
used!)	upwards	to	show	the	level	of	synchronisation.	

Alongside	 the	 technical	advantages,	synchronisation	 is	
really	good	fun	as	it	 is	easy	to	understand	and	you	are	
immediately	rewarded	with	a	positive	result.

With	high-quality	storage	bag,	operating	manual	and	all	
of	the	adapters	required.

R 850/1100/1150 R/S/RS/RT + Rockster

		 Part	No.:	5524020

Synchronisation	made	easy!	You	
can	find	our	tips	for	the	handyman	
at	www.wunderlich.de

Brake Lever Lock

Many	 service	 operations	 carried	 out	 with	 the	 bike	
propped	up	entail	the	risk	of	the	sudden	collapse	of	the	
centre	 stand.	 One	 false	 move,	 and	 you	 end	 up	 with	 a	
heavy,	 unsupported	 bike.	 The	 brake	 lever	 lock	 makes	
sure	that	the	front	wheel	stays	put	and	prevents	the	bike	
from	 moving	 forwards.	 It	 is	 also	 recommended	 as	 an	
additional	safeguard	when	transporting	the	bike	in	a	van	
or	a	trailer,	as	it	prevents	the	bike	from	moving	about.

	 Part	No.:	5525405

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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PROXXON “Allen”	Socket	Set

Special	 18-piece	 set	 for	 “Allen”	 bolts.	 Includes	 set	 for	
1/4”	square	drive	with	size	2	–	6	mm	keys	and	tighten-
ing	 torques	 up	 to	 10	 Nm.	 For	 1/2”	 square	 drive	 and	
tightening	torques	from	25	–	210	Nm:	Sizes	6	–	14	mm	
(short	version	55	mm)	and	sizes	5–12	mm	(long	version	
100	mm

	 Part	No.:	1935005

Adapter

These	adapters	will	allow	you	to	attach	a	3/8”	tool	to	a	
1/4”	or	1/2”	ratchet	or	extension.

3/8	to	1/4	inch	 Part	No.:	1935006

3/8	to	1/2	inch	 Part	No.:	1935007

PROXXON “Torx”	Socket	Set

A	special	23	piece	“TORX”	socket	set.	This	set	contains	
1/4’’	drive	TORX	sockets	in	sizes	TX8	to	TX30	(with	fron-
tal	hole)	and	external	TORX	sizes	E4	to	E8	(all	suitable	
for	 tightening	 torques	 up	 to	 10	 Nm),	 1/2’’	 drive	 TORX	
sockets	 in	 sizes	 TX40	 –	 TX60	 and	 external	 TORX	 E10	
to	E18	(for	tightening	torques	from	25	to	135	Nm):	Also	
included	are	three	offset	TORX	keys,	TX6,	8	and	10.

	 Part	No.:	1935004

PROXXON Torque	Wrench

MICRO-Click	torque	wrenches	with	ratchet	feature	and	
high	 level	 of	 accuracy	 of	 +/-	 3%	 conforms	 with	 DIN/
ISO.	 Large,	 clearly	 legible	 scale	 for	 exact	 adjustment	
of	desired	torque	by	turning	knurled	adjustment	ring	on	
end	of	handle.

Torque Wrench 3/8” square drive

With	3/8”	square	drive	to	DIN	3120	(convertible	for	left-
hand	 threads).	 For	 torques	 from	 20	 to	 100	 Nm.	 Uses	
with	BMW	bikes	include	final	drive,	oil	drain	plug,	brake	
caliper	bolts,	suspension	etc.

	 Part	No.:	1935002

Torque Wrench 1/4” square drive

A	small	wrench	with	a	1/4”	square	drive	conforming	to	
DIN	3120.	For	torques	from	5	to	30	Nm.	For	tightening	
all	types	of	bolts	up	to	M8	(13	mm	spanner	head	size),	
e.g.	wheel	spindle	clamp	bolts,	cylinder	bolts,	oil	 filter,	
handlebar	clamp	bolts,	valve	adjuster	nut	etc.

	 Part	No.:	1935001

PROXXON Combination	Spanner	Set

The	practical	combination	of	ring	and	open	ended	span-
ners	allows	you	to	reach	bolts	 in	hard-to-reach	places.	
The	finely	toothed	ring	spanners	give	you	good	and	safe	
purchase	 on	 the	 bolt	 head.	 To	 reduce	 the	 chance	 of	
injury	to	the	hand	the	ring	head	is	offset	by	a	comfort-
able	15°.	The	set	is	sold	complete	with	a	plastic	holder	
that	can	be	bolted	to	a	wall.	Proxxon	tools	are	manufac-
tured	to	the	highest	quality	standard	and	used	by	many	
professional	workshops.

12	piece	 Part	No.:	1935010

15	piece	 Part	No.:	1935011

*	 	12	piece	set	includes	sizes	(in	mm)		
6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-17-19

**		5	piece	set	includes	sizes	(in	mm):	
6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-21

Torque	wrench	3/8	inch

Torque	wrench	1/4	inch

Socket set

27	piece	automotive	set,	 includes	socket	set	with	1/4‘‘	
and	1/2‘‘	 ratchets,	 1/4‘‘	 and	1/2‘‘	 extensions,	 1/4‘‘	 and	
1/2‘‘	 flexible	 joint	 as	 well	 as	 all	 common	 socket	 sizes	
between	6	mm	and	32	mm.	Also	contains	16	and	21	mm	
spark	plug	caps.	

Ratchet	 head	 and	 shaft	 forged	 from	 steel	 with	 quick-
release	 button	 for	 instant	 ejection	 of	 sockets.	 Grip	 is	
made	of	oil	and	acid-resistant	TPR	 (thermoplastic	 rub-
ber).	 Sockets	 are	 forged	 of	 CrV	 steel,	 with	 optimum	
surface	protection.	The	set	comes	inside	a	solid	welded	
steel	box	with	powder	coated	finish.

	 Part	No.:	1935003

Socket	set

Allen	key Torx

PROXXON Tools
High	 quality	 tools	 at	 affordable	 prices.	 All	 PROXXON	 tools	

are	 of	 the	 highest	 quality	 and	 exceed	 DIN/ISO	 requirements	

for	 hardness	 and	 maximum	 torque	 values.	 Perfectly	 suited	 to	

motorcycle	use.	With	25	year	warranty	for	material	and	manu-

facturing	faults.

PROXXON “Allen”	and	“Torx”	Key	Sets

Top	quality	material	combined	with	a	comfortable	shaft	
length	 for	 best	 leverage.	 The	 “Allen”	 set	 includes	 1.5,	
2.0,	2.5,	3.0,	4.0,	5.0,	6.0,	8.0	and	10	mm	keys	with	a	
spherical	 finish	 on	 the	 long	 end	 (short	 end	 has	 cham-
fered)	 .	The	“Torx”	set	 includes	sizes	TX	8,	10,	15,	20,	
25,	27,	30,	40	and	50.	Both	sets	are	stored	in	a	foldable	
plastic	holder.

“Allen”	set	(9-piece)	 Part	No.:	1935008

“Torx”	set	(9-piece)	 Part	No.:	1935009
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Thread Locking Fluid

Useful	to	prevent	important	bolts	and	screws	from	com-
ing	 loose.	 “Medium	 Strength”	 allows	 easy	 removal	 of	
the	 bolt,	 “High	 Strength”	 is	 suitable	 for	 load	 carrying/
safety	bolts.

The	3	g	bottle	keeps	for	a	very	 long	time,	since	only	a	
little	is	needed	at	a	time.

Medium	strength	 Part	No.:	3024523

High	strength	 Part	No.:	3024535

BMW Special Technical Volume

This	 special	 bike	 repair	 manual	 describes	 the	 mainte-
nance,	care,	dismantling,	measurement	and	re-building	
of	the	engine,	clutch,	gearbox	and	final	drive	of	4-valve	
BMW	 boxer	 engines.	 This	 special	 volume	 is	 designed	
as	an	addition	to	all	motorcycle	repair	manuals	for	BMW	
4-valve	boxers.	If	you	are	interested	in	technical	matters,	
you	can	learn	everything	about	engine	electronics,	find	
maintenance	 data,	 information	 on	 how	 to	 make	 your	
own	special	tools,	and	tips	and	tricks	on	4-valve	boxer	
engines	and	final	drive.

This book is only available in the German language!

	 Part	No.:	8710150

Repair Manual

Over	 170	 pages	 all	 possible	 repairs	 and	 maintenance	
jobs	are	clearly	illustrated.	Ideal	reading	for	familiarising	
yourself	with	the	technical	side	of	your	BMW	and	find-
ing	quick	solutions	to	problems.	Easy	to	use,	plenty	of	
illustrations	and	with	circuit	diagrams	attached.

Written	 in	 a	 technically	 comprehensible	 language,	 the	
manual	gives	even	bikers	who	have	no	previous	training	
easy	access	to	the	complex	structure	of	the	machine.

These books are only available in the German lan-
guage!

R 850/1100	R/RT	 Part	No.:	8710111

R 1100	RS	 Part	No.:	8710111

R 1150	R	 Part	No.:	8710112

R 1150	RT	 Part	No.:	8710120

R 1100	S	 Part	No.:	8710130

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport	 Part	No.:	8710176

R 850/1200	C	 Part	No.:	8710114

R 1200 R	 Part	No.:	8710177

Feeler Gauges

Special	feeler	gauge	set	for	a	accurate	valve	adjustment.	
As	 well	 as	 the	 standard	 thicknesses,	 this	 set	 contains	
some	slightly	unusual	sizes.	In	this	way	the	ideal	setting	
can	be	found	to	avoid	rattling	valves.	Blades	fold	away	
into	handle.	

Sizes included:

0.03	 mm;	 0.05	 mm;	 0.08	 mm;	 0.10	 mm;	 0.12	 mm;		
0.15	mm;	0.18	mm;	0.20	mm;	0.25	mm

	 Part	No.:	5524001

Do you need help with technical questions?
If	 you	 have	 questions	 regarding	 the	 installation	 of	 our	 prod-

ucts	or	any	other	technical	matters,	please	contact	the	official	

Wunderlich	dealer	you	have	purchased	the	product	from.	They	

will	be	happy	to	assist	you	and	solve	any	problems.	
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Everything you‘ve ever wanted to know 
about the K series

The	K	series	is	one	of	the	most	successful	models	that	
BMW	have	ever	produced.	The	K	is	a	particularly	classy	
and	 luxurious	 vehicle,	 which	 inspires	 devotion	 with	 its	
value	 retention,	prestige	and	 innovative	 technical	solu-
tions.

This	extended	new	edition	covers	all	models	from	1998.	
All	 series-production	models	since	1983	are	described	
in	detail,	along	with	numerous	prototypes	and	predeces-
sors,	exotic	and	sidecar	versions.	The	book	is	rounded	
off	with	technical	data	and	production	figures.

A	 232-page	 beauty	 of	 a	 book	 with	 566,	 mainly	 colour	
photos.	22.5	x	27.5	cm,	hardback

This book is only available in the German language!

	 Part	No.:	9700047

F 650 Maintenance Manual

Our	 warmest	 recommendation	 for	 F650	 owners.	 With	
specialist	knowledge	and	written	 in	a	way	that	 is	com-
prehensible	to	all.	Hans	König,	the	experienced	motor-
cycle	journalist	and	engineer,	brings	together	everything	
that	 is	 required	 in	 this	 maintenance	 manual	 and	 thus	
allows	everyone	 to	carry	out	professional	maintenance	
and	 repairs	 on	 the	 F.	 The	 many	 detailed	 illustrations	
(351!)	and	 tables	 lead	 the	 reader	 intuitively	 to	his	goal.	
Everything	is	possible:	servicing,	repairs,	assembly	and	
an	insight	into	what	is	going	on	beneath	you.	Alongside	
a	 history	 of	 the	 model,	 there	 are	 some	 tips	 on	 tuning,	
accessories	and	typical	faults	on	27	special	pages.	Defi-
nitely	worth	a	read	for	anyone	who	wants	to	know	a	bit	
more	about	their	F.	132	pages	in	A5	format,	351	photos	
and	illustrations,	many	of	which	are	in	colour,	and	a	large	
section	of	tables.

This book is only available in the German language!

F 650, F 650 ST

	 Part	No.:	9700042

Visor Shade Strip

This	strip	is	simply	attached	to	the	upper	part	of	the	hel-
met	visor	and	offers	an	effective	protection	from	blinding	
sun	light	without	impeding	the	viewing	field.	

Fitting	it	is	very	easy:	Place	it	onto	the	helmet,	sprinkle	
with	water	and	smooth	out	air	bubbles	with	the	special	
applicator	(included).

Includes	detailed	instructions

Fits many visor types.

	 Part	No.:	8600710

Bolt Head Cap Set

These	little	details	prove	the	true	love	to	our	BMW.	The	
“Allen”	bolt	 heads	on	 the	bike	usually	will	 look	 scruffy	
after	some	time.	They	also	fill	up	with	dirt,	and	are	not	
easy	to	clean.	The	plastic	caps	are	simply	pushed	onto	
the	 head	 and	 cover	 it	 up.	 The	 bolt	 looks	 much	 better	
now	and	is	also	protected.	Made	of	plastic	with	a	high	
gloss	chrome-like	surface.	Sold	as	a	set,	each	set	con-
sists	of	16	caps.	

Note:	 The	 caps	 will	 fit	 into	 any	 “Allen”(hexagon)	 head	
bolt,	 including	counter	sunk	or	“flat”	head	“Allen”	bolts	
(not	round	headed	bolts).	To	make	sure	you	get	the	right	
size	caps,	check	the	“Allen”	key	size	of	the	bolt	before	
ordering.

Key	width		 4	mm	 Part	No.:	1900240

Key	width		 5	mm	 Part	No.:	1900241

Key	width		 6	mm		 Part	No.:	1900242

*	 	The	caps	are	also	suitable	for	use	with	all	M6	–	M10	counter-
sunk	and	flat	headed	bolts	(M10	=	KW	6	mm,	M8	=	KW	5	mm,	
M6	=	KW	4	mm)

Maintenance, Repair + BMW Bible

The	professional	manual	that	leaves	no	questions	unan-
swered,	even	for	the	layman.	In	this	luxury	volume,	the	
author	deals	with	normal	maintenance	and	repair	work	
over	more	than	300	pages,	but	also	delves	into	technical	
depths	 when	 required.	 The	 manual,	 which	 is	 excellent	
in	 every	 respect,	 is	 finished	 off	 with	 four-colour	 circuit	
diagrams	which	are	the	best	aid	that	we	know	of	in	this	
tricky	area.	A	history	of	the	make	concludes	a	book	that	
comes	warmly	recommended.

These books are only available in the German lan-
guage!

R 850/1100/1150	R/S/RS/RT	 Part	No.:	9700048

R 1200 S/ST/RT	(models	to	09)	 Part	No.:	9700049

Key	width

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals

the
bubbles with

instructions

Fits many visor types.

Part No.: 8600710
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Wunderlich Key	Holder	

Owning	a	BMW	is	a	privilege.	

Even	 the	 key	 to	 this	 pleasure	 should	 be	 a	 sign	 of	 its	
noble	origins,	which	is	why	we	have	produced	a	chrome	
holder	that	combines	ergonomic	operation	with	elegant	
design.	The	round	shape	means	that	it	can	be	used	with	
all	relevant	vehicle	locks.

Knurling	all	 round	gives	a	good	grip	and	attachment	 is	
easy	with	the	supplied	set	screw.	Developed	for	use	with	
the	spare	key.

R 850/1100/1150 R + Rockster, R 1200 C/CL, 
K 1200 RS/GT (models to2005), F 650 CS

With	“F”	emblem	 Part	No.:	8160685

With	“W”	emblem	 Part	No.:	8160680

With	“Boxer”	emblem	 Part	No.:	8160440

With	“K”	emblem	 Part	No.:	8160670

Visor wiper

Ingeniously	 simple	 –	 simply	 ingenious!	 The	 ten-centi-
metre-wide	visor	wiper	 is	simply	attached	 to	 the	 index	
finger	with	a	Klett	strip;	with	its	ultra-soft	rubber	lip	it	will	
put	the	sparkle	back	in	your	visor	in	seconds.

The	ten	centimetre	wide	wiper	has	an	extra	soft	rubber	
lip	 that	 ensures	 on	 the	 one	 hand	 that	 the	 visor	 is	 not	
scratched	and	on	the	other	really	does	remove	even	the	
smallest	of	water	droplets	with	one	wipe.

	 Part	No.:	2024010

Wunderlich 
Replacement	Zip	or	Key	Ring

A	 quick	 replacement	 for	 a	 zipper	 pull	 that	 has	 been	
ripped	off	and	a	space-saving	key	ring	that	won’t	dam-
age	your	paint.

With	grippy	3D	emblem.

Single	Item	 Part	No.:	1250457

Wunderlich Key	Ring

This	 key	 ring	 has	 been	 designed	 by	 us	 specially	 for	
motorcycle	 riders.	 The	 material	 and	 length	 prevent	 it	
from	 flapping	 and	 causing	 damage	 to	 the	 top	 yoke	
(upper	fork	clamp).	Practical,	 light	and	suitable	not	just	
for	your	motorcycle	key.	

Material:	bound	and	embroidered	fabric,	length	11	cm.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001040

Alpine Plug	&	Go	Ear	Protectors

Cheaper,	softer	standard	ear	plugs	that	close	off	the	ear	
completely.	 The	 ear	 plugs	 do	 not	 only	 protect	 against	
wind	noise	but	also	cut	you	off	 from	 the	noise	of	your	
motorcycle	and	the	other	traffic.

Tip: Unlike	 the	 MotoSafe	 Ear	 Protectors,	 “Plug	 &	 Go”	
are	not	washable	and	are	intended	for	single	use.

Pack	of	ten	including	carrying	box.

	 Part	No.:	9002101

Alpine MotoSafe	II	Ear	Protectors

We	think	these	are	the	best	ear	protectors	currently	on	
the	market.	MotorSafe	from	Alpine	consists	of	two	soft,	
disc-like	silicon	ear	plugs	the	ends	of	which	can	in	turn	
be	 fitted	 with	 replaceable	 noise	 reduction	 units.	 The	
latter	 come	 in	 two	 different	 filter	 strengths	 (normal	 +	
high).	This	combination	filters	out	wind	noise	particularly	
efficiently	 without	 restricting	 normal	 communication.	
Inserted	 into	 the	outer	ear	passage,	 the	ear	protectors	
will	win	you	over	with	their	comfort	 (even	on	 long	jour-
neys)	and	their	good	filtering	effect.	 In	a	practical	case	
with	two	ear	plugs	and	two	replaceable	filter	sets.

Motosafe	 Part	No.:	9002100

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Wunderlich Vario	Scarf

The	best	addition	to	your	helmet	and	one	of	our	favour-
ites	for	years!

Instead	of	a	troublesome	balaclava,	shawl	or	scarf	that	
is	always	getting	tangled	up,	this	scarf	can	also	be	worn	
without	a	helmet.,	can	be	pulled	up	easily	round	the	hel-
met	and	provides	perfect	protection	for	the	neck.	It	fits	
to	your	jacket	seamlessly	and	there’s	no	more	tiresome	
fumbling	around.	

The	sleeve	shape	means	it	is	also	ideal	as	a	head	cover-
ing,	cap	substitute,	face	mask,	etc.	A	truly	indispensable	
and	 versatile	 companion	 for	 rider	 or	 passenger.	 The	
material	 is	a	mix	of	cotton	and	soft	elastic	Lycra	which	
will	stay	tight	around	the	neck	without	strangling.	

We	 all	 liked	 this	 so	 much	 that	 we	 produced	 our	 own	
Wunderlich	version.

	 Part	No.:	9002190

Wunderlich Caps

For	many	it’s	a	routine	when	they	take	a	break	on	their	
ride:	 helmet	 off,	 cap	 on.	 Looks	 cool,	 keeps	 you	 warm	
and	hides	“helmet	hair”.

Of	 course,	 it’s	 also	 a	 constant	 companion	 for	 people	
who	simply	like	caps,	too.

Available	 either	 as	 a	 “Wunderlich	 Cap”	 with	 a	 W	 logo	
or	as	a	“Wunderlich	Boxer	Cap”	with	the	W	logo	and	a	
boxer	logo	on	the	side.

Material:	cotton.	Size	can	be	adjusted	individually.

Wunderlich	Cap	 Part	No.:	9001050

Wunderlich	Boxer	Cap	 Part	No.:	9001060

Wunderlich Shirts

Our	 new	 collection!	 Wunderlich	 T-shirts	 in	 various	
designs:

•		Wunderlich	T-shirt	(design	1)	with	W	logo.
•		Wunderlich	T-shirt	(design	2)	with	W	logo	and	Wunderlich	letter-

ing	(back).
•		Wunderlich	polo	shirt	with	W	logo.
•		Wunderlich	long-sleeve	shirt	with	Wunderlich	lettering	on	the	

sleeve.

All	items	in	this	range	are	made	of	100%	cotton	and	can	
be	washed	at	40°	C.

Wunderlich T-shirt (design 1)

With	Wunderlich	logo	on	the	chest.

M	 Part	No.:	9001254

L	 Part	No.:	9001255

XL	 Part	No.:	9001256

XXL	 Part	No.:	9001257

Wunderlich T-shirt (design 2)

With	Wunderlich	logo	on	chest	and	back.

M	 Part	No.:	9001268

L	 Part	No.:	9001260

XL	 Part	No.:	9001261

XXL	 Part	No.:	9001262

Wunderlich Polo Shirt 
With	Wunderlich	logo	on	the	chest.

M	 Part	No.:	9001253

L	 Part	No.:	9001250

XL	 Part	No.:	9001251

XXL	 Part	No.:	9001252

Wunderlich Long-sleeve Shirt

With	Wunderlich	lettering	on	the	sleeve

L	 Part	No.:	9001265

XL	 Part	No.:	9001266

XXL	 Part	No.:	9001267

T-shirt design 1 / size:	L
With	chest	logo

T-shirt design 2 / size:	L
With	chest	and	back	logo

Wunderlich polo shirt/ size:	L
With	embroidered	logo	on	the	chest

Wunderlich long sleeve /	size:	L
With	sleeve	lettering

Wunderlich	Boxer	Cap

Wunderlich	Cap

Size	can	be	individually	adjusted

Wunderlich Biker Sport Rucksack
The	practical	bag	for	daily	use.
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Wunderlich Magnetic	Board

A	 useful	 aid	 in	 the	 workshop,	 the	 office	 and	 at	 home.	
This	 magnetic	 notice	 board	 (28	 cm	 x	 38	 cm)	 includes	
two	adjustable	magnetic	picture	frames	and	four	round	
magnets.

Ideal	 for	 telephone	 numbers,	 business	 cards,	 receipts	
and	much	more.

Decorative	and	practical.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001011

Wunderlich Stainless	Steel	Cup

Double-walled	stainless	steel	cup	with	etched	Wunder-
lich	 logo.	Keeps	coffee,	tea	and	other	hot	drinks	warm	
for	longer.

Extremely	 strong	 and	 therefore	 ideal	 on	 journeys,	 also	
made	 of	 high-quality	 materials	 and	 in	 a	 fashionable	
design,	making	 it	an	attractive	cup	 for	use	at	home	or	
in	the	office.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001270

Wunderlich LED	Lighter

Re-fillable	gas	electro	 lighter	 in	 the	Wunderlich	design.	
On	the	bottom	there	is	a	super-bright	LED	light.

Not	just	for	smokers,	this	lighter	has	often	been	a	useful	
aid,	lighting	the	darkness.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001210

Sticker “Biker	on	Board”

Many	people	are	bikers	by	conviction.	For	your	 trip	 to	
work,	 for	 journeys,	 for	 a	 family	 holiday	 or	 in	 unfavour-
able	 weather	 conditions,	 switching	 to	 the	 car	 is	 often	
unavoidable.	

But	then	it’s	not	just	the	baby	who	is	“on	board”,	you	are	
too,	and	you	can	show	your	allegiance	to	the	motorcy-
cle.	“By	bikers,	for	bikers”.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001206

Wunderlich Rain	Cape

There	is	no	guarantee	for	good	weather,	even	in	summer.	
What	 should	 you	 do,	 then,	 if	 you	 haven’t	 got	 any	 rain	
protection	in	your	bags?	Umbrellas	are	not	practical	and	
rain	jackets	take	up	too	much	space	in	your	tank	bags	
or	in	the	cases.

The	 Wunderlich	 rain	 cape	 saves	 a	 lot	 of	 space	 and	 is	
practical	 in	 variety	 of	 circumstances,	 whether	 it’s	 on	
hikes,	bike	or	motorcycle	tours,	or	open-air	events.	It	is	
always	at	hand	and	provides	ideal	protection.	It	comes	
in	one	size,	which	means	that	the	rain	cape	can	also	be	
pulled	on	over	your	motorcycle	outfit.	

Single	item	 Part	No.:	9001012

Single item	 Part No.: 9001206

lighter
is a super-bright

smokers, this lighter has
the darkness.
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Wunderlich Boxer	Shorts

Boxer	shorts.	Ideal	for	boxer	fans	who	want	to	dress	in	a	
way	that	shows	discreet	devotion	to	their	bike.

Your	new	favourite	shorts	are	made	of	100%	very	fine,	
dark	blue	cotton	and	are	very	comfortable	to	wear.	On	
the	 right	 hip,	 the	 words	 “Boxer	 Shorts”	 are	 printed	 in	
large	 white	 letters.	 The	 bottom	 of	 the	 left	 leg	 is	 deco-
rated	with	a	symbol	showing	a	boxer	engine.	There	is	an	
opening	with	a	concealed	button	at	the	front.	An	elastic	
waistband	ensures	a	secure	fit.

The	boxer	shorts	are	made	by	a	top	brand	clothing	man-
ufacturer.	 Fashionable	 cut	 and	 first-class	 manufacture	
can	be	taken	for	granted.	These	shorts	will	give	a	lot	of	
pleasure	to	boxer	fans	of	both	sexes	who	want	to	show	
their	allegiance	to	their	favourite	motorcycle	in	their	free	
time,	when	they	are	playing	sport,	for	example,	or	on	a	
warm	summer’s	day.

The	boxer	shorts	are	supplied	in	a	decorative	box,	mak-
ing	them	particularly	suitable	as	a	gift.

Size	XL		 Part	No.:	9002207

Size	XXL		 Part	No.:	9002208

Size	XXXL	 Part	No.:	9002209 First-Aid Kit

First-aid	box	 for	practical	mounting	directly	behind	the	
number	plate.

The facts:

•		Contents	comply	with	DIN	13167	for	motorcycle	first-aid	boxes.
•		Folding	and	extendable	warning	sign	with	reflective	triangle.	
•		Only	3	centimetres	deep.
•		First-aid	information	for	rider	and	passenger.
•		EU	accident	report	in	ten	languages.
•		Light	stick	(lasts	approx.	12	hours).
•		The	most	important	European	emergency	numbers	(police,	

ambulance,	towing	service,	embassy,	etc.).
•		Through	the	four	attachments,	also	reinforces	the	number	plate.
•		Can	be	locked	and	therefore	also	used	as	a	safe.

Suitable for all models

	 Part	No.:	1724625*

*		A	TÜV-certificate	is	required	for	the	number	plate	light	(in	Ger-
many).

Kraftrad First-Aid Bag

The	basis	for	life-saving	emergency	action,	this	first-aid	
bag	is	specially	designed	for	a	motorcycle.	Contains	the	
most	essential	dressings,	scissors,	rescue	blanket	and	a	
guide	to	“First-Aid	for	Accidents”.	In	case	of	emergency,	
store	one	underneath	the	seat	or	seat	hump	or	place	in	
your	tank	bag.	Strong	nylon	bag,	size	20	x	3.5	cm.

Content	 complies	 to	 German	 DIN	 13167	 code	 for	 first	
aid	kits.

	 Part	No.:	1724624

ADAC motorwelt on the First-Aid Kit
“Exceptionally	 good:	 the	 relatively	 large,	 universal	 storage	

space	of	 the	box	 in	a	prominent	position	that	allows	even	by-

standers	to	provide	quick	assistance.	A	real	advance	compared	

to	the	systems	available	up	to	now.”
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Wunderlich Handlebar	Muffs

The	heated	grips	only	warm	 the	palms	of	 your	 hands.	
The	best	protection	for	cold	fingers	comes	from	outside	
with	 the	 classic	 handlebar	 muffs.	 Our	 muffs,	 made	 of	
absolutely	 water-tight,	 high-quality	 fabric,	 are	 simply	
slipped	over	the	handlebar	grips	on	the	right	and	left	and	
fixed	 with	 a	 quick-release	 fastener.	 A	 viewing	 window	
in	 the	 area	 of	 the	 switch	 units	 made	 of	 UV-resistant,	
flexible	PVC	glass	(does	not	fade)	helps	to	avoid	errors	
in	using	the	controls.	These	are	not	universal	muffs	but	
were	specially	developed	for	all	BMW	models	with	and	
without	 hand	 guards.	 They	 ensure	 riding	 fun	 whatever	
the	temperature.	Small	pack	size.	5	year	warranty.

For all models

	 Part	No.:	8110360	

Transparent	window

Throttle Rocker

A	throttle	extension	that	takes	the	fear	out	of	long	jour-
neys,	ensure	maximum	riding	pleasure	and	 is	probably	
the	cleverest	alternative	to	a	cruise	control.	This	is	not	a	
regulator	but	an	addition	that	makes	dynamic,	sponta-
neous	changes	in	speed	possible.

The facts:

•		Ergonomically	perfect	extension	to	the	throttle.
•		Even	distribution	of	force	over	the	palm	and	ball	of	the	thumb.
•		No	more	joint	pains	or	cramp.
•		No	more	slipping	with	thick	gloves.
•		Throttle	action	is	considerably	more	sensitive.
•		Holds	speed	perfectly.
•		Easy	to	set	to	the	desired	speed.
•		Simply	fold	out	of	way	when	not	in	use.
•		Very	flexible,	injection	moulded	plastic.
•		With	rubber	adapter	(required	for	some	smooth	grips)

For all models

	 Part	No.:	8600120

Note: This part is not available for sale in the USA!

Ergonomically	adapt-
ed	to	the	shape	of	the	
hand

Safe	braking Comfortable	throttle	
action

“VarioLever” brake and clutch levers
The	 revolution	 in	ergonomics,	usability,	 safety	and	exclusivity:	

We’ve	 developed	 brake	 and	 clutch	 levers	 that	 are	 adjustable	

in	both	grip	length	and	reach.	You	can	find	this	product	 in	the	

“Ergonomic	&	comfort”	section.
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Wunderlich Seat	Heating

We	have	now	turned	what	is	one	of	the	most	agreeable	
options	for	cars	and	some	BMW	tourers	into	a	unit	that	
is	easy	to	fit	to	any	vehicle.

Keep	 your	 body	 warm	 and	 enjoy	 touring	 even	 in	 cool	
weather.

The facts:

•		Continuous	heat	control	with	linear,	electronically-regulated	
heating	curve.

•		Strong,	inconspicuous	cover	made	of	artificial	leather.
•		Available	for	rider’s	and/or	passenger’s	seat.
•		Safe	power	connection	that	is	easy	to	disconnect.
•		Low	energy	consumption.
•		Complete	with	cables	and	controller.
•		Easy	to	fit	and	remove.	(Velcro	belt	attachment	under	the	seat).

As	 the	seat	covers	of	nearly	all	BMWs	are	 fastened	 to	
the	 foam,	 integration	 into	 the	 seat	 is	 only	 possible	 at	
great	expense.	That’s	why	this	is	the	most	sensible	and	
practical	 way	 of	 enjoying	 this	 luxury.	 The	 pad	 can	 be	
removed	 easily	 when	 not	 in	 use.	 We	 have	 a	 “Master”	
seat	pad	that	has	an	electronic	control	and	can	be	fitted	
for	riders	and	passengers	alike.	The	passenger	seat	pad	
has	no	control	of	 its	own	and	has	a	connector	plug	 to	
the	Master	pad	that	controls	it	-	in	our	experience,	this	
is	the	best	choice,	as	rider	and	passenger	both	feel	the	
cold	to	roughly	the	same	extent.

Für alle Modelle

Rider pad complete with electronic control unit

	 Part	No.:	1250098

Passenger pad with cable (only for use with 
1250098)

	 Part	No.:	1250099

Continuous	heat	control	with	safe	
power	connection	that	can	easily	
be	disconnected.

AIRHAWK Seat	Cushion

By	using	the	AIRHAWK	seat	cushion	you	will	enjoy	great	
comfort	over	long	distances,	even	with	the	original	seat.	
The	graphical	representation	of	weight	distribution	when	
seated	gives	an	impressive	illustration	of	how	the	critical	
load	area	is	relieved	of	weight.	A	great	benefit,	not	just	
for	sensitive	rears.

Available	 in	 various	 sizes	 and	 therefore	 usable	 almost	
everywhere.

The facts:

•		Significant	improvement	in	seat	comfort.
•		No	feeling	of	numbness	or	legs	going	to	sleep.
•		Noticeable	reduction	in	vibrations	and	shaking.
•		Only	raises	the	seat	by	1-1.5	cm.
•		Washable	cover	with	slip-resistant	coating	on	the	bottom	and	

stretch	material	on	the	top.
•		High	air	permeability	to	improve	circulation.
•		Waterproof	material	on	the	seating	cushion.
•		Fixing	rings	for	secure	fitting.
•		Fits	all	motorcycles,	suitable	for	rider	and	passenger.
•		Material	-	100%	polyvinyl.
•		Strong	cover	made	of	nylon/Lycra	mixed	fabric	with	polyester	

and	a	slip-resistant	surface	with	a	vinyl	base.
•		Light	weight	-	approx.	300	g	with	cover.

Dimensions:

Large seat cushion: width 30 cm x length 46 cm 
Medium seat cushion: width 35 cm x length 35 cm 
Small seat cushion: width 23 cm x length 28 cm

AIRHAWK-Seat Cushion

Large	 Part	No.:	8900030

Medium	 Part	No.:	8900031

Small	 Part	No.:	8900032
AIRHAWK	large	seat	cushion

AIRHAWK	medium	seat	cushion

AIRHAWK	small	seat	cushion

AIRHAWK	seat	cushion	on	an		
R 1200 R

Gel/foam	seat	
The	red	and	yellow	areas	show	the	
uncomfortable	pressure	points

AIRHAWK	seat	cushion	
The	pressure	points	have	almost	
disappeared.	There	is	an	even	dis-
tribution	of	pressure

Oxford HotGrips

Suitable	 for	 all	 22	 mm	 round	 handle	 bars.	 Unlike	 the	
original	 BMW	 heated	 grips,	 these	 do	 not	 require	 a	
special	 cut-out	 on	 the	 handlebar,	 so	 they	 can	 be	 also	
fitted	 to	 handlebars	 that	 did	 not	 have	 heated	 grips	 as	
standard.	A	 top	product,	every	detail	of	which	will	win	
you	over.	The	facts:

•		Optimal	temperature	even	in	extreme	cold.
•		Four	heat	levels	(rapid	heating	up	at	the	“100%”	setting	and	

continuous	heat	at	the	25,	50	and	75%	settings).	
•		Protected	switch.
•		With	additional	fuse.
•		Uniform	heating	of	the	grips	and	relatively	low	current	con-

sumption.
•		The	grip	rubbers	are	soft,	last	a	long	time,	fit	perfectly	in	the	

hand	and	are	resistant	to	abrasion.
•		Sold	complete	as	a	two	grip	set	with	wiring	harness	and	switch.
•		Easy	to	fit.

For all models (except R 850/1200 C)

	 Part	No.:	2024546

Wunderlich Vario Scarf
Instead	of	a	troublesome	balaclava,	shawl	or	scarf	that	is	always	

getting	 tangled	up,	 this	scarf	can	also	be	worn	without	a	hel-

met,	can	be	pulled	up	easily	before	putting	on	the	helmet	and	

provides	 perfect	 protection	 for	 the	 neck.	 It	 fits	 to	 your	 jacket	

seamlessly	and	there’s	no	more	tiresome	fumbling	around.	You	

can	find	this	product	in	the	“Accessories”	section.
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Wunderlich Boxer	Watch	II

We	have	created	this	dynamic	watch	in	the	style	of	the	
current	Boxer	 instruments.	The	outstanding	features	of	
our	 watches	 include	 technical	 exclusivity,	 meticulous	
detail	 and	extraordinary	mechanization.	The	decentral-
ized	second	hand	 is	driven	by	 its	own	movement	 that	
together	with	the	minute/hour	hands,	forms	a	symbiotic	
“time	instrument”.	We	have	been	inspired	by	the	typog-
raphies	of	the	Boxer	instruments	and	have	adopted	the	
typical	style	elements	of	the	gauges.	The	snappy,	ergo-
nomic	execution	provides	the	wearer	exceptional	com-
fort,	even	beneath	snug	fitting	leathers.	The	Wunderlich	
watches	set	a	new	standard	of	aesthetics	and	reflect	our	
passion	 for	 design,	 perfection	 and	 technical	 advance-
ment.

The facts:

•		Each	watch	is	individually	numbered	and	is	supplied	with	a	cer-
tificate	of	authenticity.

•		Double	movement.	One	movement	for	hours/minutes	and	
another	for	seconds.

•		Solid	stainless	steel	body.
•		Polished	stainless	steel	back	with	engraved	serial	number.
•		Premium,	optically	clear	and	polished	watch	crystal.
•		Embossed	emblem	for	enhanced	brand	recognition.
•		Waterproof	up	to	50	metres	(160	feet)
•		Matching	stainless	steel	wristband.
•		Ergonomic,	folding	buckle.
•		Wristband	can	be	individually	adjusted	with	the	included	spe-

cial	tool.
•		Plated	aluminium	storage	box	for	the	watch	and	tool	included.

The	consecutive	numbering	makes	each	watch	a	unique	
and	 unmistakable	 commemoration	 of	 the	 successful,	
more	 than	 16	 year	 history	 of	 the	 latest	 Boxer	 series.	
We	protect	 this	 valuable	memento	 in	an	elegant	metal	
can,	 incorporated	 with	 a	 transparent	 lid.	 You’ll	 receive	
this	watch	registered	and	certified.	An	exact	description	
as	well	as	a	certificate	containing	details	and	the	serial	
number	is	included	with	the	watch.

	 Part	No.:	9001200

Replacement batteries

For	hours	hand	 Part	No.:	9001202

For	seconds	hand	 Part	No.:	9001201

Wunderlich K-Power	Watch

We	have	incorporated	the	design	of	the	current	K	instru-
ments	 into	 the	 fluid	 lines	 of	 the	 body	 of	 our	 K-power	
watch.	The	purity	of	the	lines	is	unique	in	the	way	it	cap-
tures	the	power	design	of	the	K	series	design.	The	result	
is	a	sports	watch	with	a	great	deal	of	kudos.

The	 way	 the	 timepiece	 is	 “motorised”	 is	 also	 unique:	
Second	and	hour/minute	hands	are	each	driven	by	their	
own	mechanism.

This	special	watch	is	one	of	a	kind:	both	your	bike	con-
trols	and	the	time	are	always	in	view!

The	serial	number	on	the	back	ensures	that	each	watch	
is	unique.	This	valuable	gem	of	a	watch	is	protected	by	
a	elegant	metal	box	with	built-in	viewing	window.	This	
watch	comes	ready	registered	and	certified.	The	delivery	
includes	 an	 exact	 description	 and	 the	 certificate	 with	
details	and	serial	number.

The facts:

•		Each	watch	is	individually	numbered	and	is	supplied	with	a	cer-
tificate	of	authenticity.

•		Double	movement.	One	movement	for	hours/minutes	and	
another	for	seconds.

•		Solid	stainless	steel	body.
•		Polished	stainless	steel	back	with	engraved	serial	number.
•		Premium,	optically	clear	and	polished	watch	crystal.
•		Embossed	emblem	for	enhanced	brand	recognition.
•		Waterproof	up	to	50	metres	(160	feet)
•		Matching	stainless	steel	wristband.
•		Ergonomic,	folding	buckle.
•		Wristband	can	be	individually	adjusted	with	the	included	spe-

cial	tool.
•		Plated	aluminium	storage	box	for	the	watch	and	tool	included.

	 Part	No.:	9001240

Replacement batteries

For	hours	hand	 Part	No.:	9001202

For	seconds	hand	 Part	No.:	9001201

Titanium	back	with	engraved	serial	
number

Embossed	crowns

Double	folding	clasp

Storage	box	for	watch	and	special	
tool

Special	tool	for	individual	wristband	
adjustment

Stainless	steel	back	
with	engraved	serial	
number

Double	folding	clasp Special	Tool	for	
individual	wristband	
adjustment
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Quick-Lock Tank Bags

Specially	designed	for	frequent	removal	and	short	trips.	
After	attaching	the	fixing	ring	to	the	tank	filler	cap	bolts,	
the	 tank	bag	can	be	 fixed	 in	place	with	one	click.	The	
system	 is	 immediately	attached	 firmly	and	secure.	 It	 is	
just	as	easy	to	remove	as	it	is	to	attach:	a	quick	pull	on	
the	opener	at	the	front	releases	the	lock.	The	complete	
bag	can	 then	be	 removed.	The	adapter	 ring	need	only	
be	fitted	once	and	remains	permanently	attached	to	the	
motorcycle.	Compatible	with	 the	 “GPS	Bracket	 for	QL	
Tankbags”	for	satellite	navigation	cases.	

Important:	 The	 bag	 and	 brackets	 are	 sold	 separately	
(use	 one	 bag	 for	 two	 bikes	 for	 instance),	 please	 order	
one	bag	and	one	Quick	Lock	Bracket	separately	(further	
on	in	this	catalogue	section).

Tank Bag Trip QL

The facts:

•		Expandable	from	3.5	to	6	litres.
•		Carrying	strap	and	rain	cover	included
•		Transparent	compartment	in	the	lid	for	mobile	phone	or	PDA.

Tank	bag	Trip	QL	 Part	No.:	1250905

Map	holder	 Part	No.:	1250807

Simple	to	secure:	
Quick-Lock	ring	fas-
tener

Safe	and	visible	stor-
age	of	mobile	phones	
etc.

Expandable	to		
6	litres

Daypack Tank Bag

The	Quick-Lock	“Daypack”	 tank	bag	 is	 the	 ideal	com-
panion	 for	 your	 daily	 journeys.	 Equipped	 with	 a	 small	
outside	 compartment,	 the	 tank	 bag	 is	 perfect	 for	 the	
things	you	need	every	day.	The	unique	fitting	means	that	
it	is	completely	separate	from	the	actual	tank	and	does	
not	cause	any	scratches.	A	rain	cover	is	included.	

Important:	 The	 Quick-Lock	 bracket	 set	 is	 required	 to	
attach	 the	 tank	 bag.	 Not	 compatible	 with	 the	 “GPS	
Bracket	for	QL	Tankbags”	for	satellite	navigation	cases.	

The facts:

•		Dimensions	300	x	210	x	140	mm	(L	x	W	x	H	).
•		Expandable:	5-7	litre	volume.

Daypack	tank	bag	 Part	No.:	1250536

Map	holder	 Part	No.:	1250807

Quick-Lock Bracket Kit

Specially	designed	 for	 frequent	 replacement	and	short	
trips.	After	mounting	the	fixing	ring	to	the	tank	cap	bolts,	
the	 tank	bag	can	be	 fixed	 in	place	with	one	click.	The	
system	is	immediately	attached	firmly	and	securely.	It	is	
just	as	easy	to	remove	as	it	is	to	attach:	a	quick	pull	on	
the	opener	at	the	front	releases	the	lock.	The	complete	
bag	can	 then	be	 removed.	The	adapter	 ring	need	only	
be	fitted	once	and	remains	permanently	attached	to	the	
vehicle.	

R 850/1100/1150 R + Rockster/RS/RT, 
K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT, HP2 Megamoto

	 Part	No.:	1250906

R 1200 S

	 Part	No.:	1250908

R 1200 R

	 Part	No.:	1250909

R 1200 ST

	 Part	No.:	1250907

K 1300 S/R

	 Part	No.:	1250904

Tank bag light

Tank bag light

The	lamp	unit	comes	with	three	super-bright	LEDs	and	
is	attached	to	the	interior	of	the	tank	bag	using	a	velcro-
type	fastener.	1	m	connector	cable	with	12	V	plug.

Tank	bag	light	 Part	No.:	2024593

Tank	bag	light	(LED)

Simple	to	secure:	
Quick-Lock	ring	fastener

Suitable for satnavs
“Zipped”	E-bag	–	the	safe	way	to	transport	electronic	devices	

of	all	kinds,	such	as	PDAs,	GPS	or	MP3	players.	Protected	from	

dust,	dirt	and	spray,	nearly	all	devices	can	be	stored	safely	and	

visibly.	You	can	find	this	product	in	the	“Navigation	&	Motome-

dia”	section.

type

Tank bag light	 Part No.:
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AluRack luggage carrier system

A	 brilliant	 modular	 system,	 which	 consists	 of	 a	 high-
strength	 and	perfectly	 integrated	base	carrier	 that	 can	
itself	be	used	as	a	mini	luggage	carrier.

Using	 quick-release	 fasteners,	 adapter	 plates	 can	 be	
added	 to	 this	which	can	 take	nearly	all	 top	cases	cur-
rently	on	the	market	or	the	BASIC	luggage	bridge	exten-
sion.	Made	in	Germany.

So	all	the	options	are	open	to	you,	and	the	quick-release	
fasteners	mean	that	everything	can	easily	be	removed.

AluRack base carrier

G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto

Black	 Part	No.:	1724653

Silver	 Part	No.:	1724655

F 800 R/S/ST

Black	 Part	No.:	1724609

R 1150 R

Black	 Part	No.:	1724732

Silver	 Part	No.:	1724731

R 1200 R

Black	 Part	No.:	1724648

Silver	 Part	No.:	1724647

R 1200 ST

Black	 Part	No.:	1724649

K 1200/1300 S

Black	 Part	No.:	1724634

Silver	 Part	No.:	1724629

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Black	 Part	No.:	1724635

Silver	 Part	No.:	1724640

Adapter plates for all Hepco & Becker top cases

	 Part	No.:	1724666

Adapter plates for Trax top cases

	 Part	No.:	1724628

AluRack

Slot	the	desired	adapter	plate	into	position	on	the	AluRack	and	secure	it	
with	three	turns	of	the	wrist

“Urban Tour” tank bag
The	 ideal	 companion	 on	 short	 trips.	 Its	 compact	 dimensions	

allow	complete	freedom	of	movement,	in	town	and	on	country	

roads.	 The	 high-class	 material	 and	 robust	 manufacture	 guar-

antee	many	years	of	enjoyment.	You	can	find	more	information	

under	the	vehicle	headings	in	the	“Touring	&	Travel”	section.

You’ll	find	us	at	trade	shows,	exhi-

bitions	 and	 events	 pretty	 much	

everywhere	in	the	world.

From	 BMW	 meets	 to	 exhibitions	

in	the	USA,	Mexico	or	Taiwan:	Our	

enthusiastic	importers	represent	us	

all	over	the	world.

In	Europe,	however,	we	mainly	rep-

resent	 ourselves.	 You	 will	 find	 us	

at	every	 large	German	trade	show	

(Intermot	Cologne,	MOTORRÄDER	

Dortmund,	 IMOT	 Munich,	 Frie-

drichshafen,	Berlin…)	and	 interna-

tional	exhibitions	such	as	EICMA	in	

Milan	or	Barcelona.

For	the	up-to-date	events	calendar	

please	go	to	www.wunderlich.de

Wunderlich	shows	its	colours

“Urban Tour” tank bag
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“BASIC” luggage roll carrier

The	 good-value,	 rigid	 luggage	 bridge	 extension	 with	
quick	release	mechanism	for	mounting	on	the	AluRack	
carrier.

Designed	 to	accept	all	widely-available	 luggage	 rolls	 –	
particularly	comfortable	in	combination	with	the	match-
ing	rear	bag.

Black,	plastic-coated	aluminium.

Only	compatible	with	the	AluRack	base	carrier.

	 Part	No.:	1724667

Quick-release	fastener

SoftBag rear bag

A	rear	bag	with	all	the	refinements	you	could	want,	fixed	
in	just	a	few	seconds	by	quick-release	fastener	(velcro-
type	belt)	to	the	BASIC	luggage	roll	carrier.

The facts:

•		38-45	litres	volume	(expandable).
•		Fixed	to	BASIC	luggage	roll	carrier	by	means	of	quick-release	

fasteners.
•		Watertight	bag	liner.
•		Storage	space	for	helmet	etc.
•		Includes	carrying	strap.

Can	only	be	fitted	to	the	BASIC	luggage	roll	carrier	and	
matching	AluRack	basic	carrier.

	 Part	No.:	1724688

Lots	of	storage	space	
for	helmet	etc.

Watertight	bag	liner. Expandable	to	45	
litres

Krauser	K-Wing

A	sports	case	carrier	precisely	designed	to	fit	the	S.

The	dynamically	shaped	carrier	hold	the	Krauser	cases	
firmly	 in	 place.	 They	 absorb	 shocks	 and	 vibration	 and	
prevent	wobbling	or	rocking	motions	from	arising.

The	 innovative	LockIt	system	enables	 the	carrying	ele-
ments	 to	 be	 fitted	 and	 removed	 quickly,	 so	 that	 the	
carriers	can	be	rendered	almost	invisible	in	the	blink	of	
an	eye.

The	 K-wing	 system	 and	 Krauser	 cases:	 Light,	 strong	
and	sporty	–	the	best	possible	combination	for	a	sporty-
looking	 unit	 and	 unalloyed	 riding	 pleasure	 without	 the	
irritation	of	luggage	systems	that	suddenly	develop	lives	
of	their	own.

The	carriers	are	quick	and	easy	to	fit.	So	the	fitting	itself	
won‘t	spoil	your	fun	before	your	holiday	even	starts.

Case carrier set

R 1200 S	 Part	No.:	8161614

Krauser K	4	&	K	5	Cases	

Krauser	 sports	 cases	 with	 their	 revolutionary	 “Target	
Design”:	 Exclusive	 and	 sporty.	 Thanks	 to	 the	 aerody-
namic	shape	there’s	next	to	no	negative	influence	on	the	
chassis,	and	optimum	use	of	space	is	assured.

The facts:

•		One-lock	system	(one	lock	used	to	open	and	remove	the	cas-
es).

•		Replaceable	design	elements	that	can	be	painted	(plastic	
inserts).

•		Absolutely	watertight.
•		Indestructible	plastic.
•		Opens	to	an	angle	of	precisely	90°.
•		Two	tension	belts	in	each	shell.
•		Reinforced	edges.
•		Cases	will	stand	safely	when	placed	on	the	ground.
•		Locking	system	with	protected	barrel	locks.
•		42	or	50	litre	contents.
•		Optional	bag	liner.
•		TÜV	certified.

Prices	apply	per	piece	(right	and	left	identical).

K 4 

The	compact	K	4	has	a	huge	capacity	of	42	litres	of	lug-
gage	and	can	take	a	full-face	helmet	plus	luggage.

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8161630

K 5 

A	 massive	 capacity	 of	 50	 litres	 for	 bulky	 luggage	 of	
space	for	two	helmets.

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8161615

Bag liners

Everything	remains	 in	place	even	when	the	case	 is	not	
fully	loaded.	Colour:	black	/silver

For	K	4		 Part	No.:	8161631

K	4	bag	liner Krauser	K	5	case

Krauser	K	4	case

Rim stickers
These	 self	 adhesive	 rim	 stickers	 provide	 a	 feature	 that	 turns	

heads	 and	 effectively	 enhances	 the	 whole	 motorcycle.	 How-

ever,	 the	 reflective	 rim	 sticker	 also	 provides	 a	 safety	 benefit	

that	 should	 not	 be	 underestimated.	 You	 can	 find	 this	 product	

in	this	section.

Top case sets
If	you	want	your	 top	case	slim	and	 light	 then	you	will	 find	the	

best	offer	on	the	market	in	the	form	of	our	URBAN	complete	set.	

Ultra-light	with	enough	space	for	a	helmet	plus	gloves	etc.	You	

can	find	this	product	in	this	section.
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Vehicle classification for top case carriers

Vehicle Top	case	carrier	black Top	case	carrier	silver Top	case	carrier	chrome

F	650,	F	650	ST 8170058 - -

F	650	CS - 8170078 -

G	650	Xcountry	(models	to	2007) 8161702 - -

G	650	Xcountry	(from	2008) 8161704 - -

F 800	S 8600727 - -

F 800	ST - 8600728 -

F 800 R 8600729 - -

R 850	R	(up	to	08/02),	R 1100	R	with	original	rear	carrier 8170072 - -

R 850	R	(up	to	08/02),	R 1100	R	
without	original	luggage	bridge 8170071 - -

R 850	R	(from	09/2002),	R 1150	R	+	Rockster	with	original	rear	
carrier 8170042 - -

R 850	R	(from	09/02),	R 1150	R	+	Rockster	without	original	rear	
carrier 8170030 - 8170031

R 850/1100/1150	RS/RT	with	original	rear	carrier 8170041 - -

R 1200 R	*1 8161608 - -

R 1200 ST - 8160604 -

HP2	Megamoto*2 8160602 - -

K 1200 RS/GT	(up	to	2005) 8160593 - -

K 1200/1300	S 8600724 - -

K 1200 R/R-Sport 8600725 - -

K	1300	R 8600725 - -

*1	not	compatible	with	the	original	luggage	carrier.	
*2	luggage	bridge	only	(no	top	case	carrier).

Hepco & Becker 
Case	and	Top	Case	Carriers

The	 solution	 to	 all	 luggage	 woes:	 The	 original	 case	 or	
top	case	systems	are	frequently	much	too	small.	Hepco	
&	 Becker	 offers	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 robust	 and	 practical	
solutions.	Special	carrier	systems	are	available	to	attach	
them	to	the	vehicle.

The facts:

•		Multiple	strapping	points	and	additional	cross-bracing.
•		Additional	reinforcement	for	better	load	distribution.
•		Weight-optimised	round	and	oval	tube	construction.
•		Solid	double-walled	construction	(tube	within	tube).
•		Extremely	strong	finish:	Black	plastic	coating.
•		Fittings	made	with	real-world	use	in	mind:	(CNC	machined)	alu-

minium	and	rustproof	screws.
•		With	quick-lock	connections	for	easy	carrier	fitting	and	removal	

(available	for	some	models).
•		Easy	fitting.
•		Stable	working	points	for	lashing	or	changing	over.
•		Made	in	Germany.

Case	 and	 top	 case	 carriers	 can	 be	 quickly	 and	 eas-
ily	 attached	 to	 the	 vehicle.	 The	 cases	 and	 top	 cases	
available	 from	 Hepco	 &	 Becker	 are	 designed	 to	 be	 a	
perfect	match	for	carrier	systems.	The	precise	mounting	
properties	lead	to	a	strong	and	stable	connection	of	the	
systems.

All	case	and	top	case	systems	are	supplied	with	vehicle-
specific	 fitting	 kits	 and	 detailed	 fitting	 instructions.	 So	
it’s	easy	to	fit	them	yourself.

Please	refer	to	the	following	table	to	match	your	vehicle	
to	the	appropriate	product.

Vehicle classification for case carriers

Vehicle Case	carriers	(black) Case	carrier	silver Case	carrier	chrome

F	650,	F	650	ST 8170056 - -

F	650	CS - 8170077 -

G	650	Xcountry 8161701 - -

G	650	Xcountry	*1 8161705 - -

F 800	S/ST	*1 8600726 - -

R 850	R	(bis	Bj.08/02),	R 1100	R	with	and	without	original	rear	carrier 8170068 - -

R 850	R	(models	from	09/02)	,	R 1150	R	+	Rockster	with	and	without	
original	rear	carrier 8170075 - 8170076

R 1200 R	*1 8161607 - -

HP2	Megamoto	*2 8160601 - -

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport	*3 8600723 - -

K	1300	S/R 8600723 - -

*1	With	Lock	It	System.
*2	Carriers	can	only	be	fitted	in	combination	with	the	luggage	carrier	8160602.
*3		Only	suitable	for	series-production	vehicles	without	any	technical	changes	to	the	case	carrier	area.

K 1200 S

Case	and	top	case	carriers	for	K 1200 R

Top	case	carrier	on	R 1150	RT Double	tube	construction

MOTORRAD
“...	 The	 Hepco	 &	 Becker	 system	 proves	 to	 be	 very	 well	

designed,	stable	and	easy	to	fit!	...”	Highly	recommended!

Quick-Lock	system	on	R 1200 R Fast	locking

F 800 R

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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K 1200 GTR 1200 RT

R 1200 RT

Hepco & Becker 
TC	50	Top	case	including	top	case	carrier

The	 perfect	 top	 case	 for	 the	 big	 R  1200  RT	 and	
K 1200 GT	tourers.	The	vehicle	specifications	require	a	
particular	type	of	fastener,	which	is	why	the	top	case	is	
only	available	in	combination	with	the	retaining	plate.	So	
no	further	top	case	carrier	is	required	for	fitting.

However	you	look	at	the	bike,	The	“Journey”	top	case,	
with	 its	 aerodynamic	 qualities	 developed	 by	 “Target	
Design”,	guarantees	a	safe	ride	and	a	snazzy	look.	Can	
be	used	for	any	longer	tour,	weekend	outing	or	day	trip.

Secure:	 The	 “Fix’n’Fit”	 locking	 system.	 Everything	 is	
secure	 with	 just	 one	 lock.	 Watertight:	 Specially	 inte-
grated	gaskets	keep	water	at	bay,	down	to	the	last	drop.	
Roomy:	With	its	two	tension	belts	the	top	case	is	easy	
to	 load,	 and	 your	 gear	 is	 completely	 secure.	 The	 box	
shell	 consists	 of	 high-quality,	 impact-resistant	 plastic;	
as	an	optional	extra	the	top	case	can	be	supplied	with	
a	silver	faceplate.

Optional	 extras	 include	 a	 back	 support,	 a	 luggage	 rail	
and	the	practical	bag	liner.

The facts:

•		One-lock	system	(one	lock	used	to	open	and	remove	the	box).
•		Room	for	two	helmets	plus	luggage.
•		Absolutely	watertight.
•		Opens	to	an	angle	of	precisely	90°.
•		Reinforced	edges.
•		Cases	will	stand	safely	when	placed	on	the	ground.
•		Includes	easy-to-fit	adapter.
•		Comes	with	silver	faceplate	as	optional	extra.
•		50	litre	contents.
•		Wide	range	of	optional	accessories.	
•		No	TÜV	requirement	(no	registration	etc.	required).

Top case including adapter plate

R 1200 RT

Black	 Part	No.:	8160598

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8160599

K 1200/1300 GT (models from 2006)

Black	 Part	No.:	8160616

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8160618

Hepco & Becker Journey	Top	cases

Krauser	 sports	 cases	 with	 their	 revolutionary	 “target	
design”:

Top cases

The facts:

•		One-lock	system	(one	lock	used	to	open	and	remove	the	box).
•		Plastic	can	be	painted.
•		Absolutely	watertight.
•		Opens	to	an	angle	of	precisely	90°.
•		Reinforced	edges.
•		Cases/top	cases	will	stand	safely	when	placed	on	the	ground.
•		Fit	all	Hepco	&	Becker	Journey	top	case	carriers
•		Claw	locks	with	protected	barrel	locks.
•		38	to	52	litre	contents.
•		Optional	bag	liner.
•		Available	in	black	/silver	or	black	only.
•		No	TÜV	requirement	(no	registration	etc.	required).

TC 40

The	new	compact	TC	40	has	a	huge	capacity	of	38	litres	
of	 luggage	 and	 fits	 harmoniously	 on	 almost	 all	 BMW	
tails.	Available	 in	tow	designs,	which	can	be	enhanced	
with	our	own	in-house	accessories.

Black	 Part	No.:	8170130

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8170140

TC 42

This	elegant	edition	of	the	Journey	top	case	range	also	
boasts	a	 removable	silver	 faceplate	 (can	be	painted	 to	
suit	the	vehicle	in	question),	a	protective	strip	and	addi-
tional	internal	straps.

	 Part	No.:	1724671

TC 50

The	mega	top	case	with	room	for	two	System	4	helmets	
plus	 luggage.	 The	 economy	 of	 form	 makes	 for	 a	 par-
ticularly	 good	 combination	 with	 the	 original	 cases.	 48	
litre	volume.

Black	 Part	No.:	8170080

Black	/silver	 Part	No.:	8170087

TC 52

If	 you	 need	 yet	 more	 volume,	 then	 the	 new	 TC52	 will	
delight	 you	 with	 its	 modern	 design	 and	 rear	 and	 side	
reflectors.	52	litre	volume.

	 Part	No.:	8170084

TC	42	black/silverTC	50	black/silver

TC	50	black

TC	52	black/silver TC	40	black/silver

TC52 will
rear and side

Part No.: 8170084

TC 52 black/silver
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Hepco & Becker  
Journey	Top	case	accessories

Bag liner

TC	40	 Part	No.:	1724681

TC	42	black/silver	 Part	No.:	1724673

Back support

TC	40	 Part	No.:	1724678

TC	42	 Part	No.:	1724672

TC	50	 Part	No.:	1724676

TC	52	 Part	No.:	1724683

Support rail

TC	40	 Part	No.:	1724679

TC	42	 Part	No.:	1724674

TC	50	 Part	No.:	1724677

TC	52	 Part	No.:	1724682

Hepco & Becker 
“Alu-Exclusive”	cases	and	top	cases

So	you’re	 looking	 for	a	 luggage	system	but	are	 turned	
off	by	black	plastic	or	clunky,	aluminium	plate	boxes?

Hepco	&	Becker	has	 the	 solution	 for	 you:	The	 “Exclu-
sive”	 aluminium	 case	 range,	 designed	 by	 RIMOWA,	
combines	 functionality	 and	 elegance.	 Strong	 swages	
and	robust	corner	reinforcements	ensure	a	high	degree	
of	stability	and	make	the	system	almost	 indestructible.	
The	recessed	carrying	handles	are	especially	practical.

Equipped	 with	 padded,	 insulated	 lining,	 which	 also	
protects	 the	 contents	 from	 impacts,	 the	 system	 also	
of	course	offers	all	the	usual	advantages	of	a	Hepco	&	
Becker	 product,	 such	 as,	 for	 example,	 the	 single-key	
system	for	all	locks	on	one	case.

The facts:

•		Serial-production	protection	from	abrasion,	weathering	and	
damp.

•		Indestructible,	permanently	anodised	aluminium	alloy.
•		Exclusive”	aluminium	top	case	comes	with	support	rail	as	

standard.
•		Integrated	carry	handle	for	maximum	carrying	comfort.
•		Extra	corner	reinforcements	for	strength	and	protection.
•		Robust	hinges	for	the	case	and	top	case	lids.
•		Strong	barrel	lock	holds	the	boxes	firmly	to	the	carrier.
•		Single-key	system	for	carriers	and	lids.
•		Highly	impervious:	waterproofing	integrated	into	the	wear	pro-

tection.
•		Cases	dimensions	(cm):	30	litres	46x23x30	/	40	litres	46x26x36.
•		Top	case	dimensions	(cm):	30	litres	30x43x22	/	45	litres	

36x50x30.

“Exclusive” aluminium cases

30	litres	left.	 Part	No.:	1724690

30	litres	right	 Part	No.:	1724691

40	litres	left.	 Part	No.:	1724692

40	litres	right	 Part	No.:	1724693

“Exclusive” aluminium top cases

30	litres		 Part	No.:	1724694

45	litres		 Part	No.:	1724695

Aluminium	top	caseAluminium	cases

Hepco & Becker Journey	case	set

The facts:

•		One-lock	system	(one	lock	used	to	open	and	remove	the	box).
•		Removable	silver	faceplate	(can	be	painted).
•		Plastic	can	be	painted.
•		Rubbing	strake	offers	protection	in	spills	and	contact	situations.
•		Absolutely	watertight.
•		Opens	to	an	angle	of	precisely	90°.
•		Reinforced	edges.
•		Cases	will	stand	safely	when	placed	on	the	ground.
•		Claw	locks	with	protected	barrel	locks.
•		42	litre	contents.
•		TÜV	certified.

Case	set	(black	/silver)	 Part	No.:	1724670

Bag	liner	 Part	No.:	1724673

bag	liner Case

bag	liner Support	rail	for	TC	50

Hepco & Becker - Best Brand 2007-2009
More	 than	 35,000	 readers	 of	 “Motorrad”	 magazine	 cast	 their	

votes	on	 the	best	motorcycle	accessory	brands.	For	 the	 third	

time	in	a	row	-	in	2007,	2008	and	2009	-	Hepco	&	Becker	got	

the	most	 nominations	 in	 the	 “luggage	 systems”	category	 and	

was	voted	Best	Brand.
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Krauser “Classic”	Cases 

This	Krauser	case	with	its	classic	lines	has	won	a	lot	of	
friends	due	to	its	robust	construction	and	generous	stor-
age	space.	The	new	edition	of	the	popular	Krauser	case	
of	 former	 times	 has	 seen	 detailed	 improvements.	 The	
bottom	plate	has	been	completely	 redesigned	to	allow	
almost	every	type	of	helmet	to	be	stored.

The	 absolutely	 rigid	 hard	 shell	 cases	 with	 double	 alu-
minium	 circumferential	 profiles	 have	 a	 capacity	 of	 35	
litres	each.

The	locking	systems	are	both	robust	and	very	elegant	in	
their	function	(such	as	you	would	find	on	an	expensive	
briefcase).

The	 case	 lid	 opens	 up	 to	 a	 maximum	 angle	 of	 90	
degrees.	 Two	 strong	 luggage	 straps	 ensure	 that	 your	
luggage	stays	put.

The facts:

•		Strong	hard-shell	case.
•		Stabilising	circumferential	aluminium	profile.
•		90	degree	lid	opening.
•		35	litre	packing	volume.
•		Elegant	carry	handle.
•		Claw	locks	with	protected	barrel	locks.
•		Extra	securing	straps	inside	the	case.
•		Cases	will	stand	safely	when	placed	on	the	ground.
•		Elegant	“Classic”	design	with	beautiful	lines.
•		TÜV	certified.

Available	exclusively	from	us,	the	case	fits	on	all	Hepco	
&	Becker	carriers.

	 Part	No.:	1724601

On	R 1150	R

On	R 1200 R

Wunderlich “MasterReflex”	Reflective	Film

The	 relatively	 small	 back	 light	 does	 not	 actually	 show	
the	actual	width	of	a	BMW,	especially	when	side	cases	
are	attached.

This	tailor-made	3M	film	kit	reflects	the	light	shining	on	
it	 which	 increases	 the	 signalling	 effect	 considerably.	
The	actual	width	 is	 immediately	visible	and	the	vehicle	
can	be	seen	from	a	distance,	increasing	passive	safety	
enormously.

Simple	to	apply.	Made-to-measure	for	all	original	BMW	
plastic	cases.

R 1100/1150 R + Rockster, R 1100/1150 RT/RS, 
K 1200 RS, K 1200 GT (up to 2005)*

Set	(left	+	right)	 Part	No.:	1250222

R 1200 R/RT/ST, K 1200/1300 GT (from 2006-)**

Set	(left	+	right)	 Part	No.:	1250223

*	 	K 1200 GT	(models	to	2005)	with	longitudinal	four-cylinder	
engine.

**		K 1200 GT	(models	from	2005)	with	transverse	four-cylinder	
engine.

Strong Tie Down Strap and Accessories

The	safe	transport	of	our	vehicles	is	a	way	of	life	for	us.	
That’s	why	we	only	rely	on	this	quality	product,	which	is	
made	 in	 Germany.	 The	 very	 strong,	 even	 material,	 the	
high	 resistance	 to	 fraying,	 the	 multiple	 stitching	 of	 the	
joints	 and	 the	 reliable	 tensile	 strengths	 printed	 on	 the	
straps	guarantee	safe,	easy	transport.

The	difference	from	cheap	products	is	obvious	after	just	
a	few	kilometres:	these	straps	do	not	stretch	and	there-
fore	do	not	have	to	be	re-adjusted	constantly.

Tie Down Strap

With	ratchet	lock	and	metal	hooks	(plastic	coated).	Total	
length	150	cm,	fixed	end	20	cm,	belt	width	3.5	cm,	load	
400	daN.	

Part	No.:	1724531

Endless Loop

To	tie	the	bike	down	without	damaging	the	paint	on	the	
yoke,	 handlebar,	 crash	 bar,	 locking	 holders,	 etc.	 Total	
length	130	cm,	strap	width	3.5	cm,	load	1,0000	N.

	 Part	No.:	1724532

Tie-down	strap Endless	loop

R 1150	RT	(left:	In	daylight	/	right:	Lit	up	at	night)

R 1200 RT	(left:	In	daylight	/	right:	Lit	up	at	night)

Rim stickers
These	 self	 adhesive	 rim	 stickers	 provide	 a	 feature	 that	 turns	

heads	 and	 effectively	 enhances	 the	 whole	 motorcycle.	 How-

ever,	 the	 reflective	 rim	 sticker	 also	 provides	 a	 safety	 benefit	

that	 should	 not	 be	 underestimated.	 You	 can	 find	 this	 product	

in	this	section.
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Fastbag

It	does	what	it	says	on	the	tin:	the	best	high-speed	case	
for	all	BMWs.

Fastbag	is	a	patented	luggage	system	for	universal	use.	
Easy	to	fit,	flexible	application.

The facts:

•		16	to	40	litre	volume	(expandable).
•		Secure	and	generous	storage	space.
•		Large	weight	saving	as	no	carrier	is	required.
•		Hinged,	lockable	outer	case.
•		Easy	strap	attachment	to	the	vehicle.
•		Aerodynamically	perfected	in	the	wind	tunnel.
•		Back	support.
•		Can	also	be	carried	as	a	bag	or	rucksack.
•		Base	frame	and	outer	case	made	of	strong	ABS	plastic.
•		Dirt-resistant,	strong	carbon-fibre	appearance.

It’s	easy	 to	see	why	 the	Fastbag	 is	 the	 first	choice	 for	
our	extreme	test	drives.	The	Fastbag	also	came	through	
the	record	“X-Europe”	trip	(over	15,000	kilometres	right	
across	Europe)	with	flying	colours.

For all models

Carbon-Look	 Part	No.:	1250200

Heat-resistant Mat for Case

Through	 a	 combination	 of	 unfortunate	 circumstances,	
the	original	case	can	get	too	hot	(irrespective	of	whether	
it	is	caused	by	an	original	or	aftermarket	silencer).

The	reason	is	most	likely	to	be	unfavourable	turbulence	
(particularly	with	a	passenger)	which	causes	a	build-up	
of	heat	at	the	rear	of	the	vehicle.

To	protect	the	cases	(including	Hepco	&	Becker	cases)	
as	effectively	as	possible,	we	recommend	our	self-adhe-
sive	heat-resistant	150	x	180	mm	(~5.6	x	7”)	mat,	made	
of	 special	 air-extruded	 e-glass	 filaments	 (100%	 free	
from	asbestos	and	ceramic	fibre).	Temperature	remains	
stable	in	contact	with	heat	up	to	180°C	(365	F).

Part	No.:	1724626

Wunderlich Strapping Loops

A	small	aid	that	makes	packing	the	vehicle	a	pure	pleas-
ure.	Can	be	attached	to	any	bolt	(up	to	M6)	and	provides	
a	secure	hold	for	straps	and	hooks.	This	makes	it	easy	
to	attach	luggage	to	the	seat,	for	example,	without	much	
equipment.

Black	anodised	aluminium.

Single	item	 Part	No.:	1250045

Strap Set

The	 easy	 option	 for	 fixing	 many	 things	 to	 make	 them	
both	secure	and	easy	to	remove.	We	use	hook	and	loop	
Klett	straps	to	attach	tool	bags	to	the	case	lid,	for	exam-
ple,	base	plates	to	the	tank,	etc.

This	set	includes	1	metre	(~39”)	each	of	hook	and	loop	
straps.	Both	sides	are	self	adhesive.

	 Part	No.:	1900105
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As	Rucksack Space	for	two	helmetsCarrying	straps

Wunderlich Highway	Combi-Bag

The	practical	all-rounder:	a	 full	48	 litres	 for	 lots	of	 lug-
gage,	easily	attached	 to	 the	seat	or	 luggage	 rack	with	
the	 many	 fixing	 options.	 Complete	 with	 padded	 strap	
set,	 it	 can	 be	 used	 as	 a	 rucksack	 or	 shoulder	 bag.	
Designed	in	such	a	way	that	there	is	room	for	two	hel-
mets	in	the	main	compartment	and	gloves	in	the	sepa-
rate	side	pocket.

Made	of	polyurethane-coated	nylon	material.	To	prevent	
rain	from	penetrating	too	easily,	the	zip	is	protected	by	
an	overlapping	flap.

Two	 connectable	 carrying	 straps	 with	 a	 fixed	 strap	 at	
both	ends	and	rucksack	strap	set.

Black	 Part	No.:	1250038

Biker Rucksack Sport

The	practical	carrying	option	for	everyday	use.

The	large,	all-round	zip	makes	it	possible	to	pack	even	
bulky	 items.	 The	 rucksack	 has	 a	 large	 main	 compart-
ment	with	inside	pocket	including	headphone	outlet,	two	
outside	pockets,	a	net	pocket,	padded	shoulder	strap,	
chest	strap	and	abdominal	strap.

	 Part	No.:	1250026

Padded	carry	strapErgonomic	carry	handle

Ortlieb Rack	Pack

The	 ultimate	 pack	 bag	 from	 Ortlieb.	 Easy	 to	 access	
through	the	opening	on	the	top	and	more	convenient	to	
carry	than	other	pack	bags.

The facts:

•		Easy	to	access	content	thanks	to	the	opening	that	covers	the	
whole	length.

•		Extremely	resilient	3D-welded	PD	620	material.
•		Carrying	handle
•		Padded	shoulder	strap.
•		49	litres	volume	(~13	US	gallons)
•		100%	dust	and	water-tight
•		Dimensions:	(HxLxW)	34x61x32	cm	(~13.4x24x12.6”)

The	bag	utilises	the	typical	roll-up,	fully	waterproof	seal.	
Ideal	 for	short	or	 long	 tours.	Extremely	 robust	material	
and	high-quality	manufacture	make	this	product	almost	
indestructible.	

“W” edition pack bag

	 Part	No.:	1724770

Wunderlich Strap

Strong	woven	nylon	strap	with	metal	buckle	 for	a	safe	
hold	and	simple	use.

Unlike	elastic	 straps,	 these	do	not	 stretch	and	can	be	
adjusted	 continuously,	 keeping	 everything	 securely	 in	
place.

Can	be	shortened	easily.	Width	20	mm	(~0.8”)

200	cm	length	(~78”)	 Part	No.:	1724530

easily.

(~78”)	
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Picnic Rucksack

We	like	nothing	better	than	to	take	our	BMWs	and	ride	
out	for	a	picnic	in	our	own	region	of	the	Eifel	mountains.	
Our	Picnic	Rucksack	is	always	an	important	part	of	this.	
High-quality	manufacture	with	 thermally	 insulated	 food	
compartment	 and	 a	 fully-equipped	 cutlery	 compart-
ment.

Contents:

•		2	plates.
•		2	cups.
•		2	shakers	(for	salt	and	pepper	or	similar).
•		2	knives,	forks,	spoons.
•		1	knife	with	serrated	edge	(for	bread,	cheese	...).
•		1	waiter’s	knife	with	corkscrew,	bottle	opener	and	knife.
•		2	serviettes	(100%	cotton	34	x	34	cm	each).
•		1	plastic	chopping	board.

For	safety	reasons	we	have	fitted	a	bottle	compartment	
on	the	side,	which	is	insulated	in	the	same	way.

With	additional,	flat	front	pocket,	side	net	pocket,	2-way	
zippers	 all	 round,	 padded	 shoulder	 belt	 and	 carrying	
handle.

	 Part	No.:	1250055

Wunderlich Media	Bag	Insert

Everything	in	its	proper	place!

This	 memory	 card	 wallet	 comes	 from	 our	 own	 sorry	
experience.	Now	all	different	types	and	sizes	of	memory	
cards	can	be	quickly	and	safely	stored	and	carried.	Con-
tains	7	compartments	with	4	different	sizes	 to	accom-
modate	the	widest	range	of	memory	storage	systems.

	 Part	No.:	1250152

Boxer Engine Tie Clip

Just	 the	 right	 thing	 for	BMW	riders	who	want	 to	show	
their	love	of	boxers	in	their	everyday	lives.

	 Part	No.:	8151053

Badges

Fig.	 Pin Part	No.

1 BMW	Boxer	4V	engine 8151002

2 BMW	Boxer	Motor	groß 8151003

3 BMW	Boxer	engine	small 8151004

4 F	650	CS 8151054

- F 800 R	(silver) 8151086

5 R 1150	RS 8151062

6 R 1100	RT 8151018

- R 1100	RT 8151019

7 R 1150	RT 8151063

8 R 850/1100	R 8151034

9 R 1150	R 8151037

10 R 1150	R	Rockster 8151061

- R 1100	S 8151035

11 R 1200 C 8151020

12 R 1200 C 8151021

13 R 1200 C 8151064

- Megamoto	(black/silver) 8151079

14 K 1100	LT	spezial 8151066

15 K 1200 RS 8151057

- K 1200 S	(weiss/blau) 8151058

16 K 1200 LT 8151043

17 R 1200 RT	(rot) 8151068

- R 1200 R	(black) 8151088

18 R 1200 S 8151070

19 R 1200 ST 8151071

20 K 1200 R 8151072

21 K 1200 GT 8151076

- K	1300	R	(rot) 8151048

- K	1300	S	(black) 8151089

22 F 800	S 8151073

23 F 800	ST 8151075

- R 1200 RT	(silvergrau) 8151077

24 K 1200 S 8151078

25 K 1200 R-Sport 8151080

- G	650	Xcountry 8151082

- G	650	Xmoto 8151083

Size	ca.	25	mm	x	40	mm

Fig.	1

Fig.	4 Fig.	6

Fig.	9

Fig.	12

Fig.	15

Fig.	18

Fig.	2

Fig.	7

Fig.	10

Fig.	13

Fig.	16

Fig.	19

Fig.	3

Fig.	5

Fig.	8

Fig.	11

Fig.	14

Fig.	17

Fig.	20 Fig.	21

Fig.	22 Fig.	23 Fig.	24

Fig.	25 Tie	clip

Cutlery	compartment	with	thermally	
insulated	compartment	behind	it

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download	all	the	latest	updated	catalogue	sections	from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General	information,	dealers	and	news:	
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting	instructions	download	(in	full	colour):	
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Wunderlich Tool	Bag

This	 design	 began	 life	 as	 a	 toilet	 bag;	 we	 now	 use	 it	
as	a	strong	tool	bag	with	an	 ingenious	arrangement	of	
compartments.

Made	 of	 strong,	 coated	 canvas	 with	 a	 useful	 division	
into	compartments	and	a	transparent	pocket.	

Can	be	used	as	a	strong	toilet	or	tool	bag.

With	hanger.	Dimensions	20/52	cm	x	27	cm.

	 Part	No.:	1250011*

*		Without	depicted	contents

Easy Guide Map Holder

Don’t	 need	 GPS	 navigation	 or	 a	 huge	 map	 holder	 for	
short	trips	-	but	also	don’t	want	to	have	to	experiment	
with	duct	tape	to	attach	a	copy	of	a	map	or	directions	to	
the	tank?	Then	the	Easy	Guide	is	made	for	you.	Simply	
attach	 the	holder	 clip	 to	 the	handlebar.	 Then	 fix	 either	
the	small	or	large	transparent	cover	with	the	Velcro	strip.	
The	 map	 holder	 can	 be	 positioned	 anywhere	 you	 like	
and	easily	withstands	the	airflow	when	moving.	The	PVC	
covers	are	also	resistant	to	rain	showers.

There	isn’t	a	simpler	or	more	cost-effective	way	to	keep	
an	eye	on	where	you’re	going.

	 Part	No.:	8600270

Denzel Alpine	Routes	of	the	Past

An	illustrated	volume	of	the	mountain	traffic	of	the	past.

Who	has	never	asked	themselves	as	they	drive	through	
a	mountain	pass	what	 it	might	have	 looked	 like	 in	 the	
past?	 What	 roads	 existed	 through	 the	 Alps?	 Where	
and	 how	 did	 people	 travel?	 When	 were	 these	 routes	
established?	Could	 the	vehicles	of	 the	day	make	 it	up	
the	inclines?

With	353	historic	photographs,	Harald	Denzel	provides	
insights	 into	 the	 travel	 of	 the	 past	 along	 the	 Alpine	
roads.	 Fascinating	 pictures	 of	 passes	 and	 former	 mili-
tary	routes,	 together	with	snaps	of	adventurous	moun-
tain	 trips,	 will	 fascinate	 the	 reader.	 Images	 of	 routes	
with	 steep	 drops	 and	 heart-stopping	 gravel	 roads	 will	
astound	 even	 experienced	 Alpine	 riders.	 Post	 buses	
played	an	 important	 role	 even	 in	 earlier	 ages	as	many	
people	 could	 not	 afford	 their	 own	 means	 of	 transport.	
Through	 some	 striking	 examples	 you	 will	 also	 get	 an	
idea	of	the	once	difficult	work	of	road	building	and	the	
complicated	business	of	clearing	the	snow.

There	are	some	rarities	among	the	pictures.	The	oldest	
photos	 date	 back	 to	 the	 1920s,	 while	 many	 intriguing	
images	give	impressions	of	the	1950s	and	1960s.

Format	21	x	29.7	cm	(A4),	hard	cover,	200	pages.

This book is only available in the German language!

	 Part	No.:	9700084

Motorcycle Power Maps

Good	 Vibrations	 set	 the	 standard	 in	 this	 field	 with	 the	
first	 laminated	 “Power	 Maps”	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 90s.	
They	have	a	surface	that	you	can	write	on	and	are	very	
difficult	to	bend,	which	will	win	over	any	tour	planner	or	
motorcycle	 rider.	These	characteristics,	not	 to	mention	
the	fact	that	the	maps	are	easy	to	read,	make	them	an	
indispensable	companion	for	any	journey.	The	success	
of	this	range	of	maps	continues	today.	

The	Power	Boxes	of	these	tried	and	tested	maps	con-
tain	 eight	 63	 x	 42	 cm	 map	 sheets,	 laminated	 on	 both	
sides,	 on	 which	 you	 can	 write	 your	 own	 notes	 and	
tour	routes	using	OHP	pens	and	then	wipe	them	clean	
afterwards.	The	scale	of	1:250,000	makes	them	easy	to	
read	and	provides	more	room	to	add	details.	Additional	
features	 include	GPS	compatibility	 and	 the	marking	of	
routes	 with	 attractive	 landscapes,	 of	 the	 motorcycle	
routes	of	Germany	and	the	Alps	and	of	the	exact	loca-
tion	of	camping	sites	and	places	of	interest	on	the	maps.	
The	Power	Boxes	are	thus	a	reliable,	long-term	compan-
ion	 on	 any	 motorcycle	 tour	 through	 Germany,	 Austria,	
Switzerland,	Northern	Italy	and	the	Alps.	

These books are only available in the German lan-
guage!

Northern	and	eastern	Germany	 Part	No.:	9700085

Central	and	western	Germany	 Part	No.:	9700086

Southern	Germany	and	Austria	 Part	No.:	9700087

The	Alps	and	Lake	Garda	 Part	No.:	9700089

“Urban Tour” tank bag
The	 ideal	 companion	 on	 short	 trips.	 Its	 compact	 dimensions	

allow	complete	freedom	of	movement,	in	town	and	on	country	

roads.	 The	 high-class	 material	 and	 robust	 manufacture	 guar-

antee	many	years	of	enjoyment.	You	can	find	more	information	

under	the	vehicle	headings	in	the	“Touring	&	Travel”	section.
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News 2010/2011

The OnRoad Catalogue 2010/2011 is full 
of new products which will make our 
hobby of motorcycle riding even more 
exciting.

In this section we present a selection of 
our latest developments. You will dis-
cover many more exciting products on 
the following pages.

Our product range is growing continually. 
You will always find our latest BMW 
developments in our web site:

www.wunderlich.de
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Wunderlich 
Aluminium Cover for Telelever Joint

Just the right finishing touch for the technically elaborate 
and high-quality finished Telelever system.

The facts:

•  Crowning glory for the telelever system.
•  Considerably more stable and resistant to oxidation.
•  Secure locking with set screw.
•  Simple exchange for original plastic cap.
•  Made entirely from CNC turned/milled aluminium.
•  Anodised silver.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Made in Germany.

The brittle and cheap looking original plastic cover usu-
ally flies off anyway - the exposed and quickly oxidising 
bolt is not exactly an attractive alternative either.

For all R and K models 

 Part No.: 8500181

Wunderlich Cylinder Head Protector

Life insurance for the extremely damage-prone Boxer 
valve covers! 

The Facts:

•  Protection from impacts, falls and slides
•  No more grinding of holes in cover.
•  Protects the cylinder head cover from moving and destroying 

the cylinder bolt threads (cover attachment to head is “float-
ing”, without protection it could move at impact).

•  Protection for the front attachment bolt.
•  Optimal force distribution through shaped rubber bumpers 

between protector and valve cover (3M-bumper).
•  No screws etc. in the front impact area.
•  More than 4 mm (1/8”) thick replaceable slide pad on each 

side.
•  3 major double strength attachment points.
•  Hard anodised aircraft-spec aluminium alloy.
•  Made in Germany.

This is a sound investment as the original plastic protec-
tor can disintegrate even if the bike tips over harmlessly, 
or can simply fold away if the bike slides.

Complete set with installation kit.

R 1200 S/R, R 1200 RT/ST, HP2 Megamoto 
(all models up to 2009)

Protectors (left + right) Part No.: 8161533

Replacement slide pad (right) Part No.: 8161533-x1

Replacement slide pad (left) Part No.: 8161533-x2

R 1200 RT (from 2010 model)

Protectors (left + right) Part No.: 8161537

Replacement slide pad (right) Part No.: 8161537-x1

Replacement slide pad (left) Part No.: 8161537-x2

R 1100 S, R 1100/1150R + Rockster, R1100/1150 RS

Protectors (left + right) Part No.: 8161536 149.00

Replacement slide pad (right) Part No.: 8161536-x1

Replacement slide pad (left) Part No.: 8161536-x2 Complete fitting kit

Models up to 2009 

Spill at 200 km/h!
At the 1000 km Hockenheim race 
our protectors withstood their bap-
tism of fire: After a spill at around 
200 km/h the valve cover remained 
tight!

Models from 2010 onwards

R 1100/1150 models

Wunderlich Carbon Final Drive Protection

This absolutely lightweight carbon guard protects the 
rear drive securely and provides a dynamic finish of the 
drive unit. 

Extremely light and sturdy carbon fibre hybrid material, 
completely covered with a glossy protective hard plastic 
coat, which penetrates the material and provides opti-
mal protection. Easy to fit (self-adhesive).

R 1200 R, HP2 Megamoto, R 1200 S/ST/RT, 
R 1200 S HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160905
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coat, which penetrates the material and provides opti
mal protection. Easy to fit (self-adhesive).

R 1200 R, HP2 Megamoto, R 1200 S/ST/RT,
R 1200 S HP2 Sport
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MOTORRAD
“The desire for individuality, coupled with dislike of the unsightly original top 

yoke, provided the impetus for this conversion. The uncomplicated fitting of 

the “Power Sportego”, the refined finish and the handling provided by this 

multi-adjustable combination all helped win us over - in fact, we rode for many 

thousands of kilometres with it…”

Top yokes
You can find a large selection of top yoke conversions for other 

BMW models (R 1100 S, K 1200 RS/GT etc.) on our web site or in 

the free OnRoad catalogue 2009/2010.

www.wunderlich.de

Up to 30 mm adjustment range

K 1200/1300 R

F 800 S

Worldwide unique: Integrated lines

Wunderlich “PowerSportego” Top Yoke 

This tube handlebar conversion offers extremely good 
control of the bike with vastly better handling and 
incomparable adjustability.

The facts:

•  Integrated brake and clutch lines connections - the original 
lines need not be replaced for longer ones or re-routed and do 
not obstruct/chafe the instruments. This eliminates the need for 
extra workshop and materials costs.

•  Quick and easy conversion.
•  Handlebar mounts can be adjusted by up to 30 mm, thus 

ensuring perfect ergonomic characteristics.
•  Individually adjustable handlebar stops which can be adapted 

to all screens etc. (preset in the F 800 S).
•  Mount for tapered handlebars (29 mm diameter).
•  High-tensile aluminium (AL 7075 T6).
•  Intricately machined on several planes.
•  Very light (1400 grams) and yet highly warp-resistant: Inherently 

stable up to a load of 1.7 tonnes; the yoke can withstand a load 
of 2.8 tonnes before giving way. Values that far exceed any cur-
rent standard!

•  TÜV approved.
•  Made in Germany.

In cooperation with designers we have created a cap-
tivating, technically superior total construction which 
makes complete sense from an ergonomic point of view 
and thus guarantees optimum riding enjoyment.

Please order the handlebar and accessories separately 
(choice of colours). You can find more information in the 
respective vehicle sections or at www.wunderlich.de.

F 800 S/ST Part No.: 8601523

R 1200 S Part No.: 8601303

R 1200 ST Part No.: 8601304

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601350

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8601384

Wunderlich ERGO Mirror Offset

Vehicle rear-view mirrors only really make sense if you 
can see something in them. If you’re wearing a thick 
jacket you can see everything - except the traffic behind 
you.

We have sorted this problem out and can put your mirror 
in the right position.

Over decades lots of solutions to this problem have 
been developed. What we do is to offset the mirror so 
that they are positioned further out or up and where 
needed (K  1200/1300  R/R-Sport) positioned further 
forward, a simple, very effective but still nice looking 
solution!

The precision machined extension pieces are nicely inte-
grated into the design of the bike and allow much better 
visibility to the rear and increased safety for the rider.

The facts:

•  CNC machined high quality aluminium alloy or special plastic 
material.

•  Metal parts are anodised black or silver.
•  Accurately fitted mirror offset to the side, up or front depending 

on model
•  Quick and easy installation.
•  Supplied in a set of two.
•  Suitable for original or aftermarket mirrors.

F 800 S/ST

Set (black) Part No.: 8410071

K 1200/1300 S

Set (black plastic) Part No.: 8410076

F 800 R, R 1200 R/ST, HP2 Megamoto, 
K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Set (silver aluminium) Part No.: 8160446

Set (black aluminium) Part No.: 8160447

K 1200 GT (up to 2006), K 1300 GT

Set (black plastic) Part No.: 8410072

K 1200/1300 S 
High-quality special plastic

R 1200 R/ST, HP2 Megamoto, K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

K 1200 GT (from ‘06) + K 1300 GT 
High-quality special plastic

“VarioLever” brake and clutch levers
The revolution in ergonomics, usability, safety and exclusivity: 

We’ve developed brake and clutch levers that are adjustable 

in both grip length and reach. You can find this product in the 

“Ergonomic & comfort” section.
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But how do you learn to ride like 
this? In Goy’s case, it all began 
in his earliest childhood when he 
discovered – and began to train 
– his sense of balance: the crown 
jewel of his talents. He devoted 
himself initially to unicycling before 
swapping the single wheel for the 
horse saddle and proving his con-
siderable ability in numerous com-
petitions. In 1978 Goy swapped 
saddles again – this time for a 125 
Ducati Enduro, soon to be followed 
by a 125 Bultaco, which enabled 
him to fully express his talent for 
trials riding.

Trials ace Jérôme Rivière trained 
J.P. Goy as a trials profession-
al. Many, many victories in trials 
events were just a part of his suc-
cess story: he used his breaks 
from the sport to bring extra zip to 
his life through the development 
of artistic riding skills. These were 
so extraordinary that he quickly 
attained nationwide fame in the 
trials sport.

A decisive boost to Goy’s career 
came in the form of his collabo-
ration with journalist Pierre-Marie 
Poli. Poli took photos as Goy, who 
had just turned 18, tested out five 
trials motorcycles for Moto-Journal 
up in the Alps. One of the pictures, 
which shows Goy fearlessly leap-
ing off a cliff on his bike, caused a 
real public stir. The Fantic company 
offered the Frenchman a collabora-
tive opportunity: an arrangement 
that lasted for a total of eleven 

years. During this period Goy rode 
Fantic bikes at sporting events 
and, with increasing frequency, 
shows. A world-wide promotional 
tour for the company took him as 
far as Japan. The trials acrobat 
appeared in front of ever larger 
audiences and came up with ever 
more spectacular stunts. These 
included riding his motorcycle over 
the arches of the “Pont de Loyettes 
01”, a 221-kilometre wheelie and a 
156.45 metre stoppie.

It wasn’t long before the first top-
flight jobs in the film business 
came his way. The Frenchman 
doubled for Pierce Brosnan in the 
James Bond film “Tomorrow never 
dies”, writing off whole series of 
R 1200 cruisers in the most breath-
taking stunts the world had seen; 
world-famous Chinese martial arts 
star Jackie Chan also resorted to 
Goy’s stunt talents.

For a few years now it has been 
impossible to imagine Wunderlich 
without Goy, a friend and part-
ner of the business. In his world-
wide shows Goy demonstrates 
the robustness and durability of 

Wunderlich products and supports 

the company in its development of 

new products. Nobody could be 

better placed to test new compo-

nents to their limits in such a styl-

ish and playful way or to help the 

BMW accessories specialist out 

with such expert advice!

In December 2007 we also worked 

together on a particularly special 

project: With Goy in the saddle we 

wanted to break the existing world 

record of more than 331 kilometres 

for a continuous wheelie. As our 

vehicle for the attempt at the record 

we took a BMW G 650 XChallenge, 

adding a backrest in accordance 

with the provisions of the Guinness 

Book of Records to enable Goy to 

maintain the wheelie posture for 

several hours at a stretch. Unfortu-

nately, however, the poor weather – 

with wind speeds of up to 5.6 m/s 

– forced us to give up the record 

attempt for safety reasons after 

100 kilometres. We had in advance 

promised the Toyrun 4 Kids charity 

that we would give them 10 euros 

for every completed kilometre – so 

we were still able to donate a pretty 

respectable 1,000 euros!

We are soon going to try again to 

set a new world wheelie record – 

and there’s one thing we are sure 

of: Our likeable and enterprising 

French friend will be good for many 

more surprises yet!

www.jpgoy.com

With his breathtaking stunt shows, Jean-Pierre Goy fascinates audiences world-wide.

If you would be interested in booking tickets for one of his events, we would be happy 
to put you in touch with him.

If you’re interested, please get in touch with us at the following number: +49 26 42 / 
97 98-0. Or you can send an e-mail to info@wunderlich.de or book directly at   
www.jpgoy.de.

Your Wunderlich Team

J.P. Goy - Stuntman
The most recent Batman block-
buster, “The Dark Knight”, is cur-
rently the talk of the town – not just 
because of the dramatic events 
during and shortly after filming, but 
also and above all because of the 
impressive action scenes. And it’s 
the Batpod – a gigantic motorcycle 
with a whole array of special func-
tions that lead actor Christian Bale 
uses to strike the fear of God into 
his enemies – which has whipped 
up the biggest storm.

Needless to say, it wasn’t Bale him-
self who was riding the Batpod in 
the film. Here he had to make way 
for a specialist with many years of 
experience. This was none other 
than the world-famous stunt rider, 
Jean-Pierre Goy. “It was really hard 
to ride in a straight line,” reveals 
the Frenchman. “To my right and 
left I had the huge main parts of the 
handlebar. The turning circle was 
enormous, and the bike started to 

weave uncontrollably at speeds of 
up to 130 km/h. The sheer weight 
of the bike also meant that braking 
required real sensitivity.”

“I’m a biker myself, but even world-

class riders got on this thing and 
fell off it again right away. At this 
point I had to accept that I would 
never manage it.” “Jean-Pierre Goy 
is the only guy in the whole world 
who was able to handle this ride,” 
says lead actor Christian Bale in an 
interview with “Motorcycle News”. 
This is no surprise as the bike‘s 
creators had kitted it out with all 
kinds of peculiar features: As the 
idea was to conceal some of the 
“normal” parts, the frame had to 
double as the exhaust pipe and 
the cooling fins had the second-
ary function of footrests. The drive 
shafts, chains and sprockets were 
hidden inside the chassis. Goy 
rode the Batpod lying down with 
his arms sheathed in gauntlets, 
with the result that he had to steer 
with his shoulders. However, the 
main method of steering the Bat-
pod was by the controlled blocking 
of the rear wheel and drifting.
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Wunderlich Double Rear Light “FlatTwin”

Somehow the original just doesn’t want to fit and 
appears almost as if cut off. 

This conversion utilises the design lines of the F, and 
transforms the appearance of the rear as well as 
increase the safety aspect.

Thanks to modern LED technology, there is no switching 
delay compared to conventional bulbs; combined with 
the increased light output (over 30 high-output LEDs) 
and better visibility – especially when braking (higher 
signal effect) – safety is greatly enhanced.

Complete assembly for easy “Plug & Play” fitting: Ther-
moformed multi-part ABS housing (can be painted) 
complete with integrated LED brake light / rear light 
combinations, integrated LED number plate illumination, 
cable connection and fitting kit. Naturally E-approved.

F 800 R/S/ST

Silver Part No.: 8110186

Wunderlich Splash Guard

The open design of the rear frame underscores the light-
ness of BMW’s construction. Disadvantage: The gaps 
mean that the legs and feet are completely exposed to 
flying water and dirt. There is nothing to stop the water 
splashing off the boots right up the rider’s thighs. The 
effect of this is a soaking wet and dirty rider and pillion 
passenger.

Worse still, the dirt and water get all over the side cov-
ers, panniers and footpeg holders.

The high-quality, solid-colour ABS plastic protective 
elements are easy to fit. There is no registration or TÜV 
requirement.

The facts:

•  Effective protection from whipped-up water and dirt.
•  Strong with precision fit.
•  Quick, easy and safe fitting. No need to remove the rear wheel.

F 800 R

Black ABS plastic with aluminium carrier.

 Part No.: 8160504

R 1150 RT/R + Rockster

Black ABS plastic.

Silver Part No.: 8160428

R 1200 RT

Black or silver (with clear plastic coating) ABS plastic.

Silver Part No.: 8160459

Black Part No.: 8160468

With mudguard extension: Feet and lower legs are fully protected (picture 
shows R 1200 RT)

R 1200 RT in black

F 800 R R 1150 RT/R + Rockster 

MOTORRAD Best Brand 2010
We are proud and delighted in our anniversary year to have 

received the particular accolade of being voted number 1 in the 

“customising” category!
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Wunderlich  
“Vario-ERGO+” Screen Deflector

The main problem with any original screen is that the 
upper edge cannot be adjusted to cater to individual 
needs, and to eliminate buffeting and turbulence.

We took the principle of screen add-ons, and signifi-
cantly improved upon it.

Recommendation: If you are happy with the height, 
width and other proportions of the original windshield 
but are bothered by turbulence, we recommend using 
this spoiler.

The facts:

•  Multiple adjustments for individual needs: Angle, height and 
distance to rider.

•  Optimum stress relief for  helmet and upper body.
•  Removes turbulence and disturbing wind jets otherwise 

present.
•  Easy to adjust.
•  Fast attachment and removal from screen.
•  Strong and secure attachment method..
•  Lightweight precision CNC-machined adjustment mechanism.
•  High quality anodised aluminium alloy.
•  Shatter-proof Lexan deflector screen.
•  ABE approved for use with original BMW screens.

All models (with original screen)

 Part No.: 8110025

Aluminium Valve Cover “Durahead”

A cover milled from a solid piece of dural aluminium that 
requires no additional cover. The cap possesses such an 
enormous amount of structural stability that a slide pad 
could be integrated directly into it. The exclusive choice 
of material and the machining make any conceivable 
finish possible. Can simply replace the original cover.

The facts:

•  Milled from single billet piece.
•  Far greater material strength than the standard cover.
•  Improved motor cooling through additional cooling ribs.
•  Replaceable slide pads.
•  Original gasket and bolts are still used.
•  Ground clearance not impaired.
•  Exclusive looks.
•  Can be supplied with hard-anodised surface finish or polished.
•  Made in Germany.
•  Life-long warranty against breakage.

Alongside the usefulness of this cover, it also impresses 
with its exclusive looks. As the material cost makes up 
about 50% of the total value, this must be considered 
as a bargain.

R 1200 S/R, R 1200 ST, R 1200 RT (models until 
2009)

Polished aluminium left Part No.: 8160775

Polished aluminium right Part No.: 8160776

Blue anodised left Part No.: 8160773

Blue anodised right Part No.: 8160774

Black anodised left Part No.: 8160771

Black anodised right Part No.: 8160772

R 850/1100/1150 RT/R + Rockster, R 1100 S, 
R 1100/1150 RS

Black anodised left* Part No.: 8160779

Black anodised right* Part No.: 8160778

Blue anodised left* Part No.: 8160781

Blue anodised right* Part No.: 8160780

Replacement slide pad 

Single item Part No.: 8160777

* For single-ignition vehicles you will also need 
 the spark plug cover from the double-ignition model. 
 You can get this from your local BMW dealer.

R 1200 S/R, R 1200 RT/ST

R 850/1100/1150 RT/R + Rockster, 
R 1100 S, R 1100/1150 RS

Blue anodised with theft-proof 
Wunderlich oil plug (optional)

R 850/1100/1150 RT/R + Rockster, R 1100 S, R 1100/1150 RS

R 1200 S/R, R 1200 RT/ST

Easy, continuous adjustment of 
angle and height

Polished aluminium R 1200 S/R, 
R 1200 ST, R 1200 RT (models until 
2009)

Folding funnel
Filling up with oil or petrol on the road can be a real test of 

dexterity if you don’t have a suitable funnel. Our folding funnel 

made of oil and petrol-resistant material takes up next to no 

room when folded away and is instantly available when needed. 

You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.

The history of windshield add-ons
Since this type of windshield add-on started to appear on the mar-

ket, it has been adopted by many of companies. We started road 

experiments with windshield add-ons more than ten years ago. 

Unfortunately, these didn’t meet local (German) requirements in 

respect of effectiveness, stability at speed and

handling. We’ve again turned our attention to the issue, increased 

stability to a level far in excess of the required standard, and built 

a new dimension of adjustability into the system in the form of 

height adjustment. Not only this, but we’ve also developed an 

aerodynamically optimised and optically dynamic windscreen that 

significantly reduces wind-related rider stress.
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R 1200 RT

Above or below the crash bar tube 
as preferred

On the front of the crash bar tube

Mounted on the diagonal crash 
bar tube

Housing complete with bracket and pre-assembled, easy to install cable set 
and switch (not shown).

Please note
You can find more information about auxiliary lamps for each 

model in the relevant catalogue sections.

Wunderlich Spark Plug Spanner

So you want to check your plugs or to change defec-
tive ones. If you don’t have the right plug spanner you 
won’t get anywhere. The lack of space on your bike 
doesn’t allow you to carry a standard plug spanner. So 
we’ve commissioned the renowned Gedore company 
exclusively with the task of creating a plug spanner 
to fit on your bike. Thanks to the cross-hole, in which 
you can insert a screwdriver, you can now also remove 
jammed spark plugs without breaking sweat. You can 
buy replacement plugs on the road, but you’ve got to 
have a plug spanner in your toolkit! 

Fits all Boxer models

 Part No.: 8160234

Wunderlich Spark Plug Tool

Safe and easy removal of the spark plug cap (or HT coil) 
without risk of damage to the coil.

For good reasons, the original spark plug connector 
should not be removed with pliers or similarly crude 
tools: the ignition coil integrated into the cap can eas-
ily be damaged which will prevent you from continuing 
your journey. 

The original extractor often breaks with caps that are 
stuck and it also bends easily.

With a extraction handle and additional transverse hole 
to pull out those stuck caps.

All R 850/1100/1150 single spark models

 Part No.: 8160239

All R 850/1100/1150/ 1200 twin spark models,  
F 800 R, S + ST 
K 1200 R, R-Sport, S + GT (from 2006) 
K 1300 R, S + GT

 Part No.: 8160237

Wunderlich “MicroFlooter” for Crash Bars

Our evergreen product for visibility and safety, now also 
available for mounting on almost all roll bars.

Thanks to the almost unlimited adjustment range the 
headlights can be placed where you most need them - 
the excellent additional lighting for your bike will win you 
over: When correctly positioned the additional head-
lights provide an impressive complement to the normal 
low beams without dazzling oncoming traffic, as well as 
looking great.

The facts:

•  Very good additional lighting provided by this flanking construc-
tion.

•  Numerous tests have shown that this headlight is one of the 
best on the market.

•  Soft light transition.
•  Optimum illumination of the roadside.
•  Smallest approved additional headlight.
•  Includes 55 watt H3 lamp.
•  E-certified as fog lamp.
•  Can be fitted to virtually any round bar of 22 to 25.4 mm diam-

eter**.
•  Multidirectional.
•  Light weight construction with integrated deflectors to avoid 

light pollution
•  High quality clamps made of machined aluminium with an ano-

dised surface finish.
•  Sold as a set of two, including bulbs, wiring, electrics, brackets 

and fitting kit.
•  5 years warranty for metal parts.

For all engine protection bars sold by Wunderlich and for 
all bars with 22 - 25.5 mm diameter**

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8500189

Replacement bulb H3 55W Part No.: 2099807

*  The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

** 22 - 25.4 mm is about 7/8 - 1” diameter.
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buy replacement plugs on the road, but you’ve got to 
have a plug spanner in your toolkit! 

Fits all Boxer models
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Wunderlich LED Park Light “P-Marker”

The penetratingly bright LED position lights make the 
bike look bigger and the visibility to other road users is 
greatly enhanced, which means that motorcycles are 
spotted considerably earlier. This is a major contribution 
to safety because, ever since daytime or low beam lights 
have been allowed during the day for cars, attention to 
motorcycle riders has diminished. The “P-Marker” lights 
are attached to the Microflooter bracket in just a few 
steps and provide light in place of the original parking 
light.

Can only be used in conjunction with our “MicroFlooter” 
auxiliary lights.

Fits all MicroFlooters

Single lamp Part No.: 8600516*

Complete Set Part No.: 8600511*

*  The lamps are road legal (“E” approved) in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Wunderlich “MicroFlooter” Auxiliary Light

See and be seen properly with these carefully positioned 
and attractive auxiliary lights: perfectly adjusted, the 
auxiliary lights complement the dipped beam headlight 
in an impressive way, do not blind the traffic on the other 
side of the road and give an imposing appearance. In 
order not to “disappear” in the traffic, we certainly rec-
ommend that you use them in daylight, too.

The facts:

•  Very good additional lighting.
•  Many tests have shown that these auxiliary lights are among 

the best on the market.
•  Soft light/dark boundary.
•  Optimal illumination of the road edge.
•  Won’t disturb rider.
•  Extremely robust.
•  Includes H3 bulbs 55 Watts each.
•  “E” approved for use as fog lamps*
•  Sold as a set of two, including bulbs, wiring, electrics, brackets 

and complete fitting kit.
•  5 years warranty for metal parts.

Numerous tests have shown that these headlights are 
among the best on the market. Complete set for right 
and left, ready to fit.

R 1200 R, R 1200 S/ST, R 1200 RT (up to 2009)

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8600486*

Replacement bulb H3 55W Part No.: 2099807

*  The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Extra headlights
Safety
In many countries it is now legal for 
cars to drive with head lamps on dur-
ing the day, so a motorcycle with its 
headlights on does not necessarily 
attract the attention of other drivers. 
Therefore we are switching the aux-
iliary lights on, especially in heavy 
traffic, cities etc., to increase our vis-
ibility and safety. This measure has 
quite often protected us from dan-
gerous situations, and we never had 
any problems.

Our life insurance
The outstanding illumination even 
makes riding at night a pleasure and 
our extra headlights have caused us 
to be noticed in time more than once. 
Particularly in countries where mo-
torcycles are not so widespread, we 

were noticed much earlier (especially 
by children).

What is the legal situation?
Every country has different laws 
and regulations regarding the use 
of auxiliary lights, their positioning 
and when they can be used. In Ger-
many the lamps sold by Wunderlich 
are road legal (“E” approved), but 
please check the law regard-
ing additional lights in your 
country. 

Our tests
We test all 
l a m p s 
with the 
use of a 
light meter, 
our testing 

rig and with help of photographs. 
This is always a particular challenge 
for the Odyssey batteries, which are 
the only ones that can withstand 
such a marathon.

Please note
You can find more information about auxiliary lamps for each 

model in the relevant catalogue sections.

and when they can be used. In Ger-and when they can be used. In Ger-and when they can be used. In Ger
many the lamps sold by Wunderlich 
are road legal (“E” approved), but 
please check the law regard-
ing additional lights in your 

We test all 

light meter, 
our testing 
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Final Drive Crash Protector

These crash protectors, already proven in racing, keep 
the tarmac at a safe distance and prevent major dam-
ages to the expensive final drive housing.

The facts:

•  Effective protection.
•  Highly resistant special plastic.
•  User-friendly and quick installation.
•  Complete with mounting kit

R 1200 (all models except Cruiser + R 1200 CL), 
K 1200/1300 GT (from 2006), 
K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8160655

Wunderlich Final Drive Pivot Cover

We have replaced the somewhat unattractive original 
plastic cover of the final drive pivot by a turned and 
milled cover, turning the entire drive train into a homog-
enous unit.

The innovative EDGE design is the natural continua-
tion of the new form language distinguishing the new 
BMW generations. A value-enhancing and stunning eye 
catcher.

Easy to fit – simply replace and insert in place of the 
original. Silver anodised “Dural” aluminium.

R 1200 (all models except Cruiser + R 1200 CL), 
K 1200/1300 GT (from 2006), 
K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Edge Design Part No.: 8161441Edge Design

Wunderlich Aluminium Valve Cap Bolts

Lightweight aluminium bolts as replacements for the 
less attractive original bolts. We have used this light-
weight material to create an extremely attractive and 
safe shape.

The facts:

•  Light, anodised valve cap bolts and washers.
•  Strong protection against thread stripping.
•  Optionally available: Spanner adapter to protect the anodised 

bolt head.
•  Valve cap bolts and washers can be combined in various col-

ours. 
•  Simple to replace (no need to change the seal).

We have listed the bolts and washers separately so you 
can choose whatever bolt-washer colour combination 
you prefer.

A complete conversion for the right and left valve cov-
ers requires eight bolts, eight washers and a spanner 
adapter.

R 1200 R, HP2 Megamoto, R 1200 RT (up to 2009), 
R 1200 ST, R 1200 S, R 1150 R/RT/RS + Rockster 
(with double ignition)

Bolt (single item)

Silver Part No.: 8500270

Titanium Part No.: 8500353

Polished Part No.: 8500354

Washer (single item)

Silver Part No.: 8500355

Titanium Part No.: 8500356

Polished Part No.: 8500357

Spanner adapter

A recommended tool to protect the anodised coating. 
Only one needed.

 Part No.: 8500358
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Wunderlich Theft-proof Wheel Bolts

For many years, theft-proofing by means of special 
wheel bolts has been standard for cars. Now this stand-
ard has found its way into the motorcycle sector.

The bolts made of annealed chrome-molybdenum steel 
can only be released using a special adapter. Just one 
bolt is enough to protect against theft. Over the years of 
production, BMW has changed the wheel bolt sockets 
on the final drive of some vehicles, so that we had to 
make some distinctions here.

Important: Please check the bolt length before ordering. 
The bolt length is stamped on original bolt head and 
can be usually read from the outside. If not determine 
the length by removing and measuring a bolt from your 
rear wheel.

F 800 S/ST

 Part No.: 8140001

R 1100 S, R 1150 R/RS/RT, 
K 1200 RS/GT (up to 2005), K 1200 LT

 Part No.: 8140004

R 1200 R/S 

 Part No.: 8140001

R 850 R (up to 08/02), R 850/1100 RT, R 1100 R/RS, 
R 850/1200 C/CL/Montauk, K 1100 LT/RS

 Part No.: 8140005

R 1200 ST/RT, K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport, 
K 1200/1300 GT (up to 2006)*

Important note: These models come with two different 
bolt lengths. Please check before ordering. This can be 
read from the outside without any need to remove the 
wheel.

Length 40 mm Part No.: 8140001

Length 43 mm Part No.: 8140002

Theft-proof with special key *  Bolt length stamped onto original 
bolt head. Can be read from the 
outside

Wunderlich “AktivKomfort” ERGO Seats

The new generation of ERGO Seats: Well-thought-through 
at every step of the design, with many innovative solutions. 
The original seat suffers from an unfavourable form which 
places undue strain on the tailbone, and the angle of the 
seat leads many riders to adopt a bad pelvic position. To 
counter this we use a foam core with completely new con-
tours and a unique fabric, developed with great care and at 
no little expense.

The facts:

•  Distinctly shaped (concaved) seating area.
•  Relief of pressure on the tail bone and optimised weight distri-

bution across the whole seat.
•  Improved pillion contours for improved forward hold.
•  Progressive double-layer construction with soft upper layer and 

rigid core for even distribution of forces.
•  Uncompromising durability for long distance use.
•  Non-slip, anti-perspiration material combined with “Alcantara” 

suede seams.
•  Strong “RoburC” seat pan of our own construction.
•  Classy recessed “cut” seams.
•  Seams glued and heat-sealed on modern PFAFF hot-air weld-

ing machines for 100% impermeability.
•  Design by Nicolas Petit (Paris).
•  Made in Germany.

Individually-adjusted heights!

Alongside the standard seat height (“regular”) we also offer 
a lower (“low”) version which anchors the rider firmly on the 
seat, giving the feeling of really sitting “in” the bike.

This product is still under development. For current 
availability ask your dealer.

F 800 R/S/ST

“AktivKomfort” ERGO seat “low”

Without seat heating Part No.: 8360065

“AktivKomfort” ERGO seat “regular”

Without seat heating Part No.: 8360060

R 1200 R

“AktivKomfort” ERGO seat “low”

Without seat heating Part No.: 8161154

“AktivKomfort” ERGO seat “regular”

Without seat heating Part No.: 8161188

Grooved contour for perfect support of the tailbone. The elevated central 
part guarantees a secure hold for the pillion passenger and even better back 
support for the rider.

Die Welt 
“BMW riders have the biggest choice at Wunderlich, the specialist. 

Here you can get high or low seats which can be hard or soft, not to 

mention lower footrests and variable handlebar heights.”

TOURENFAHRER
“...one of the most sensible of Wunderlich ideas …the Ergo Seats, 

which have a more dense padding than the original and less slippery 

covers. The pronounced shape provides better support, especially 

at the back...”

ADAC Motorwelt
“Exemplary custom solutions from Erich Wunderlich. In Sinzig on 
the Rhein, BMW riders can test ride several seats and choose a 
suitable one. The difference of the seat foams are not just in height 
but also in their shape...”

MOTORRAD on the “LOW” seat for F 800 GS:
“…the level of seat comfort is outstanding…”
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Easy to unlock and remove the 
device

Wunderlich “ExtremeProtection” 
GPS Device Case with Sun Shield

This well-conceived case has a firm grip on the “zumo 
660” and the Crocodile: The lockable case deters 
thieves and gives the device a secure hold. The inte-
grated sun visor prevents reflections and thus ensures 
that the screen is always very easy to read.

The GPS (satnav) device is positioned inside the robust 
housing made of high-strength ABS material. The soft, 
vibration-absorbing inner lining prevents dents and 
other damage.

Connection to the vehicle is carried out either by means 
of the original bracket system or the unique MultiPod 
holder. The MultiPod allows adjustment down to the last 
millimetre in any direction, and is also pre-configured as 
a versatile holder for cameras, etc.

The 3 mm-thick “ExtremeProtection” case is warp-
resistant and withstands even violent impact. Exchange-
able locking cylinders made by reputed manufacturers 
can be used. Every system is supplied with two keys.

The facts:

•  Very strong, solid attachment
•  Integrated sun shield to make the display easier to read.
•  Theft protection.
•  Can be used in combination with the MultiPod range or the 

standard holder.
•  3 mm thick, fibre-reinforced ABS material.
•  Exchangeable locking cylinders
•  Vibration-absorbing inner lining that protects the case.

For Garmin zumo 660 and Becker Crocodile

 Part No.: 8600883

Device is fixed in place – protecting the device and holder from vibration 
damage (contacts knocked loose) and clamping it completely securely in 
place.

Integrated sun shield prevents reflections and thus makes the display easier 
to read

Wunderlich MultiTool Spindle Tool

If you need to remove a wheel, for the front wheel a 21 
mm hexagon socket or a BMW workshop is required. 
Most tyre repair shops don’t have this large hexagon 
socket, nor do you find it in domestic toolsets.

With this recurring problem in mind, we have designed 
our own tool that makes changing a wheel possible for 
a start, and additionally adds many valuable functions to 
your on-board toolkit .

The facts:

•  Can be operated using a ratchet and a 17 mm socket, or a 
round bar (using the side bores in tool body) or if needed in an 
emergency with a 17 mm spanner.

•  21 mm hexagon head for removing/fitting the front wheel spin-
dle.

•  Bit holder with integrated magnet (holds the bit securely in the 
holder).

•  Square head for all 1/2 inch sockets (as ratchet substitute).
•  Very strong aluminium, blue anodised.
•  Note: Maximum torque of 100 NM/73 ft.-lbs can be applied to 

the hexagon (but not for the bit insert!)

We have added the useful tool bits for our touring tool 
kits and together with the “MultiTool” we have now an 
almost complete toolkit.

F 800 R/S/ST, R 1200 R/RT/S/ST, 
K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport, K 1200/1300 GT (up to 
2006)

 Part No.: 8160238

Can be used as a special tool to 
remove the front wheel and for 
many other applications.

Bit holder for 1/4 inch bits 
(standard size) ...

... with integrated holding magnet Can also be released with screw-
driver, spanner and ring spanner 
(17 mm) and with 17 mm socket 
or similar.

Universal application! Can be used as a wheel change tool, ratchet exten-
sion or screwdriver (in combination with a standard 50 mm 1/4 inch exten-
sion).

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download all the latest updated catalogue sections from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General information, dealers and news: 
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting instructions download (in full colour): 
www.wunderlich.de/manuals

Theft-proof wheel axle bolts
For many years, theft-proof wheel bolts have been standard on 

cars. Now this standard has found its way into the motorcycle 

sector. You can find this product in the “Protection & Security” 

section.
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Wunderlich Gear Lever Enlargement

Many people find that the gear shift lever tip is too short 
and too thin. This enlargement is simply pushed over the 
original lever tip and is firmly held in place. The length, 
the girth and the improved grip make changing gears a 
pleasure. The lever is also given a sporty look. Lathed, 
milled and anodised from aluminium.

Gear lever enlargement

F 800 S/ST, R 850/1100/1150/1200 R + Rockster, 
R 850/1100/1150/1200 RT, R 1100/1150 RS, 
R 1100 S, R 1200 ST, K 1100/1200 LT, 
K 1100/1200 RS/GT (all models), K 1300 GT

Classic Version Part No.: 8160431

Touring Version Part No.: 8160432

Brake lever enlargement

F 650 CS, R 850 R (up to 09/02), R 1150 R + Rock-
ster, R 1100 S, R 1200 R

Classic Version Part No.: 8160431

Touring Version Part No.: 8160432

Brake lever enlargement

F 800 R/S/ST

 Part No.: 8160136

Classic Version

Touring Version

Aluminium chain guard F 800 R

Intricately detailed, classy and sturdy alternative to the 
original plastic protector.

Easy to fit in a matter of minutes. Silver anodised high-
tensile aluminium. Made in Germany.

F 800 R

 Part No.: 8160817

Wunderlich 
“Legere” aluminium number plate mount

Aluminium number plate holder “Legere” 

Light, delicate and refined – a stark contrast to the bulky 
original. The rear looks (and now actually is) lighter and 
the bracket can be adjusted individually.

The profile now merges seat and rear unit into a domi-
nating, dynamically rising unit without being offset again 
by the optical appearance of the number plate holder. 

Another step towards a pure riding machine, with the 
minimum visual concessions to the legal requirements. 

We have retained the dimensions of the holes on the 
original number plate bracket so that you don’t need to 
drill any new holes in the number plate itself (Note: refers 
to German number plates)

If you wish, the number plate angle can be adjusted - 
from road legal* to “sporty”. A very detailed, complex 
design that demanded creativity in its development.

Laser-cut, anodised aluminium.

G 650 Xcountry/Xmoto Part No.: 8500084*

F 800 R/S/ST Part No.: 8161259

R 1100 S Part No.: 8161255

R 1200 S Part No.: 8161500*

R 1200 R Part No.: 8161231

HP2 Megamoto Part No.: 8162211

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8161460

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8161469

*  Note: In some countries the number plate needs to set at a 
specific angle, make sure to find out what the legal requirement 
for your country is when choosing the position.

*  Includes LED number plate light and reflector.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

R 1200 S

Carbon Fibre Exhaust Heat Shield

A lightweight, professionally manufactured replacement 
part that just asks to be shown off.

This carbon cover gives the otherwise somewhat dull 
transition from engine to the original silencer a welcome 
facelift. Weighing in at only 60 grams and made of high-
quality, heat-resistant carbon (with rigid plastic protec-
tive coating), this is the result of a top-quality production 
process.

Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601340

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8160916

K 1300 S/R

F 800 S/ST/R and 
HP2 Megamoto

R 1200 R Stepless adjustment

Bulbs
For your safety we only supply top-OEM-quality certified bulbs 

from well-known manufacturers. You’ll benefit from greatly 

enhanced lighting and long intervals between bulb changes. 

You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.
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Carbon heel protector

HP2 Sport

Left Part No.: 8160929

Right Part No.: 8160936

Carbon tail

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160928

Carbon belly pan

HP2 Sport

Part No.: 8160927

Carbon valve cover

HP2 Sport

Left Part No.: 8160924

Right Part No.: 8160923

Carbon mudguard

Both parts can be separately mounted. Includes all 
fastenings.

HP2 Sport

Front mudguard part Part No.: 8160939

Rear mudguard part Part No.: 8160938

Carbon tank pad

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160922

Carbon number plate holder

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160926

Carbon central tank part

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160937

Carbon lamp mask

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160925

Light - Products for Sports

The HP2 Sport is pretty much the most radically sporty and ground-
breaking sports model to come out of BMW! Our response to the 
issue of keeping weight down is just as radical. Extremely light 
and sturdy carbon fibre hybrid material, completely covered with a 
glossy protective hard plastic coat, which penetrates the material 
and provides optimal protection. Simply swap it with the original. 
ABE approved.

HP2 Sport

The main advantages of Carbon at a 
glance

• Minimal weight yet extremely strong.

•  State-of-the-art manufacturing methods such as 

prepeg or autoclave.

• Incomparable look with convincing depth effect.

• sealed with rigid plastic protective coating.

• Significantly improved resistance to scratching.

• UV-resistant (does not bleach etc.).

• All products ABE approved.

Light - Products for Sports

The HP2 Sport is pretty much the most radically sporty and ground-
breaking sports model to come out of BMW! Our response to the 
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Carbon Fibre Front Fairing Cover Set

The black plastic separator on the new K 1300 S is not 
to everyone’s taste.

Additionally, it’s also difficult to remove dirt, dead flies 
etc. from the matt material.

The feather-light, coated carbon covers set an exclusive 
tone and are easy to keep clean.

With a glossy protective hard plastic coat, which pene-
trates the material and provides optimal protection. Easy 
to stick over the existing plastic parts. ABE approved.

Complete, two-part set (above and below the headlight).

K 1300 S

 Part No.: 8160906

Carbon Fibre Inner Fairing Sets

With a glossy protective hard plastic coat, which pen-
etrates the material and provides optimal protection. 
Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

New: With new, dynamic forms, now also available as 
an adhesive trim cover (no need to remove the original 
interior trim panels).

K 1300 S

Carbon cover set (change the original)

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8602308

Carbon trim cover set (on top of the originals

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8602317

Carbon Fibre Brake Line Cover

A visual highlight and at the same time the perfect 
protection for the exposed brake line routed along the 
rear of the swingarm. The brake line is protected reliably 
against dirt accumulation and damage. The cover gently 
hugs the torque arm. Easy to fit. ABE approved.

R 1200 R/S/ST, HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160976

No substitute for power?
Yes there is - a more favourable performance weight: the most intelligent way 

of enhancing performance, as so many successful sports vehicle manufacturers 

have demonstrated. This is why we are so keen on reducing weight wherever we 

can – right to the smallest detail. So, to sum up, not only do you get significant 

weight reductions compared to the series-production bike, but you also benefit 

from unique and extremely attractive extras. Please note: We use pure carbon 

parts and, if required, high-tensile carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrids. Exclusively 

handmade racing quality.

Due to their world-beating quality these carbon fibre products have long been 

used in national and international motorcycle racing. All products are made 

using state-of-the-art manufacturing processes and are subjected to rigorous 

quality tests. The high-tensile carbon fibre material comes with a glossy rigid 

plastic protective coating that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-

mum protection.
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Generator protector

The extremely light replacement of the original with 
modified contour. Stylishly accented detail on the HP2 
Sport.

High-strength carbon fibre material with a protective 
glossy hard-plastic coat (further emphasising the 3D 
structure). 

R 1200 R/S/ST/RT, Megamoto, HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160964

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT

R 1200 R

Test!
We don’t take chances: Any exhaust system or tuning com-

ponent is first checked in our in-house Dynojet testing facility 

and then goes off for long distance testing – so you don’t buy 

a pig in a poke!

Laser HotCam

The sporty exhaust silencer. Contour-hugging, triangular 
profile minimises the risk of damage in the event of a 
spill. Aggressive powerful sound with very little back 
pressure. Very spontaneous throttle response and easy 
to open out.

Starting with the legendary BoxerCup and the sensa-
tional PowerCup on the K  1200  R, Laser, our official 
exhaust supplier, has always set the tone. A roaring 
success and one of the main reasons for the popularity 
of this thrilling racing series.

Laser has further developed this technology to produce 
a sound that is simultaneously full of character and yet 
unostentatious.

The facts:

•  Deeper sound.
•  Stronger yet smoother development of power.
•  Noticeable improvement in performance in all RPM ranges.
•  Significant weight saving of around 4 kg.
•  Durable construction (inside completely made of stainless 

steel).
•  High-quality, classy carbon-fibre exterior cladding.
•  Easy to fit.
•  With European model approval certificate and complete fitting 

kit.

Custom sound engineering making the motorcycle  
acoustically unique and unmistakable.

R 1200 R

 Part No.: 8600207

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport/GT (up to 2006)

 Part No.: 8600208

Carbon rear wheel cover

This is a best-seller, and it’s no wonder: It provides 
complete, unparalleled protection for the shock - which 
normally takes some pretty rough treatment - battery, 
exhaust, including header pipe, and the rear sub-frame. 
Damp and dirt can no longer penetrate freely deep into 
the works. This is a must for anyone who loves his 
R 1200 S HP2 Sport and wants to protect its systems as 
best he can. There is a smooth, sinuous transition from 
the intricate mounting to the high-quality carbon-fibre 
protector itself, giving rise to a homogeneous and sporty 
unit which tips the scales at a mere 320 grams.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrid 
material with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating 
that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-
mum protection.

Quick, easy and safe to fit.

HP2 Sport

 Part No.: 8160921
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LED Rear Light Unit

Small part – astonishing effect: The tinted LED rear light 
blends in perfectly with the design of your BMW.

LED light bulbs offer unmatched durability and very 
short switch-on delays, considerably enhancing vis-
ibility. Simple to swap with the original. “E”-approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport, R 1200 R

 Part No.: 8601091

Battery Cover

Give your battery cover a fast facelift. This cover con-
forms precisely to the contours of the original battery 
cover. Made of special, 3D carbon-look material, our 
covers with their classy clear plastic sealing are real eye-
catchers. The way the seal is applied underscores the 
three-dimensional carbon-fibre look and simultaneously 
extends the life of the product.

The underside is coated with 3M special adhesive, a thin 
layer of which provides a ferocious grip. 

This makes for an easy and secure fit. Form-fitted and 
classy design.

K 1200/1300 S

Carbon Look Part No.: 8160559

Wunderlich 
Oil filter / Heat Exchanger Protector

The oil filter and heat exchanger lie right in the firing line 
of dirt thrown up by the front wheel. Whereas the heat 
exchanger will only suffer cosmetic damage, the sensi-
tive oil filter housing is acutely at risk.

A sturdy frame provides the mounting base for the pro-
tective splashboard itself. Stone chips and other dam-
aging particles are safely kept away. A must for the F!

The facts:

•  High protection factor from the sturdy aluminium construction.
•  Strong stainless steel mesh bonded to black anodised alumini-

um frame.
•  Quick and easy to install and remove.
•  Comes supplied with installation kit.
•  Does not compromise heat transfer.

For maintenance purposes the protective cover can be 
quickly removed.

F 800 R/S/ST

 Part No.: 8500159

Oil filter/heat exchanger protector F 800 R

R 1150 RT (left: In daylight / right: Lit up at night)

Wunderlich “MasterReflex” Reflective Film

The relatively small back light does not actually show 
the actual width of a BMW, especially when side cases 
are attached.

This tailor-made 3M film kit reflects the light shining on 
it which increases the signalling effect considerably. 
The actual width is immediately visible and the vehicle 
can be seen from a distance, increasing passive safety 
enormously.

Simple to apply. Made-to-measure for original BMW 
cases.

R 1100/1150 R + Rockster, R 1100/1150 RT/RS, 
K 1200 RS, K 1200 GT (models up to 2005)*

Set (left + right) Part No.: 1250222

R 1200 R/RT/ST, K 1200/1300 GT (up to 2006)**

Set (left + right) Part No.: 1250223

*  K 1200 GT (models to 2005) with longitudinal four-cylinder 
engine.

**  New K 1200 GT (models from 2006) with transverse four-cylin-
der engine.

R 1200 RT (left: In daylight / right: Lit up at night)

Wunderlich shop in Sinzig
From Monday to Saturday you will get personal service and a 

2% discount for cash payments at our shop in Sinzig. Opening 

times vary according to season in the course of the year.

Please get in touch with us by phone or online at:

www.wunderlich.de
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